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KARL MARX AND FREDERICK ENGELS

From'fHE HOLY FAMILY

There is no need for any great penetration to see from the
tcaching of materialism on the original goodness and equal intel-
lectual endowt'nent of men, the omnipotence of experience, habit
and education, and the influence of environment on man, the
great significance of industry, the justification of enjoyment, etc.,
how necessarily materialism is connected with communism and
socialism. If fnan draws all his knowledge, sensation, etc., trom
the world of the senses and the experience gained in it, then what
has to be done is to arrange the empirical world in such a way
that man experiences and becomes accustomed to what is truly
human in it and that he becomes aware of himself as man. If
correctly understood interest is the principle of all morality, man's
private interest must be made to coincide with the interest of
humanity. lf man is r,rnfree in the materialistic sense, i.e., is free
not through the negative power to avoid this or that, but through
the positive power to assert his true individuality, crime must not
be punished in the individual, but the anti-social sources of crime
must be destroyed, and each man must be given social scope for
the vital manifestation of his being. If man is shaped by environ-
mont, his environment must be made human. If man is social by
nature, he will develop his true nature only in society, and the
power of his nature must be measured not by the power of the
scparate individual but by the power of society.

Written in September-November
Itt44

Karl Marx,
Frederick Engels,
C olle cte d W orks, Y ql. 4,
pp. 130-31
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FREDERICK ENGELS

From SPEECHES IN ELBERFELD

In communist society, where the interests of individuals are not

oppo."Jto one another but, on the contrary, are united, competi-

tif'n it eliminated. As is self-evident, there can no longer be any

q""rtion of the ruin of particular classes, nor of the very existence

of 
"lurt"t 

such as the rich and the poor nowadays' As soon.as

private gain, the aim of the individual to enrich himself on his

l*n, dilappears from the production- and distribution of the

goodt n""iisary to life, trade crises- will also disappear of them-

ielu"r. In communist society it will be easy to be informed about

Uottr proauction and consumption. Since we know how much, on

the average, a person needs, it is easy-to calculate how much is

needed bf a given number of individuals, and since production. is

no tongei in"the hands of private-producers but in those of the

"o--,inity 
and its administrative bodies, it is a trifling mattet to

regulate production according to needs.-

tnr. iu" see how the main evils of the present social situation

disapp"ar under communist organisation. If, however, we- go into

a htlle more detail, we will finO ttrat the advantages o! such- a

social organisation are not limited to this but also include the

eHmlnatiSn of a host of other defects. I shall only touch today on

a i"* of the economic drawbacks. From the economic point of
view the present arrangement of so.ciety is surely the most irra-
tional and unpractical 

-we can possibly conceive. The opposition

oi i"i"t"ttt results in a great ambunt of labour power -being
oiitrca in a way from w:hich society gains nothing, and. in a

substantial amount of capital being unnecessarily lost without
i"f.oOucirg itself. We alriady see this.in the commercial crisesl

*d ,"" howhasses of goods, a'll of which men have produced with

great effort, are throin away at prices which cause Ioss to trle
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sellers; we see how masses of capital, accumulated with great
effort, disappear before the very eyes of their owners as a result of
bankruptcies. Let us, however, discuss presgnt-day trade in a little
more detail. Consider through how many hands every product
must go before it reaches the actual consumer. Consider, gentle-
men, how many speculating, swindling superfluous middlemen
have now forced themselves in between the producer and the
consumer! Let us take, for example, a bale of cotton produced in
North America. The bale passes from the hands of the planter
into those of the agent on some station or other on the Mississippi
and travels down the river to New Orleans. Here it is sold-for a
second time, for the agent has already bought it from the plan-
{s1-ssld, it might well be, to the speculator, who sells it once
again, to the exporter. The bale now travels to Liverpool where,
once again, a greedy speculator stretches out his hands towards it
and grabs it. This man then trades it to a commission agent who,
let us assume, is a buyer for a German house. So the bale travels
to Rotterdam, up the Rhine, through another dozen hands of
forwarding agents, being unloaded and loaded a dozen times,
and only then does it arrive in the hands, not of the consumer, but
of the manufacturer, who first makes it into an article of
consumption, and who perhaps sells his yarn to a weaver, who
disposes of what he has woven to the textile printer, who then
does business with the wholesaler, who then deals with the retail-
er, who finally sells the commodity to the consumer. And all
these millions of intermediary swindlers, speculators, agents,
exporters, commission agents, forwarding agents, wholesalers and
retailers, who actually contribute nothing to the commodity
itself-they all want to live and make a profit-and they do make
it too, on the average, otherwise they could not subsist. Gentle-
men, is there no simpler, cheaper way of bringing a bale of cotton
from America to Germany and of getting the product manufac-
tured from it into the hands of the real consumer than this compli-
cated business of ten times selling and a hundred times loading,
unloading and transporting it from one warehouse to another? Is
this not a striking example of the manifold waste of labour power
brought about by the divergence of interests? Such a complicated
way of transport is out of the question in a rationally organised
society. To keep to our example, just as one can easily know how
mubh cotton or manufactured cotton goods an individual colony
needs, it will be equally easy for the central authority to determine
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how much all the villages and townships in the country need'

On"" iu"t, statistics hav"e been worked out-which can easily be

done in a year or two-average annual consumption will only

;h;;g" in froportion to the inclreasing population; it is therefore

""i, 
""t the ippropriate time to determine in advance what

;;;i "f "u"ti 
particutar article the people will need-the entire

;;;;i;-;;t-wiil be ordered direct fiom the source of supplv; it
i"itt tt 

"n 
be possible to procure it directly, without middlernen'

*ilt o"t ,nor" d.luy and Lnloading than is really lequired by the

nutur" of the journeY, that is, with a greatsaving of labour power;

it will not be- necesiary to pay the speculators, the dealers large

and imull, their rake-oif. Sut ihis is siitl not all-in this way these

middlemen are not only made hannless to so-ciety, they are, in

il;';d; useful to it. "whereas they now perform to the disad-

,uriug" of everyone else a kind bf work which is, at best'

rup"tfiuor. but which, nevertheless, provides them with a living,

indeed, in many cases even with great riches, whereas th"y uI-9

iii;; ; present directly prejudicial to.the general.good,-they will
then become free to .inilage in useful labour and to take up an

o"-."puiion in which t-tr|y cat prove .themselves 
as actual

-;-"iU"it, not merely apparent, sham members' of human society,

and as participants in its activity as a whole'
- --irer6nt-aay 

society, which bieeds hostility between the individ-
ual man and" everyone else, thus produces a social war of all
asainst all which inevitably in individual cases, notably apgng

ui"Ju"ut"a people, assumes a brutal, barbarously violent

iornr-that of "ii-". In order ro protect itself against crime,

against direct acts of violence, soiiety rgqqirgs- an .extensive,
c8mptcatea system of aclministrative and judiciat bodies which

i"q.,it"t an immense labour force. In communist society 
. 
this

*.i"fA likewise be vastly simplified, and precisely

U""uu."-.trange though it may sound-. precisely because the

administrative 6ocly in- this society would have to manage not

.*i"fy lrOiuidual aipects of social life, but the whole of social life,

in all its various activities, in all its aspects. we eliminate the

contradiction between the individual man ancl all others, we

counterpose social peace to social war, we put the axe to the root
of crime-and thereby render the greatest, by far the greatest,

part of the present altivity of the administrative and judicial

boclies superflugus. .Even now crimes of passion are trecoming-

fewer and fewer in comparison with calculated criules, crimes of
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interest--crimes against persons are declining crimes against'property are on the increasei Advancing civilisation rnodlrates
violent outbreaks of passion even in our present-day society,
which is on a war footing; how much more will this be the case in
communist, peaceful societyl Crimes against property cease of
their own accord where everyone receives what he needs to satisfy
his natural and his spiritual urges, where social gradations and
distinctions cease to exist. Justice concerned with criminal cases
ceases of itself, that dealing with civil cases, which are almost all
rooted in the property relations or'at Ieast in such relations as
arise tiom the situation of social war, likewise disappears; con-
flicts can then be only rare exceptions, whereas they are now the
natural result of general hostility, and will be easily settled by
arbitrators. The activities of the administrative bodies at present
have likewise their source in the continual social war-the police
and the entire administration do nothing else but see to it that the
war remains concealed and indirect and does not erupt into open
violence, into crimes. But if it is infinitely easier to maintain peace
than to keep war within certain limits, so it is vastly more easy to
administer a communist community rather than a competitive
one. And if civilisation has already taught men to seek their inter-
est in the maintenance of public order, public security, and the
public interest, and theretbre to make th-e police, adniinistration
and justice as superfluous as possible, how much more will this be
the case in a society in which community of interests has become
the basic principle, and in which the public interest is no longer
distinct from that of each individual! What already exists now,-ln
spite of the social organisation, how much more will it exist when
it is no longer hindered, but supported by the social institutions!
We may thus also in this regard count on a considerable increase
in the labour force through that part of the labour force of which
society is deprived by the present social condition.

One of the most expensive institutions which present-day
society cannot dispense with are the standing armies, by which
the nation is deprived of the most vigorous and useful section of
the population and compelled to feed it since it thereby becomes
unproductive. We know from our own budget what the standing
army costs--twenty-four million a year and the withdrawal from
production of twice one hundred thousand of the most muscular
arms. In communist society it would not occur to anyone to have
a standing army. What for, anyhow? To maintain peace in the
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country? As we saw above, it will not occur to anyone to disturb

internal peace. Fear of revolutions is, of course, the conse-quence

;,"ry ;ifi;;pposition of interests; where the interests of all coin-

"i4", 
i""tt fears are out of the question'-.For aggressive wars?

grt ho* could a communist society conceive the idea of under-

;ff; u"- uggt"ttire war?-this society which is perfectly well

;;||! that ifi"war it will only lose men and capital while the most

it *"fJ g"i, would be a couple of recalcitrant provinc-es, which

would aJa conseqrence be diiruptive of social s1de1.-I.-s1 3 u/31

oiJ"i"n""f For that there is no nied of a standing army., as it will
b;;.t to train every fit member of society, in addition to his

oifr"iti'r"rputions, in ieal, not barrack--square handling of arms-to

tli;;"g.";;"""ttury for ihe defence of the count{Y' And' g:llP;
men, c"onsider this, ihat in the event of a war, which anyway-could

;;it'b;-;;gid against anti-communisr nations' the member of
;r;i ; sociSty his a real Fatherland, a real hearth and home to

e;i;;a,-; ttr'at he will fight with an enthusiasm, endurance and

;;;;.y 
-U"tore 

which tfie mechanically trained soldiers of a

modern army must be scattered like chaff' Consider what

*orJ"r. were worked by the enthusiasm of the revolutionary

armies from I 792 to l7gg," which only fought fot an il.lusion, for

the semblance of a Fatherland, and you will be bound to realtse

how powerful ai army must be whiCh. fights, not for an illusion'
.6.i fii a tangible r"aiity. Thus these immense masses of labour

;*;; of whlch the civilised nations are now dgprivnd by.the

il.i.i, *ouid be returned to labour ln a comrnunist society;.they

;;lA;;; onty proauce as much as they consume, but would be

able to suppl!' to the public store-houses a gteat many more

products thanihose necessary for their own sustenance'

An even worse wastage of labour power is to be seen in our

*irtirg ,*i"ty in tt 
" 

wiy the rich exploit their social position. I
*iii ,u"V nothing of all t-he useless and quite ridiculous luxury

*iii"t, 'rtlii. oniy from the passion for display and occupies a

g.;i A"uf of labour power. But, gentlemen, just go 
1119 the 

houy'
ihe inmost sanctuary, of a rich man and tell me if it is not the

most senseless waste of labour power when you have a number of
people waiting on one single individual, spending thelr tlme ln

. Tht, ..f*s to the wars waged by revolutionary Franci against the coali-

tion oi ieactionary Eurofian .6ter ii*"d at liquiilating the achievements of

the French bourgeois revirlution of 1789-94'-Ed'
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idleness or, at best, in work which results from the isolation of a
srngle man inside his own four walls? This crowd of maids, cooks,
lackeys, coachmen, domestic servants, gardeners and whatever
they are called, what do they really doi For how fbw moments
during the day they are occupied in making the lives of their
masters really pleasant, in facilitating the free development and
exercise of their human nature and inborn capacities-and how
many hours during the day they are occupied in tasks which arise
only from the bad arralgement of our social relations-standing
at the back of the carriage, serving their employers' every whim-,
carrying lap-dogs, and other absurdities. In a rationally oiganised
society, where everyone will be in a position to live without
pandering to the whims of the rich and without lapsing into any
such whims himself-in such a society, the labour power now
thus wasted on the provision of luxury can naturally be used to
the advantage of all and to its own.

A further waste of labour power occurs in our present society
quite directly as a result of competition, for this ireates a larg-e
number of destitute workers who would gladly work, but cann-ot
get any work. Since society is not by any means arranged so as to
be able to pay attention to the real utilisation of the labour force,
since it is left to every individual to look for a source of gain, it is
quite natural that when really or apparenfly useful work- is being
distributed, 4 number of workers are left without any. This is all
the more th9 case as the competitive struggle compels everyone to
strain his power to the utmost, to'utilise all available advantages,
to replace dearer labour by cheaper for which advancing civilisa-
tion provides more and more means or, in other words,iveryone
has to work at making others destitute, at displacing other
people's labour by one means or another. Thus in every Civilised
society there are large numbers of unemployed people who would
gladly work but cannot find work and their number is larger than
is commonly believed And so we find these people proitituting
themselves in one way or another, begging, sweeping the streets,
standing on corners, only barely keeping body and soul together
by occasional small jobs, hawking and peddling all manner of
petty wares or, as we saw a couple of poor girls doing this even-
ing, going from place to place with a guitar, playing and singing
for money, compelled to put up with all kinds of shameless talk,
every insulting suggestion in order to earn a couple of groschen.
How many finally fall victims to real prostitution! Gentlemen, the
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number of these destitute people who have no other course open
but to prostitute themselves in one way or another is very
large----our Poor Relief arrthorities can tell you all about
this-and don't forget that society nevertheless feeds these people
in one way or anothcr despite their uselessness. If, then, society
has to bear the cost of their maintenance, it should also make it
possible for these unemployed to earn their keep honourably. But
the present competitive society cannot do this.

If you think about all this, gentlemen-and I could have given
you many other examples of how our present society wastes its
labour force-if you think about this, you will find that human
society has an abundance of pro(uctive forces at its disposal
which only await a rational organisation, regulated distribution,
in order to go into operation to the greatest benefit for all. After
this you will be ablc to judge how totally unfounded is the fear
that, given a just distribution of social activity, individuals would
have to bear such a load of labour as would make it impossible
for them to engage in anything else. On the contrary, we can
assume that given this kind of organisation, the present customary
labour time of the individual will be reduced by half simply by
making use of the labour which is either not used at all or used
disadvantageously.

Howevei the benefits which communist organisation offers

through the utilisation of wasted labour power are not yet the

rnasti,igtNifi.an| The grpqtest saving of labour power lies in the

fu*irlg of the lndividaal powers into social, collective power and in
'the kind of organisation which is based on this concentration of
powers hitherto opposed to one another.

Delivered on February 8,1845 Karl Marx,
Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Yol. 4,
pp.246-52

FREDERICK ENGELS

From PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNISM

Question 14: What kind of new social order will this have to
be?

Answer: Above all, it will have to take the running of industry
and all branches of production in general out of the hands of
separate individuals competing with each other and instead will
have to ensure that all these branches of production are run by
society as a. whole, i.e., for the social good, according to a social
plan and with the participation of all members of so6iety. It will
therefore do away with competition and replace it by association.
S.ince the.running of industry by individuals had piivate owner-
ship. as -its necessary consequence and since iompetition is
nothing but the manner in which industry is run by individual
priyalg owners, private ownership cannot be separat-ed from the
individual ruming of industry and competition. Hence, private
ownership will also have to be abolished, and in its stead there
will be common use of all the instruments of production and the
distribution of all products by common agreement, or ,the so-
called community of property. The abolition of private ownership
is indeed the most succinct and characteristii summary of the
transformation of the entire social system necessarily f6[owing
from the- development of industry,.and it is therefore-rightly pui
forward by the Communists as their main demand.

Question 20: What will be the consequences of the final aboli-
tion of private ownership?

Arawer: Above all, through society,s taking out of the hands of
the private capitalists the use of all the productive forces and
means of communication as well as the exchange and distribution
of products and managing them according io a plan corres-
ponding to the means available and the ne=eds of the whole of
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society, all the evil consequences of the present running of large-
scale industry will be done away with. There will be an end of
prises; the extended production, which under the present system

of society means ovbrproduction and is such a gJegt cause i:f
misery, wilt then not even be adequate and will have to be

expanded much further. Instead of creating misery, overproduc-
tion beyond the immediate needs of society will mean the satisfac-
tion of the needs of all, create new needs and at the same time the
means to satisfy them. It will be the condition and the cause of new
aclvances, and it will achieve these advances without thereby, as

always hitherto, bringing the order of society into confusion.
Once liberated from the pressure of private ownership, large-scale
industry will develop on-a scale that will make its present level of
clevelopment seem as paltry as seems the manufacturing syslem
compared with the large-scale industry of our time. This develop-
meni of industry will provide society with a sufficient quantity of
products to satisfy the needs of all. Similarly agriculture, which. is
also hindered by the pressure of private tlwnership and the
parcelling of land tiom introducing the improvements already
available and scientific advancements, will be given a quite new
impulse, and place at society's disposal an ample quantity of
products. Thus society will produce enough products to be able so

io arrange distribution that the needs of all its members will be

satisfied. The division of society into various antagonistic classes

will thereby become superfluous. Not only will it become
superfluous, it is even incompatible with .the new social order.
Classes came into existence through the division of labour and the
division of labour in its hitherto existing form will entirely disap-
pear. For in order to bring industrial and agricultural production
io the level described, mechanical and chemical aids alone dre not
enough; the abilities of the people who set these aids in motion
must also be developed to a corresponding degree' Just as in the
last century the peasants and the manufactory workers changed
their entire way of life, and themselves became quite different
people when they were drawn into large-scale industry, so also-

wilf the common management of production by the whole of
society and the resulting new development of production require
and also produce quite different people. The common manage-
ment of production cannot be effected by people as they are
today, each one being assigned to a single branch of production,
shaci<ied to it, exploiGd bf it, each having developed only one of
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his abilities at the cost of all the others and knowin s onlv one
branch, or oRIy a. branch of a branch of the total frodu'ction.
Even present-day industry finds Iess and less use for slch p*orti.
Industry carried on in common &nd according to plan'Uv if,e
whole of society presupposes moreover people oI aU-round drr;:
opment, capable of.surveying the entire system of production,
Thus the divisron of labour making one mad a peasani, another a
shoemaker, a third a factory worker, a fourth a stockjobber,
which has already been undermined by machines, wilt conipleielv
disappear. Education will enable young people quickly'to e6
through the whole system of production-, it wilt enable it e* io
pass from one branch .of industry to another aecording to th;
needs of society or their own inciinations, It will thereflre free
them from that one-sidedness which the present division of tabour
stamps on each one of them. Thus the communist organisation of
society will give its members the chance of an all-roirnd exercise
of abilities that have received all-round development. with tiiis,
the various classps will necessarily disappeir, Thus ttre communiii
organisation of society is, on the-one trahd, incompatible with the
existence of classes and, on the other, the veryituUtirtrment oi
this society furnishes the means to do away witlir thesp class differ-
ences.

It follows from this that the antagonism between town and
country will likewise disappear. The carrying on of asriculture
and industrial production by the same pedple-, instead 5f bu t*o
different classes, is already for purely materiai reasons an 6rr"n-
tial condrtion of communist associition. The. scatterins of the
agricultural^ population over rhe countryside, 'atong iith the
crowding of the industrial population into itre uig towlis, is a state
which corresponds onry to an undeveloped stale of agriculture
and industry, an obstacle to all furthei develo-pment*which is
already now making itself very keenly felt.

The general association of all riembers of society for the
common and planned exploitation of the productive fbrces, the
expansion of production to a degree where ii will satisfy the needs
of all, the termination of the co;dition where the neeils of somi
are satisfied at the expense of others, the complete annihilation of
"lu.:gqr 

and tleir antagonisms, the all-round development of the
abilities of all the members of society through doirie awav with
the hitherto.existing division of laboui, throp-gtr indultrial dOu.a-
tion, through change of activity, through the farticipation of all in
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the enjoyments provided by all, through the merging of town and
country-such are the main resuits of the abolition of private
property.- 

Question 21: What influence will the communist order of
society have upon the family?

Aniwer: It will make the relation between the sexes a purely
private relation which concerns only the persons involved, and in
which society has no call to interfere. It is able to do this because

it abolishes private property and educates children communally,
thus destroying the twin foundation of hitherto existing mar-
riage-the dependence through private property of the wife upon
thJhusband and of the children upon the parents. Here also is the
answer to the outcry of moralising philistines against the
communist community of women. Community of women is a
relationship that belongs altogether to bourgeois society and is
completely realised today in prostitution. But' prostitution is

rooted in private property and falls with it. Thus instead of intro-
ducing the community of women, communist organisation puts

an end to it.

Written at the end of
October-November 1847

Karl Marx,
Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Yol. 6,
pp.348,352-54

KARL MARX AND FREDERICK ENGELS

From MANIFESTO OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY

tr
PBOLETABIANS AND C OMMUNISTS

In what relation do the Communists stand to the proletarians as
a whole?

The Communists do not form a separate party opposed to other
working-class parties.

They have no interests separate and apart from those of the
proletariat as a whole.

They do not set up any sectarian principles.of their own, by
which to shape and mould the proletarian movement.

The Communists are distinguished from the, other working-
class pdrties by this only: L. In the national struggles of the prole-
tarians of the different countries, they point out aird bring to the
front the common interests of the entire proletariat, independently
of all nationality.2. In the various stages of development which
the struggle of the working class against the bourgeoisie has to
pass through, they always and everywhere represent the interests
of the movement as a whole.

The Communists, therefore, are on the one hand, practically,
the most advanced and resolute section of the working-class
parties of every country, that section which pushes forward all
others; on the other hand, theoretically, they have over the great
mass of the proletariat the advantage of clearly understanding the
'line of march, the conditions, and the ultimate general resulis of
the proletarian movement.

The immediate aim of the Communists is the same as that of all
the other proletarian parties: formation of the proletariat into a
class, overthrow of the bourgeois supremacy, conquest of political
power by the proletariat.

The theoretical conclusions of the Communists are in no way
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based on ideas or principles that have been invehted, or discov-
ered, by this or that would-be universal reformer.

They merely express, in general terms, actual relations spring-
ing frrim an dxisting class struggle, from a historical movement
going on under our very eyes. The abolition of existing property
relatircns is not at all a distinctive feature of Communisrn.

All property relations in the past have continually been subject
to historical change consequent upon the change in historical
conditions.

The French Revolution, for example, abolished feudal property
in favour of bourgeois property.

The distinguishing feature of Communism is not the abolition
of property generally, but the abolition of bourgeois property. But
modem bourgeois private property is the final and most complete
expression of the system of producing and appropriating pro'
ducts, that is based on class antagonisms, on the exploitation of
the many by the few,

In this sense, the theory of the Communists may be summed up
in the single sentence: Abolition of private property.

We Communists have been reproached with the desire of
abolishing the right of personally acquiring property as the fruit of
a man's own labour, which property is alleged to be the ground-
work of all personal freedom, activity and independence.

Hard-woh, self-acquired, self-earned ptoperty! Do you mean
the property of the petty afiisan and of the small peasant, a forfit
of property that preceded the bourgeois form? There is no need to
abolish that; the development of industry has to a great extent
already desftoyed it, and is still destroying it daily.

Or do yotr mean modern bourgeois private property?
But does wage-labour *eate any pk)perty for the labourer?

Not a bit. lt creates capital, i.e,, that kind of property which
exploits wage-labour, and which cannot increase except upon
condition of begetting a new supply of wageJabour for fresh
exploitation. Property, in its present form, is based on the anta'
gonism of capital and wage-labour. Let us examine both sides of
this antagonism

To be a capitalist is to have not only a purely personal, but a
social s/a/us in production. Capital is a collective product, and
only by the united action of many members, nay, in the last
resort, only by the united action of all members of society, can it
be set in motion.
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Capital is, therefore, not a personal, it is a social power.
When, therefore, capital is converted into common property,

into the property of all members of society, personal property is
not thereby transformed into social property. It is only the social
character of the property that is changed. It loses its class charac-
ter.

Let us now take wage-labour
The average price of wage-labour is the minimum wage, i.e.,

that quantum of the means of subsistence, which is absolutely
requisite to keep the labourer in bare existence as a labourer.
What, therefore, the wage-labourer appropriates by means of his
labour, merely suffices to prolong and reproduce a bare existence.
We by no means intend,to abolish this personal appropriation of
the products of labour, an appropriation that is made for the
maintenance and reproduction of human life, and that leaves no
surplus wherewith to command the labour of others. All that we
want to do away with, is the miserable character of this appro-
priation, under which the labourer lives merely to increase
capital, and is allowed to live only in so far as the interest of the
ruling class requires it.

In bourgeois society, living labour is but a means to increase
accumulated labour. In Communist society, accumulated labour
is but a means to widen, to enrich, to promote the existence of the
labourer.

In bourgeois society, therefore, the past dominates the present;
in Communist society, the present dominates the past. In
bourgeois society capital is independent and has individuality,
while the living person is dependent and has no individuality.

And the abolition of this state of things is called by
the bourgeois abolition of individuality and freedom! And
rightly so. The abolition of bourgeois individuality, bourgeois
independence, and bourgeois freedom is undoubtedly aimed
at.

By freedom is meant, under the present bourgeois conditions of
production, free trade, free selling and buying.

But if selling and buying disappears, free selling and buying
disappears also. This talk about free selling and buying, and all
the other "brave words" of our bourgeoisie about freedom in
general, have a meaning, if any, only in contrast with restricted
selling and buying, with the fettered traders of the Middle Ages,
but have no meaning when opposed to the Communistic abolition
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of buying and selling, of the bourgeois conditions of production,
and of the bourgeoisie itself.

You are horrified at our intending to do away with private
property. But in your existing society, private property is already
done away with for nine-tenths of the population; its existence for
the few is solely due to its non-existence in the hands of those
nine-tenths. You reproach us, therefore, with intending to do
away with a form of property, the necessary condition for whose
existence is the non-existence of any property for the immense
majority of society.

In one word, you reproach us with intending to do away with
your property. Precisely so; that is just what we intend.

From the moment when labour can no longer be converted into
capital, money, or rent, into a social power capable of being
monopolised, i.e.,trom the moment when individual property can
no longer be transformed into bourgeois property, into capital,
from that moment, you say, individuality vanishes.

You must, therefore, confgss that by "individual" you mean no
other person than the bourgeois, than the middle-class owner of
property. This person must, indeed, be swept out of the way, and
made impossible.

Communism deprives no man of the power to appropriate the
products of society; all that it does is to deprive him of the power
to subjugate the labour of others by means of such appropriation.

It has been objected that upon the abolition of private property
all work will cease, and universal laziness will overtake us.

According to this, bourgeois society ought long ago to have
gone to the dogs through sheer idleness; for those of its members
who work, acquire nothing, and those who acquire anything, do
not work. The whole of this objection is but another expression of
the tautology: that there can no longer be any wage-labour when
there is no longer any capital.

All objections urged against the Communistic mode of produc-
ing and appropriating material products, have, in the same way,
been urged against the Communistic modes of producing and
appropriating intellectual products. Just as, to the bourgeois, the
disappearance of class property is the disappearance of produc-
tion itself, so the disappearance of class culture is to him identical
with the disappearance of all culture.

That culture, the loss of which he laments, is, for the enormous
ma.iority, a mere training to act as a machine.
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But don't wrangle with us so long as you apply, to our intended
abolition of bourgeois property, the standard of your bourgeois
notions of freedom, culture, law, etc. Your very ideas are but the
outgrowth of the conditions of your bourgeois production and
bourgeois property, just as your jurisprudence is but the will of
your class made into a law for all, a will, whose essential
character and direction are determined by the economical condi-
tions of existence of your class.

The selfish misconception that induces you to transform into
eternal laws of nature ind of reason, the iocial forms springing
from your present mode of production and form of
property-historical relations that rise and disappear in the pro-
gress of production-this misconception you share with every rul-
ing class that has preceded you. What you see clearly in the case
of ancient property, what you admit in the case of feudal
property, you are of course forbidden to admit in the case of your
own bourgeois form of property.

Abolition of the family! Even the most radical flare up at this
infamous proposal of the Communists.

On what foundation is the present family, the bourgeois family,
based? On capital, on private gain. In its completely developed
form this family exists only among the bourgeoisie. But this state
of things finds its complement in the practical absence of the
family among the proletarians, and in public prostitution.

The bourgeois family will vanish as a matter of course when its
complement vanishes, and both will vanish with the vanishing of
capital.

bo you charge us with wanting to stop the exploitation of chil-
dren by their parents? To this crime we plead guilty. /

But, you will say, we destroy the most hallowed of relations,
when we replace home education by social.

And your education! Is not that also social, and determined by
the social conditions under which you educate, by the interven-
tion, direct or indirect, of society, by means of schools, etc.? The
Communists have not invented the intervention of society in
education; they do but seek to alter the character ofthat interven-
tion, and to rescue education from the influence of the ruling
class.

The bourgeois clap-trap about the family and education, about
the hallowed co-relation of parent and child, becomes all the
more disgusting, ttre more, by the action of Modern Industry, all
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family ties among the proletarians are tom asunder, and their
children transformed into simple articles of commerce and instru-
ments of labour.

But you Communists would introduce community of women,
screams the whole bourgeoisie in chorus.

The bourgeois sees in his wife a mere instrument of production.
He hears that the instruments of productioR are to be exploited in
common, and, naturally, can come to no other conclusion than
that the lot of being common to all will likewise fall to the women.

He has not even a suspicion that the real point aimed at is to do
away with the status of women as mere instruments of produc-
tldn.

For the rest, nothing is more ridiculous than the virtuous indig-
nation of our bourgeois at the community of women which, they
pretend, is to be openly and officially established by the Commun-
ists. The Comnrunists have no need to introduce community of
women; it has existed almost from'time immemorial.

Our bourgeois, not content.with having the wives and daugh-
ters of their proletarians at their drsposal, not to speak of common
prostitutes, take the greatest pleasure in seducing each other's
wives.

Bourgeois marriage is in reality a system of wives in common
and thus, at the most, what the Communists might possibly be
reproached with, is that they desire to introduce, in substitution
for a hypocritically concealed, an openly legalised community of
women. For the rest, it is self-evident that the abolition of the
present system of production must bring with it the abolition of
the community of women springing from that system, i.e., of.
prostitution both public and private.

The Communists are further reproached with desiring to abol-
ish countries and nationality.

The working men have no country. We cannot take from them
what they have not got. Since the proletariat must first of all
acquire political supremacy, must rise to be the leading class of
the nation, must constitute itself the nation, it is so far, itself
national, though not in the bourgeois sense of the word.

National differences and antagonisms between peoples are
daily more and more vanishing, owing to the development of the
bourgeoisie, to freedom of commerce, to the world market, to
uniformity in the mode of procluction and in the conditions of life
corresponding thereto.
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The supremacy of the proletariat will cause them to vanish still
faster. United action, of the leading civilised countries at least, is
one of the first conditions for the emancipation of the proletariat.

In proportion as the exploitation of one individual by another is
put an end to, the exploitation of one nation by another will also
be put an end to. In ptoportion as the antagonism between classes
within the nation vanishes, the hostility of one nation to.another
will come to an end.

The charges against Communism made from a religious, a
philosophical, and, generally, from an ideological standpoint, are
not deserving of serious examination.

Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that man's ideas,
views and coflceptions, in one word, man's consciousness,
changes with every change irt the conditiorts of his material exis-
tence, in his social relatiorts and in his social life?

What else does the history of ideas prove, than that intellectual
production changes its character in proportion as material pro-
duction is changed? The ruling ideas of each age have ever been
the icleas of its ruling class.

When peop[e speak of ideas that revolutionise society, they do
but express the fact, that within the old society, the elements of a
new one have been created, and that the dissolution of the old
ideas keeps even pace with the dissolution of the old conditions of
existence.

When the ancient world wris in its last throes, the ancient reli-
gions were overcome by Christianity. When Christian ideas suc-
cumbed in the eighteenth century to rationalist ideas,* feudal
society fought its death battle with the then revolutionary bour-
geoisie. The ideas of religious liberty and freedom of conscience
merely gave expression to the sway of free competition within the
rlomain of knowledge.

"Undoubtedly," it will be said, "religious, moral, philosophical
and juridical ideas have been modified in the course of historical
rlevelopment. But religion, morality, philosophy, political science,
and law, constantly survived this change."

"There are, besides, etemal truths, such as Freedom, Justice,
ctc., that are common to all states of society. But Communism
abolishes eteinal truths, it abolishes all religion and all morality,

o The ideas of great French Enlighteners of the 18th century-Voltaire,
Rousseau, Diderot, Helv6tius, Holbach and others.-Ed.
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instead of constituting them on a new basis; it therefore acts in
contradiction to all past historical experience."

What does this accusation reduce itself to? The history of all
past society has consisted in the development of class antago-
nisms, antagonisms that assumed different forms at different
epochs.

But whatgver form they may have takeri, one fact is common to
all past ages, viz., the exploitation of one part of society by the
other. No wonder, then, that the social consciousness of pas! ages,
despite all the multiplicity and variety it displays, moves within
certain common forms, or general ideas, which cannot completely
vanish except with the total disappearance of class antagonisms.

The Communist revolution is the most radical rupture with
traditional property relations; no wonder that its development
involves the most radical rupture with traditional ideas.

But let us have done with the bourgeois objections to Commu-
nism.

We have seen above, that the first step in the revolution by the
working class is to raise the proletariat to the position of ruling
class, to win the battle of democracy.

The proletariat will use its political supremacy tb wrest, by
degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to centralise all instru-
ments of production in the hands of the State, i.e., of the prole-
tariat organised as the ruling class; and to increase the total of
productive forces as rapidly as possible.

Of course, in the beginning, this cannot be effected except by
means of despotic inroads on the rights of property, and on the '

conditions of bourgeois production; by means of measures, there-
fore, which appear economically insufficient and untenable, but
which, in the course of the movement, outstrip themselves,
necessitate further inroads upon the old social order, and are
unavoidable as a means of entirely revolutionising the mode of
production.

These measures will of course be different in different countries.
Nevertheless iri the most advanced countries, the following will

be pretty generally applicable:
1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of

land to public purposes.
2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
3. Abolition of all right of inheritance.
4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels.
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5. Centralisation of credit in the hands of the State, by means
of a national bank with State capital and an exclusive monopoly.

6. Centralisation of the means of communication and transport
in the hands of the State.

7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned
by the State; the bringing into cultivation of waste-lands, and the
improvement of the soil .generally in accordance with a common
plan.

8. Equal liability of all to labour. Establishment of industrial
armies, especially for agriculture.

9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries;
gradual abolition of the distinction between town and country, by
a more equable distribution of the population over the country.

10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition
of children's factory labour in its present form. Combination of
cducation with industrial production, &c., &c.

When, in the course of development, class distinctions have
clisappeared, and all production has been concentrated in the
hands of a vast association of the whole nation, the public power
will lose its political character. Political power, properly so called,
is merely the organised power of one class for oppressing another.
lf the proletariat during its contest with the bourgeoisie is
compelled, by the force of circumstances, to organise itself as a
class, if, by means of a revolution, it makes itself the ruling class,
rund, as such, sweeps away by force the old conditions of produc-
tion, then it will, along with these conditions, have swept away the
conditions for the existence of class antagonisms and of classes
generally, and will thereby have abolished its own supremacy as a
class.

In place of the old bourgeois society, with its classes and class
antagonisms, we shall have an association, in which the free devel-
opment of each is the condition for the free development of all.

Written in December 1847-January
[t48

Karl Marx,
Frederick Engels,
Collected Works, Yol. 6,
pp. 497 -s06
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From CRITIQUE Or THE GOTHA PROGRAMME

3, "The emancipatlon of labour demands the promotion
of the instruments of labour to the common pioperty of
socicty and the eo,operative regulation of the total latour
with a fair distributioo of the proceeds of labour.,'

"Promotion of the instruments of labour to the common
property" ought obviously to read their "convsrsion into the
common property"; but this only in passing.

What are "proceeds of labour"? The product of labour or its
value? And in the latter case, is it the total value of the product or
only that part of the value which labour has newly addpd to the
value of the means of production consumed?

"Proceeds of labour" is a Ioose notiou which Lassalle* has put
in the place of definite economic conceptions.

What is "a fair distribution"?
Do not the bourgeois assert that the present-day distribution is

"fair"? And is it not, in fact, the only "fair" distribution on the
basis of the present-day mode of production? Are economic rela-
tions regulated by legal conceptions or do not, on the contrary,
legal relations arise from economic ones? Have not also the
socialist sectarians the most varied notions about "fair" distribu-
tion?

To understand what is implied in this connection by the phrase
"fair distribution", we must take the first paragraph and this one
together. The latter presupposes a society wherein "the instru-
ments of labour are common property and the total labour is co=
operatively regulated", and ftom the first paragraph we learn that
"the proceeds of labour belong undiminished with equal right to
all members of society".

t Lqssalle, Ferdinand (1825-1864)--{erman Socialist and public figure,
one of fhe founders of the Genpral Association of German Workers. His
erroneous_ views on theory and tactics of the working-class movement were
criticised by Marx and Engels.-Ed.
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"To all members of society?" To those who do not work as
well? What remains then of the "undiminished proceeds of
labour"? Only to those members of society who work? What
remains then of the "equal right" of all members of society?

But "all members of society" and "equal right" are obviously
mere phrases. The kemel consists in this, that in this communist
society everjz worker must receive the "undiminished" Lassallean
"proceeds of labour".

Let us take first of all the words "proceeds of labour" in the
sense of the product of labour; then the co-operative proceeds of
labour are the total social product.

From this must now be deducted:
First, cover for replacement of the means of production used

up.
Secondly, additional portion for expansion of production.
Thirdly, reserve or insurance funds to provide against acci-

dents, dislocations caused by natural calamities, etc.
These deductions from the "undiminished proceeds qf labour"

are an economic necessity and their magnitude is to be deter-
mined according to available means and forces, and partly by
computation of probabilities, but they are in no way calculable by
equity.

There remains the other part of the total product, intended to
serve as means of consumption.

Before this is divided among the individuals, there has to be
deductdd again, from it:

First, the general costs of administration not belonging to
production.- 

This part will, from the outset, be very considerably restricted
in comparison with present-day society and it diminishes in
proportion as the new society develops.

Sbcondly, that which is intended for the common satisfaction of
needs, such as schools, health services, etc.

From the outset this part grows considerably in comparison
with present:day society and it grows in proportion as the new
society develops.

Thirdly, funds for those unable to work, etc., in short, for what
is included under so-called official poor relief today.

Only now do we come to the "distribution" which the
programme, under Lassallean influence, alone has in view in its
narrow fashion, namely, to that part of the means of consumption
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which is divided among the individual producers of the co-opera-
tive society.

The "undiminished proceeds of labour" have already unno-
ticeablv become converted into the "diminished" proceeds,
although what the produCer is deprived of in his 

"upaiity 
us t

private individual benefits him directly or indirectly in his
capacity as a member of society.

Just as the phrase of the "undiminished proceeds of labour"
has disappeared, so now does the phrase of the 'iproceeds of
labour" disappear altogether.

Within the co-operative society based on common ownership of
the means of production, the producers do not exchange their
products; just as little does the labour employed on the products
appear here as the value of these products, as a material quality
possessed by them, since now, in contrast to capitalist society,
individual labour no longer exists in an indirect fashion but
directly as a component part of the total labour. The phrase "pro-
ceeds of labour", objectionable also today on account of its
ambiguity, thus loses all meaning.

What we have to deal with here is a communist society, not as
ithas developed on its own foundations, but on the contrary, just
as it emerges from capitalist society;' which is thus in every
respect, economically, morally and intellectually, still stamped
with the birth marks of the old society from whose womb it
emerges. Accordingly, the individual producer receives back from
society-after the deductions have been made--exactly what he
gives to it. What he has given to it is his individual quantum of
labour. For example, the social working day consists of the sum of
the individual hours of work; the individual labour time of the
individuat'producer is the part of the social working day contrib-
uted by him, his share in it. He receives a certificate from society
that he has fumished such and such an amount of labour (after
deducting his labour for the common.funds), and with this certifi-
cate he draws from the social stock of means of consumption as
much.as costs the same amount of labour. The same amount bf
labour which he has given to society in one form he receives back
in another.

Here obviously the same principle prevails as that which regu-
lates the exchange of commodities, as far as this is exchange of
equal values. Content and form are changed, because under the
altered circumstances no one can give anything except his labour, w\,l,ln,i.
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and because, on the other hand, nothing can pass to the owner-
ship of individuals except individual means of consumption. But,
as far as the distribution of the latter among the individual produc-
ers is concerned, the same principle prevails as in the exchange
of commodity-equivalents: a given amount of labour in one tbrm
is exchanged for an equdl amount of labour in another form.

Hence, equal right here is still in principle--Jourgeob right,
although principle and practice are no longer at loggerheads,
while the exchange of equivalbnts in commodity exchange only
exists on the average and not in the individual case.

In spite of this advance, this equal right is still constantly
stigmatised by a bourgeois limitation. The right of the producers
is proportional to the labour they supply; the equality consists in
the fact that measurement is made with an equal standard,
Iabour.

But one man is superior to another physically or mentally and
so supplies more labour in the same time, or can labour for a
longer time; and labour, to serye as a measure, must be defined
by its duration or intensity, otherwise it ceases to be a standard of
measurement. This equal ight is an unequal right for unequal
labour. It recognises no class differences, because everyone is
only a worker like everyone else; but it tacitly recognises unequal
individual endowment and thus productive capacity as natural
privileges. It is, therefore, a right of inequality, in its content, like
every right. Right by its very nature can consist only in the appli-
cation of an equal standard; but unequal individuals (and they
would not be different individuals if they were not unequal) are
measurable only by an equal standard in so far as they are brought
under an equal point of 

'view, are taken from one definite side
only, for instance, in the present case, are regarded only as
workers and nothing more is seen in them, everything else being
ignored. Further, one worker is married, another not; one has
more children than another, and so on and so forth. Thus, with an
equal performance of labour, and hence an equal share in the
social consumption fund, one will in fact receive more than
another, one will be richer than another, and so on. To avoid all
these defects, right instead of being equal would have to be
unequal.

But these defects are inevitable in the first phase of communist
society as it is when it has just emerged after prolonged birth
pangs from capitalist society. Right can never be higher than the
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economic structure of society and its cultural development condi-
tioned thereby.

In a higher phase of communist society, after the enslaving
subordination of the individual to the division of labour, and
therewith also the antithesis between mental and physical labour,
has vanished; after labo.ur has become not only a means of life
but life's prime want; after the productive forces have also
increased with the all-round development of the individual, and
all the springs of co'operative wealth flow more
abundantly----only then can the nalrow horizon of bourgeois right
be crossed in its entirety and society inscribe on its banners: From
each according to his ability, to each according to his needs!

I have dealt more at length with the "undiminished proceeds of
labour", on the one hand, and with "equal right" and "fair distri-
bution", on the other, in order to show what a crime it is to at-
tempt, on the one hand, to force on our Party again, as dogmas,
ideas which in a certain period had some meaning but have now
become obsolete verbal rubbish, while again perverting, on the
other, the realistic outlook, which it cost so much effort to instil
into the Party but which has now taken root in it, by means of
ideological nonsense about right and other trash so common
among the democrats and French Socialists.

Quite apart from the analysis so far given, it was in general a
mistake to make a fuss -about so-called distribution and put the
principal stress on it.

Any distribution whatever of the means of consumption is only .

a consequence of the distribution of the conditions of production
themselves. The latter distribution, however, is a feature of the
mode of production itself. The capitalist mode of production, for
example, rests on the fact that the material conditions of produc-
tion are in the hands of non-workers in the form of property in
capital and land, while the masses are only owners of the personal
condition of production, of labour power. If the elements of
production are so distributed, then the present-day distribution
of the means of consumption results automatically. lf the material
conditions of production are the co-operative property of the
workers themselves, then there likewise results a distribution of
the means of consumption different from the present one. Vulgar
socialism (and from it in turn a section of the democracy) has
taken over from the bourgeois economists the qonsideration and
treatment of distribution as independent of the mode of produc-
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tion and hdnce the presentation of socialism as tuming principally
on distribution. After the real relation has long been made clear,
why retrogress again?...

IV

I come now to the democratic section.
A. "The free basi.s of the state."

First of all, according to II, the German workers' party strives
l'or "the free state".

Plss sf4(s-what is this?
It is by no means the aim of the workers, who have got rid of

thc narrow mentality of humble subjects, to set the state free. In
the German Empire the "state" is almost as "free" as in Russia.
ljrcedom consists in converting the state from an organ superim-
posed upon society into one completely subordinate to it, and
today, too, the forms of state are more free or less free to the
cxlcnt that they restrict the "freedom of the state".

The German workers' party-at least if it adopts the
programme-shows that its socialist ideas are not even skin-deep;
in that, instead of treating existing society (and this holds good for
lny future one) as the basis of the existing state (or of the future
state in the case of future society), it treats the state rather as an
independent entity that possesses its own intellectual, ethical and
libertarian bases.

And what of the riotous misuse which the programme makes of
the words "present-day state", "present-day society", and of the
still more riotous misconception it creates in regard to the state to
which it addresses its demands?

"Present-day society" is capitalist society, which exists in all
civilised countries, more or less free from medieval admixture,
more or less modified by the particular historical development of
cach country, more or less developed. On the other hand, the
"present-day state" changes with a country's frontier. It is differ-
cnt in the Prusso-German E.mpire from what it is in Switzerland,
lnd different in England from what it is in the United States.
"'fhe present-day state" is, therefore, a fiction.

Nevertheless, the different states of the different civilised
countries, in spite of their motley diversity of form, all have this in
common, that they are based on modern bourgeois society, only
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one more or less capitalistically developed. They have, therefore,
also certain essential characteristics in common. In this sense it is
possible to speak of the "present-day state"; in contrast with the
future, in which its present root, bourgeois society, will have died
off.

The question then arises: what transformation will the state
undergo in communist society? In other words, what social
functions will remain in existence there that are'analogous to
present state functions? This question can only be answered scien-
iifically, and one does not get a flea-hop nearer to the problem by
a thousandfold combination of the word people with the word
state.

Between capitalist and communist society lies the period of the
revolutionary transformation of the one into the other. Corres-
ponding to this is also a political transition period in which the
itate can be nothing bui the revolutionary dictatorship of the
proletariat.

Now the programme does not deal with this nor with the future
state of comrirunist society.

Its political demands contain nothing beyond the old demo-
cratic litany familiar to all: universal suffrage, direct legislation,
popular rights, a people's militia, etc. They are a mere echo of the
bourgeois Peoplers Party, of the League of Peace and Freedom.
They are all demands which, in so far as they are not exaggerated
in fintastic presentation, have already.beery r9ah.qe{._ Only the-

state to whiih they belong does not-lie within the borders of .

the German Empire, but in Switzerland, the United States,
etc. This sort of "state of the future" is a present-day state,
although existing outside the "framework" of the German
Empire.

But one thing haq been forgotten. Since the German workers'
party expressly declares that it acts within "the present-day
national state", hence within its own state, the Prusso-German
Empire-its demands would indeed otherwise be largely mean-
ingless, since one only demands what one has not got-it should
no1 have forgotten the chief thing, namely, that all those pretty
little gewgawi rest on the recognition of the so-called sovereignty
of thE pe-ople and hence are:appropriate only in a democratic
republic.

Since one has not the courage-and wisely so, for the circum-
stances demand ssulisn-{e demand the democratic republic, as
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the French workers' programmes under Louis Philippe* and
under Louis Napoleon** did, one should not have resorted,
either, to the subterfuge, ngither "honest" nor decent, of demand-
ing things which have meaning only in a democratic republic
from a state which is nothing but,a police-guarded military des-
potism, embellished with parliamentary forms, alloyed with a
feudal admixture, already influenced by the'bourgeoiiie and
bureaucraticglly carpentered, and then to assure this state into
the bargain that one imagines one will be able to force such
things upon it "by legal means".

Even vulgar democracy, which sees the millennium in the
democratic republic and has no suspicion that it is precisely in this
last form of state of bourgeois society that the class struggle has to
be fought out to a conclusion--even it towers mountains above
this kind of democratism which keeps within the limits of what is
permitted by the police and not permitted by logic.

That, in fact, by the word "state" is meant the government
machine; or the state in so far as it forms a special organism sepa-
rated from society through division of labour, is shown by the
words "the German workers' party demands as the economic
basis of the state: a single progressive income tax", etc. Taxes are
the economic basis of the govemment machinery and of nothing
else. In the state of the future, existing in Switzerland, this
demand ha-s been pretty well fulfilled. Intome tax presupposes
various souices of income of the various social classes, and tience
capitalist society. It is, therefore, nothing rernarkable that the
Liverpool financial reformers, bourgeois headed by Gladstone's
brother, are putting forward the same demand as the programrhe.

Written in April or early May 1875 Karl Marx
and Frederick Engels,
Se le cted W orl<s, Y ol. 3,
Moscow, 1973, pp. 15-20,
25-27

" Louis Philippe ,(1773-1850)-King of the French (1830-1848).-Ed.
oo Louis Napoleoh (Napoleon III Bonaparte) (1808-1873FEmperor of

the French (1852-187 O).-Ed.
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Active social forces work exactly like natural forces: blindly,
forcibly, destructively, so long as we do not understand, and
reckon with, them. But when on@'we understand them, when
once we grasp their action, their direction, their effects, it depends
only upon ourselves to subject them more and more to our own
wili, and by means of them to reach our own ends, And this holds
quite especially of the mighty productive forces of today. As long
as we obstinately refuse to understand the naturo and the
character of these'social means of action-and this understanding
goes against the grain of the capitalist mode of production-and its
defenders--so long these forces are at work in spite of us, in
opposition to us, so long they master us, as we havc shown above
in detail.

But when once their nature is understood, they can, in the

hands of the producers working together, be transformed from
master demons into willing servants. The difference is as that
between the destructive force of electricity in the lightning of the

storm, and electricity under command in thc tclcgraph and the
voltaic arc; the difference between a conflagration, and fire
working in the service of man. With this recognition, at last, of the_

real nature of the productive forces of today, the social anarchy of
production gives place to a social regulation of production upon a

definite plan, acCording to the needs of thc conlmunity and of
each ind-ividual. Then the capitalist modc of appropriation, in
which the product enslaves first the procluccr itncl then the
appropriatoi, is replaced by the mode of appropriation of the^

pioauits that is baied upon the nature of thc modcrn means of
production; upon the one hand, direct social appropriation, as

means to the maintenance and extension of prtlcluctitln--on the
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other, direct individual appropriation, as means of subsistence
and of enjoyment.

Whilst the capitalist mode of production more and more
completely transforms the great majority of the population into
proletarians, it creates the power which, under penalty of its own
destruction, is forced to accomplish this revolution. Whilst it
forces on more and more the transformation of the vast means of
production, already socialised, into state property, it shows itself
the way to accomplishing this revolution. The proletariat seizes
political power and turns the means of production in the first
instance iryto state property.

But, in doing this, it abolishes itself as proletariat, abolishes all
class distinctions and class antagonisms, abolishes also the state
as state. Society thus far, based upon class antagonisms, had need
of the state, that is, of an organisation of the particular class,
which was pro tempore the exploiting class, for the maintenance
of its external conditions of production, and, therefore, especially,
for the purpose of forcibly keeping the exploited classes in the
condition of oppression corresponding with the given mode of
production (slavery, serfdom, wage-labour). The state was the
official representative of society as a whole; the gathering of it
together into a visible embodiment. But it was this only in so far
as it was the state of that class which itself represented, for the
time being, society as a whole: in ancient times, the state of slave-
owning citizens; in the Middle Ages, the feudal lords; in our own
time, the bourgeoisie. When at last it becomes the real representa-
tive of the whole of society, it renders itself unnecessary. As soon
as there is no longer any social class to be held in subjection; as
soon as class rule, and the individual struggle for existence based
upon our present anarchy in production, with the collisions and
excesses arising from these, are removed, nothing more remains
to be repressed, and a special repressive force, a state, is no longer
necessary. The first act by virtue of which the state really consti-
tutes itself the representative of the whole of society-the taking
possession of the means of production in the name of
society-this is, at the same time, its last independent act as a
state. State interference in social relations becomes, in one
domain after another, superfluous, and then dies out of itself; the
government of persons is replaced by the administration of things,
and by the conduct of processes of production. The state is not
"abolished". It dies our. This gives the measure of the value of the



phraie "a free state",* both as to its--justifiable use at times by
agitators, and as to its ultimate scientific insufficiency;.and alsoof
tlie demands of the so-called anarchists for the abolition of the

state out of hand.
Since the historical appearance of the capitalist mode of

production, the appropriaiion by -society of all the means of
production'has often been dreamed of, more or less yaguely, by
individuals, as well as by sects, as the ideal of the future' But it
could become possible, iould become a historical necessity, only
when the actual conditions for its realisation were there' Like
every other social advance, it becomes practicable, not by men

understanding that the existence of classes is in contradiction to

:.rti."" "qr"lity, 
etc., not by the mere willingness to abo.lish these

ctass"., Uut Uy virtue of certain new economic conditions' The
separaiion of iociety into an exploiting and an exploited class, a

ruiing and an oppressed class, was the necessary consequence of
the d-eficient ani-restricted development of production in former
times. So long as the total social labour only yields a produce

which but slig-htly exceeds that barely necessary for the existence

of all; so lon-g, tlrerefore, as labour engages all or almost all the

time of the gr-eat majority of the members of society-. so long, of
necessity, th'is society is divided into classes' Side by side with.the
great majority, exclusively bond slaves to labour, arises a class

ireed from directly productive labour, which looks after the

general affairs of sbciety: the direction of labour, state business,

iaw, science, art, etc. It is, therefore, the law of division of labour
thaf hes at the basis of the division into classes. But this does not

Drevent this division into classes from being carried out by means

bf uiol"n"" and robbery, trickery and fraud. It does not prevent

the ruling class, once hhving the upper hand, from consolidating
its powei at the expense of the working class, from turning its
social leadership into an [intensified] exploitation of the masses.

But if, upon'this showing, division into classes has a certain
historicai justification, it his this otly fo1 a given period,.only
under given social conditions. It was based upon-the insufficiency
of prod'uction. It will be swept away by the completedevelopment
of modern productive forces. And, in fact, the abolition of classes
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" "AIree srare" was in the 1870s a demand of the German Social-Demo-
crats' programme. Marx criticised that slogan in his work Critique of the

Gotha Programme.-Ed.
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in society presupposes a degree of historical evolution.at which
the existence, not simply of this or that particular ruling class, but
of any ruling class at all, and, therefore, the existence of class
distinction itself has become an obsolete anachronism. It presup-
poses, therefore, the development of production carried out to a
degree at which appropriation of the means of production and of
the products, and, with Jhis, of political domination, of the
monopoly of culture, and of intellectual leadership by a particular
class of society, has become not only superfluous but econom-
ically, politically, intellectually a hindrance to development.

This point is now reached. Their political and intellectual
bankruptcy is scarcely any longer a secret to the bourgeoisie
themselves. Their economic bankruptcy recurs regularly every
ten years. In every crisis, society is suffocated beneath the weight
of its own productive forces and products, which it cannot use,
and stands helpless, face to face with the absurd contradiction
that the producers have nothing to consume, because consumers
are wanting. The expansive force of the means of production
bursts the bonds that the capitalist mode of production had
imposed upon them. Their deliverance from these bonds is the
one precondition for an unbroken, constantly-accelerated devel-
opment of the productive forces, and therewith for a practically
unlimited increase of production itself. Nor is this all. The social-
ised appropriation of the means of production does away, not
only with the present artificial restrictions upon production, but
also with the positive waste and devastation of productive forces
and products that are at the present time the inevitable concomi-
tants of production, and that reach their height in the crises.
Further, it sets free for the community at large a mass of means of
production and of products, by doing away with the senseless
extravagance of the ruling classes of today and their political rep-
resentatives. The possibility of securing for every member of
society, by means of socialised production, an existence not only
fully sufficient materially, and becoming day by day more full,
but an existence guaranteeing to all the free development and
exercise of their physical and mental faculties-this possibility is
now for the first time here, but it is here."

* A few figures may serve to give an approximate idea of the enormous
expansive force of the modern means of production, even under capitalist pres-
sure. According to Mr. Giffen, the total wealth of Great Britain and Ireland
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With the seizing of the means of production by society, produc-
tion of commodities is done away with, an{, simultaneously, the
mastery of the product over the producer. Anarchy in social
production is replaced by systematic, definite organisation. The
struggle for individual existence disappears. Then for the first
Jime, man, in a certain sense, is finally marked off from the rest of
the animal kingdom, and emerges from mere animal conditions of
existence into really human ones. The whole sphere of the condi-
tions of life which environ man, and which have hitherto ruled
man, now comes under the dominion and control of man, who for
the first time becomes the real, conscious lord of nature, because
he has now become master of his own social organisation. The
laws of his own social action, hitherto standing face to face with
man as laws of nature foreign to, and dominating him, will then
be used with full undetstanding, and so mastered by him. Man's
own social organisation, hitherto confronting him as a necessity
imposed by nature and history, now becomes the result of his own
free action. The extraneous objective forces that have hitherto
governed history pass under the control of man himself. Only
from th4t time will man himself, with full consciousness, make his
own history-only from that time will the social causes set in
movement by him have, in the main and in a constantly growing
measure, the results intended by him. It is the humanity's leap
from the kingdom df necessity to the kingdom of freedom.

... To accomplish this act of universal emancipation is the histo-
rical mission of the modern proletariat. To thoroughly compre-
hend the historical conditions and thus the very nature of this act,
to impart to the now oppressed [proletarian] class a full knowl-
edge of the conditions and of the' meaning of the momentous act
it is called upon to accomplish, this is the task of the theoretical
expression of the proletarian movement, scientific socialism.

... In every society in wich production has developed sponta-
neously-and our present society is of this type-the situation is

amounted, in round numbers, in
1814 to { 2,200,000,000,
1865 to { 6,100,000,000,
1875 to { 8,500,000,000.
As an instance gf the squandering of means of production and of products

during a crisis, the total loss in the German iron industry alone, in the crisis of
1873-78 was given at the second German industrial congress (Berlin, February
21,, 1878), as [, 22,750,O00. lNote by Engels.)
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not that the producers control the means of production, but that
the means of production control the producers. In such a society
each new lever of ,production is necessarily transformed into a
new means for the subjection of the producers to the means of
production. This is most of all true of that lever of production
which, prior to the introduction of modern industry, was far the
most powerful-the division of labour. The first great division bf
labour, the separation.of town and country, condemned the rural
population to thousands of years of mental torpidity, and the
people of the towns each to subjection to his own individual trade.
It destroyed the basis of the intellectual development of the
former and the physical development of the latter. When the
peasant appropriates his land, and the townsman his trade, his
land appropriates the peasant and his trade the townsman to the
very same extent. In the division of labour, man is also divided.
All other physical and mental faculties are sacrificed to the devel-
opment of one single activity. This stunting of man grows in the
same measure as the division of labour, which attains its highest
development in manufacture. Manufacture splits up each trade
into its separate partial operations, allots each of these to an indi-
vidual labourer as his life calling, and thus chains him for lit'e to
a particular detail function and a particular tool. "It converts the
labourer into a crippled monstrosity, by forcing ,his detail
dexterity at the expense of a world of productive capabilities and
instincts.... The individual himself is made the automatic motor of
a fractional operation" (Marx)o-a motor which in many cases is
perfected only by literally crippling the labourer physically and
mentally. The machinery of modern industry degrades the labour-
er from a machine to the mere appendage of a machine. o'The

lifelong speciality of handling one and the same tool, now
becomes the lifelong speciality of serving one and the same ma-
chine. Machinery is put to a wrong use, with the object of trans-
forming the workman, from his very childhood, into a part of a
detail-machine" (Marx).oo And not only the labourers, but also
the classes directly or indirectly exploiting the labourers are made
subject, through the division of labour, to the tool of their
function: the empty-minded bourgeois to his own capital and his
own insane craving for profits; the lawyer to his fossilised legal
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conceptions, which dominate him as an independent power; the
"educated classes" in general to their manifold species of local
narrow-mindedness and one-sidedness, to their own physical and
mental short-sightedness, to their stunted growth due to their
narrow specialised education and their being chained for life to
this specialised activity----even when this specialised activity is
merely to do nothing.

The utopiansn w€re already perfectly clear in their minds as to
the effects of the division of labour, the stunting on the one hand
of the labourer, and on the other of the labour function, which is
restricted to the lifelong, uniform, mechanical repetition of one
and the same operation. The abolition of the antithesis between
town and country was demanded by Fourier, as by Owen, as the
first pre,requisite for the abolition of the old division of labour
altogether. Both of them thought that the population should be
scattered through the country in groups of sixteen hundred to
three thousand persons; each group was to occupy a gigantic
palace, with a household run on communal lines, in the centre of
their area of land. It is true that Fourier occasionally refers to
towns, but these were to consist in turn of only four or five such
palaces situated near each other. Both writers would have each
member of society occupied in agriculture as well as in industry;
with Fourier, industry covers chiefly handicrafts and manufac-
ture, while Owen assigns the main role to modern industry and
already demands the introduction of steam-power and machinery
in domestic work. But within agriculture as well as industry both
of them also demand the greatest possible variety of occupation
for each individual, and in accordance with this, the training of
the youth -for the utmost possible all-round technical functions.
They both consider that man should gain universal development
through universal practical activity and that labour should recov-
er the attractiveness of which the division of labour has
despoiled it, in the first place through this variation of occupation,
and through the correspondingly short duration of the "sit-
ting"-1o use Fourier's expression-devoted to each particular

* The 19th-century utopian socialists Charles Fourier, Henri Saint-Simon
and Robert Owen who criticised capitalism and worked out projects of socialist
reconstruction of society, but failed to understand the essence of capitalism, the
laws of its development and to see the social force able to create a socialist
society.-Ed.
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kind of work. Both Fourier and Owen are far in advance of the
1no_de of thought of the exploiting classes inherited by Herr
Diihring,+ according to which the antithesis between town and
country is inevitable in the nature of things; the narrow view that
a number of l'entities" must in any event be condemned to the
production of. one single article, the view that desires to perpet-
uate the "economic species" of men distinguished by their way of
life-people who take pleasure in the performance of preciiely
this and no other thing, who have therefore sunk so low ffrat ttrey
rejqice in their own subjection and one-sidedness. In comparison
with the basic conceptions even of the "idiot?, Fourierts most
recklessly bold fantasies; in comparison even with the paltriest
ideas of the "crude, feeble, and paltry" Owen-Herr Orihrins.
himself still completely dominatedby the division of labour, is nt
more than an impertinent dwarf.

In making itself the master of all the means of production to use
them in accordance with a social plan, society puts an end to the
former subjection of men to theii own means-of production. It
gry.s .yith93t- saying that society cannot free itself unless every
individual is freed. The old mode of production must therefore bL
revolutionised from top to bottom, and in particular the former
division of labour must disappear. Its place must be taken by an
organisation bf production in which, on the one hand no individ-
ual can throw on the shoulders of others his share in productive
labour, this natural condition of human existence; and in which,
on- the other hand, productive labour, instead of being a means of
subjugating men, will become a means of their enrancipation, by
offering each individual the opportunity to develop all-hii
faculties, physical and mental, in all directions and exercise them
to the full-in which, therefore, productive labour will become a
pleasure instead of being a burden.

Today this is no longer a fantasy, no longer a pious wish. With
the present development of the productive forcei, the increase in
production that will follow from the very fact of the socialisation
of the productive forces, coupled with thb abolition of the barriers
and disturbances, and of the waste of products and means of
production, resulting from the capitalist mode of production, will

.* Dihring, Eugen (1833-1921F-German professor, eclectic philosopher
and vulgar economist; represented reactionary petty-bourgeois socialisrir._
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suffice, with everybody doing his share of work, to reduce the
time required for labour to a point which, measured by our
present conceptions, will be small indeed.

Nor is the abolition of the old division of labour a demand
which could only be carried through to the detriment of the
productivity of iabour. On the contrary. Thanks to modem
industry it has become a condition of production itself. "The
employment of machinery does away with the necessity of crys-
tallising this distribution after the manner of Manufacture, by the
constant annexation of a particular man to a particular function.
Since the motion of the whole system does not proceed from the
workman, but from the machinery, a change of persons can take
place at any time without an internrption of the work.... Lastly,
the quickness with which machine work is learnt by young people
does away with the necessity of bringing up for exclusive employ-
ment by machinery, a special class of operatives."* But while the
capitalist mode of employment of machinery necessarily perpet-
uates the old division of labour with its fossilised specialisation,
although it has become superfluous from a technical standpoint,
the machinery itself rebels against this anachronism. The tech-
nical basis of modern industry is revolutionary. "By means of
machinery, chemical processes and other methods, it is conti-
nually causing changes not only in the technical basis of produc-
tion, but also in the functions of the labourer, and in the social
combinations of the labour process. At the same time, it thereby
also revolutionises the division of labour within the society,. and
incessantly launches masses of capital and of workpeople from
one branch of production to another. Modem industry, by its very
nature, therefore necessitates variation of labour, fluency of func-
tion, universal mobility of the labourer.... We have seen how this
absolute contradiction ... vents its rage ... in the incessant human
sacrifices from among the working class, in the most reckless
squandering of labour-pclwer, and in the devastation caused by
social anarchy. This is the negative side. But if, on the one hand,
variation of work at present imposes itself after the manner of an
overpowering natural law, and with the blindly destructive action
of a natural law that meets with resistance at all points, modem
industry, on the other hand, through its catastrophes imposes the
necessity of recognising, as a fundamental law of production,

" Capital, Vol. I, Moscow,1974, p. 397.-Ed. * ibid., pp. 457-58.-Ed.
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variation of work, consequently fitness of the labourer for varied
work, consequently the greatest possible development of his
varied aptitudes. It becomes a question of life and death for
society t-o adap! the mode_of production to the normal functioning
of this law. Modern industry, indeed, compels society, undei
pen_alty of death, to replace the detail-worker of today,-crippled
by lifelong repetition of one and the same trivial opeiatiorl and
thus reduced to the mere fragment of a man, by thb fully devel-
oped individual, fit for a variety of labours, ready to face
any change of production, and to whom the different social
functions he.performs, are but so many modes of giving free
sgope t9 his own natural and acquired powers,, (Marx,
Capital).*

Modern industry, which has taught us to convert the movement
of molecules, something more or less universally feasible, into the
movement of masses for technical purposes, has thereby to a
considerable extent freed production from restrictions of locality.
Water-power was local; steam-power is free. While water-power
is 

_ 
necessarily rural, steam-power is by no means neceisarily

urban. It is capitalist utilisation which concentrates it mainly in
the towns and changes factory villages into factory towns] But in
so doing it at the same time undermines the conditions under
which it operates. The first requirement of the steam-engine, and
a main requirement of almost all branches of production in
modem industry, is relatively pure water. But the factory town
transforms all water into stinking manure. However muctr there-
fore urban concentration is a basic condition of capitalist produc-
tion, each individual industrial capitalist is constantly striving to
get away from the large towns necessarily created by this produc-
tion, and to transfer his plant to the countryside. This pro-ess can
be studied in detail in the textile industry districts of Lancashire
and Yorkshire; modern capitalist industry is constantly bringing
new large towns into being there by constant flight from the
towns into the country. The situation is similar in the metal-
working districts where, in part, other causes produce the same
effects.

Once more, only the abolition of the capitalist character of
modern industry can bring us out of this new vicious circle, can
resolve this contradiction in modern industry, which is constantly
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reproducing itself. Only a society which makes it possible for its
prgductive forces to dovetail harmoniously into each other on the
basis of one single vast plan can allow industry to be distributed
over the whole country in the way best adapied to its own de-
velopment, and to the maintenance and development of the other
elements of production.

Accordingly, abolition of the antithesis between town and
country is not merely possible. It has becorne a direct necessity of
industrial prod-tlition itself, just as it has become a necessity of
agricultural 

^production and, besides, of public health. The present
poisoning of the air, water and land can be put an end to only by
the fusion of town and country; and only such fusion will chinge
the situation of the masses now languishing in the towns, arid
enable their excrement to be used for the production of plants
instead of for the production of disease.

- Capitalist industry has already made itself relatively indepen-
dent of the local limitations arising from the location of sources of
the raw materials it needs. The textile industry works up, in the
main, imported raw materials. Spanish iron oie is worked up in
England and Germany and Spanish and South-American cofper
ores, in England. Every coalfield now supplies fuel to an indus-
trial area far beyond its own borders, an area which is widening
every year. Along the whole of the European coast steam-enginei
are driven by English and to some extent also by German-and
Belgian coal. Society liberated from the restrictions of capitalist
production gan go much further still. By generating a race of
producers with an all-round development who undirstand the
scientific basis of industrial production as a whole, and each of
whom has had practical experience in a whole series of branches
of production from start to finish, this society will bring into being
a new productive force which will abundantly compeniate for the
labour required to transport raw materials 

-and 
fuel from great

distances.
The abolition of the separation of town and country is therefore

not utopian, also, in so far as it is conditioned on the most equal
distribulion possible of modem industry over the wtrote eounlry.
It is true that in the huge towns civilisation has bequeathed us'a
heritage which it will take much time and trouble to get rid of. But
it must and will be got rid of, however protracted a process it
m_ay be. Whatever destiny may be in store for the German Empire
of the Prussian nation, Bismarck can go to his grave proudty
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aware that the desire of his heart is sure to be fulfilled: the great
towns will perish.o

And now see how puerile is Herr Drihring's idea that society
can take possession of all means of production in the aggregate
without revolutionising from, top to bottom the old method of
production and first of all putting an end to the old division of
labour; that everything will be in order once "natural opportu-
nities and personal capabilities are taken into account"-that
therefore whole masses of entities will remain, as in the past,
subjected to the production of one single article; whole "popula-
tions" will be engaged in a single branch of production, and
humanity continue divided, as in the past, into a number of differ-
ent crippled "economic species", for there still are "porters?' and
"architects". Society is to become master of the means of produc-
tion as a whole, in order that each individual may remain the
slave of his means of production, and have only a choice as to
which means of production are to enslave him. And see also how
Herr Diihring considers the separation of town and country as
"inevitable in the nature of things", and can find only a tiny
palliative in schnaps-distilling and beet-sugar manufactur-
ing-two, in their connection specifically Prussian, branches of
industry; how he makes the distribution of industry over the
country dependent on certain future inventions and on the
necessity of associating industry directly with the prqcurement of
raw materials-raw materials which are already used at an ever
increasing distance from their place of origin! And Herr Diihring
finally tries to cover up his rear by assuring us that in the long run
social wants will carry through the union between agriculture and
industry even against economic considerations, as if this would be
some economic sacrifice!

Certainly, to be able to see that the revolutionary elements,
which will do away with the old division of labour, along with the
separation of town and country, and will revolutionise the whole
of production; see that these elements are already contained in
embryo in the production conditions of modern large-scale

' * Bismarck, Otto (t9ts-lS90Freactionary German statesman. Mlnister-
President of Prussia in L862-71; Chancellor of the German Empire in
1871-90.

Bismarck, who hated big cities as centres of revolutronary movement,
suggested in his speech in the Prussian Landtag on March 20, 1852, that in the
case of a new revolutionary rise they should be demolished.-Ed.
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industry and that their development is hindered by the existing
capitalist mode of production-to be able to see these things, it is
necessary to have a somewhat wider horizon than the sphere of
jurisdiction of the Prussian Landrecht, than the country where
production of schnaps and beet-sugar are the key industries, and
where commercial crises can be studied on the book market. To
be able to see these things it is necessary to have some knowledge
of real large-scale industry in its historical growth and in its
present actual form, especially in the one country where it has its
home and where alone it has attained its classical development.
Then no one will think of attempting to vulgarise modern scien-
tific socialism and to degrade it into Herr Diihring's specifically
Prussian socialism.

Written in September
1876-June 1878

Frederick Engels,
A nti -D iihring, Moscow, 1 975,
pp.320-27,335-42

FREDERICK ENGELS

FTom DIALECTICS OF NATURE

With man we enter history. Animals also have a history, that of
their clescent and gradual evolution to their present position. This
history, however, is made for them, and in so far as they them-
selves take part in it, this occurs without their knowledge and
desire. On thc other hand, the more that human beings become
removed from animals in the narrower sense of the word, the
more they make their history themselves, consciously, the less
becomes the influence of unforeseen effects and uncontrolled
forces on this history, and the more accurately does the historical
result correspond to the aim laid down in advance. If, however,
we apply this measure to human history, to that of even the most
developed peoples of the present day, we find that there still exists
here a colossal disproportion between the proposed aims and the
results arrived at, that unforeseen effects predominate, and that
the uncontrolled forces are far more powerful than those set into
motion according to plan. And this cannot be otherwise as long as
the most essential historical activity of men, the one which has
raised them from the animal to the human state and which forms
the material loundation of all their other activities, namely the
production of their requirements of life, i.e., in our day social
production, is above all subject to the interplay of unintended
cffectS from uncontrolled forces and achieves its desired end only
by way of exception, but much more frequently the exact oppo-
site. In the most advanced industrial countries we have subdued
the forces of nature and pressed them into the service of mankind;
we have thereby infinitely multiplied production, so that a child
now produces more thtrn a hundred adults previously did. And
what is the result? Increasing overwork and increasing misery of
the masses, trnd every ten years a great collapse. Darwin did not
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know what a bitter satire he wrote on mankind, and especially on

t is co.rt ttymen, when he showed that free competition, the

struggle for existence, which the, economists celebrate as the

high?A historical achievement, is the normal state of the animal
iTgio*. Only conscious organisation of social production, in

*t i.t production and distriblution are carried on in a planned

*uu. 
"'uo 

lift mankind above the rest of the animal world as

r"-#4. the social aspect, in the same-way that producliol i1
gi"nerat has done this for'mankind in the specifically biological
iipi"t. Historical evolution makes such an organisation daily
more indispensable, but also with every day more possible'.From

it will date a new epoch of history, in which mankind itself, and

wittr manf<ind all brinches of its dctivity, and particularly natural

,"i"rr"", will experience an advance that will put everything
preceding it in the deePest shade.

Written in the main
in 1873-83, completed
in 1885-86

Frederick Engels,
Dialectics of Natute'
Moscow, L972,PP.34-35

FREDERICK ENGELS \

From TIfi PEASANT QUESTION IN TRANCE
AND GERMAI\IY

What, then, is our attitude towards the small peasantry? How
shall we have to deal with it on the day of our accession to power?

To begin with, the French programme* is absolutely correct in
stating: fhat we foresee the inevitable doom of the small peasant
but that it"is not our mission to hasten it by any interference on
our part.

Secondly, it is just as evident that when we -are in possession of
state power we shall not even think of forcibly expropriating the
small-peasants (regardless of whether with or without compensa-
tion), as we shall have to do in the case of the big landowners.
Our task relative to the small peasant consists, in the first place, in
effecting a transition of his private enterprise and private posses-

sion to 6o-operative ones, not forcibly but by dint of example and-

the proffer of social assistance for this purpose. And then of
course we shall have ample means of showing to the small
peasant prospective advantages that must be obvious to him even

today.
Alinost twenty years ago the Danish Socialists, who h-ave only

one real city in their country{openhagen-and therefore have
to rely alm-ost exclusively 6n peasant propaganda outside of it,
were already drawing up such plans. The peasants of-a village or
parish-thei'e are many big individual homesteads in Den-
inark-were to pool their land to form a single big farm in order
to cultivate it fbr common account and distribrite the yield in

the French Sociaiists, adopted at the
completed at the Nantes Congress in

* The agrarian programme of
Marseilles Congress in 1892 and
1894.-Ed.
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proportion to the land, money and labour contributed. In
Denmark small landed property plays only a secondary role. But
if we apply this idea to a region of small holdings we shall find
that if these are pooled and the aggregate area cultivated on a
large scale, part of the labour power employed hitherto is
rendered superfluous. It is precisely this saving of labour that
represents one of the main advantages of large-scale farming.
Employment can be found for this labour power in two ways.
Either additional land taken from big estates in the neighbour-
hood is placed at the disposal of the peasant co-operative or the
peasants in question are provided with the means and the oppor-
tunity of engaging in industry as an accessory calling, primarily
and as far as possible fbr their own use. In either case their
economic position is improved and simultaneously the general
social directing agency is assured the necessary influence to trans-
form the peasant co-operative to a higher form, and to equalise
the rights and duties of the co-operative as a whole as well as of
its individual members with those of the other departments of the
entire community. How this is to be carried out in practice in each
particular case will depend upon the circumstances of the case
and the conditions under which we take possession of political
power. We may thus possibly be in a position to offer these co-
operatives yet further advantages: assumption of their entire mort-
gage indebtedness by the national bank with a simultaneous
sharp reduction of the interest rate; advances from public funds
for the establishment of large-scale production (to be made not
necessarily or primarily in money but in the form of required
products: machin'ery, artificial fertiliser, etc.), and other advan-
tages.

The main point is and will be to make the peasants understand
that we can save, preserve their houses and fields for them only by
transforming them into co-operative property operated co-opera-
tively. It is precisely the individuatfarming conditioned by individ-
ual ownership that drives the peasants to their doom. If they
insist on individual operation they will inevitably be driven from
house and home and their antiquated mode of production super-
seded by capitalist large-scale production. That is how the matter
stands. Now we come along and offer the peasants the oppor-
tunity of introducing large-scale production themselves, not for
account of the capitalists but for their own, common account.
Should it really be impossible to make the peasants understand
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that this is in their own interest, that it is the sole means of their
salvation?

Neither now nor at any time in the future {an we promise the

small-holding peasants t6 preserve their individual property a.nd

individual enierprise againsi the overwhelming power of capitalist
production. We'can only promise them that we shall not interfere
in their property relations by force, against their will. Moreover,
we can'advocite that the struggle of the capitalists and big
landlords against the small peasants should be-waged fr-om now
on with a riinimum of unfair means and that direct robbery and

cheating, which are practised only too often, be as far as possible

Dreven6d. In this we shall succeed only in exceptional cases'

Under the developed capitalist mode of production nobody can

tell where honesty ends-and cheating begins. But always it will
make a considerable difference whether public authority is on the

side of the cheater or the cheated. We of course are decidedly on
the side of the small peasant; we shall do everything at all permis-
sible to make his lot more bearable, to facilitate his transition to
the co-operative should he decide to do so, and even to make it
possible ior him to remain on his small holding for 

3- 
protracted

iensth of time to think the matter over, should he still be unable
to Srirrg himself to this decision. We do this notonly because we

considjr the small peasant living by his own labour as virtually
belonging to us, but also in the direct interest of the Party. The
greater t[e number of peasants whom. we can save from being

ictually hurled down into the proletariat, whom we can win to
our side while they are still peaiants, the more quickly and easily

the social transformation will be accomplished. It will serve us

nought to wait with this transformation until capitalist production
has ieveloped everywhere to its utmost consequences, until 

-the
last small handicraftsman and the last small peasant have fallen
victim to capitalist large-scale production. The material sacrifice

to be made ior this purpose in the interest of the peasants 1nd to
be defrayed out of buUtic funds can, from the point of view of
capitafisf economy, 6e viewed only as mo-ney thrown away, but it
is nevertheless an excellent investment because it will effect a

perhaps tenfold saving in the cost of the social reorganisation in
generit. In this sense we can, therefore, afford to deal very
iiberalty with the peasants. This is not the place to go into details,
to ma(e concrete proposals to that end; here we can deal only
with general princiPles.
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Acc.ordingly we can do no greater disservice to the Party as

*ilt u. to thEimall peasants than to make promises that even only
create the impression that we intendto preserve the small holdings
permanently. It would mean directly to block the-way of the

peasants to their emancipation and to degrade.thg PTty to the

ievel of rowdy anti-Semitism. On the contrary, it is the duty ofour
Party to maie clear to the peasants again and again that their
posiiion is absolutely hopeless as long as capitalism .holg: swly,
ihat it is absolutely i-mpoisible to preserve their small hoEings for
them as such, thai capitalist large-scale production is absolutely

sure to run over thiir impotent antiquated system of small
production as a train runs over.a pushcart-. If we do this we shall

act in conformity with the inevitable trend of economic dgvglop-
ment, and this d6velopment'will not fail to bring our words home

to the small Peasants.
Incidentaliy, I cannot leave this subject without expressing my

conviction ttrat ttre autlors of the Nantes programme are also

essentially of my opinion. Their inlight is much too.great for them

not to know ttrit ireas now divided into small holdings are also

bound to become common property. They themselves admit that
small-holding ownership is deslined to disappea-r..The reportof
the Nationaltouncil driwn up by Lafargue* and delivered at the

Congress of Nantes likewise fully corroborates this view' It has

been" published in German in 
- 
the Berlin Sozialdemokrat of

October 18 of this year. The contradictory nature of the expr,es-

sions used in the Nantes programme itself betrays the fact that

what the authors actuallv say is not what they want to say' If they

are not understood and theii statements misused, as actually haq

already happened, that is of course their own fault' At any rate,

ttrey witt trive to elucidate their programme and the next French,

congress revise it thoroughlY.
We now come to the-biiger peasants. Here as a result of the

divisions of inheritance as i6tt ai of indebtedness and forced sales

;i i;"d we find a variegated pattern of intermediate stages, from
t,1,utt-t otairrg peasant t'o Uig feasant proprietor, who has letained

ni. ofa patriilony intact oi even added to it. Where the middle
peasant'lives arriong small-holding peasants his interests and

*Lafarsue,Paul,],84lirgllFoneofthefoundersandleadersofthe
fr"n"fr-Soci"tiit party; philosopher, economist, gifted populariser of Marx-

ism.-Ed.
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views will not differ greatly from theirs; he knows from his own
experience how many of his kind have already sunk to the level of
small peasants. But where middle and big peasants predominate^

and tlie operation of the farms requires, generally, th9 
^help 

of
male and female servants it is quite a different matter. Of course

a workers' party has to fight, in the first place, on behalf of the

*age-*otkers, that is, for the male and female servantry and the

dai labouren. It is unquestionably-forbidden to make-any
promises'to the peasants which include the continuance of the

wage slavery of the workers. But as long as the big and middle
p"u.unt. continue to exist as such they cannot manage without
wage-workers. If it would, therefore, be d-ownright folly on our
pui to hold out prospects to tlre.small-holding peasants of
iontinuing permanently to be such, it would'border on treason

were we t5 iromise the-same to the big and middle p-easants'

We have'here again the parallel case of the handicraftsmen in
the cities. True, th6y are more ruined than the peasants but there

still are some who 6mploy journeymen in addition to apprentices

or for whom apprentices d6 ttre work of journeymel. Let those of
these master ciiftsmen who want to perpetuate their existence as

such cast in their lot with the anti-Semites until they have

convinced themselves that they get no help in that quarter either'
The rest, who have realised thit their mode of production is iney-
itably doomed, are coming over to us and, moreover' are readl in
futuie to share the lot that is in store for all other workers. The
same applies to the big and middle peasants. It goes- without
saying 

^tliat we are more interested in their male and famale
seivaits and day labourers than in them themselves. If these

peasants want to be guaranteed the continued existence of their
interprises we are in no position whatever to assure them of that.
Theymust then take their place amolrg the anti-Semites, peasant

leaguers and similar partiel who derive pleasure from promising
evb-rything and keeping nothing. We are economically certain that
tn" 6ig aiA miaat6 pJasant must likewise inevitably succumb to
the competition of Capitalist production and the che-ap- overseas

corn, as-is proved by the growing indebtedness and the ev-ely-

where evident decay 6t ttrese peasanls as well. We can do nothing-
against this decay-except recommend here !o9 the pooling. of
firms to form co-operative enterprises, in which the exploitation
of wage labour will be eliminated more and more, and their
graduil transformation into branches ofthe great national produc-
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ers' co-operative with each branch enjoying equal rights and
duties can be instituted. lf these peasants realise the inevitability
of the doom of their present mode of production and draw the
necessary conclusions they will come to us and it will be incum-
bent upon us to facilitate to the best of our ability also their transi-
tion to the changed mode of production. Otherwise we shall have
to abandon them to their fate and address ourselves to their wage-
workers, among whom we shall not fail to find sympathy. Most
likely we shall be able to abstain here as well from resorting to
forcible expropriation, and as for the rest to count on future
economic developments making also these harder pates amenable
to reason.

Only the big landed estates present a pertectly simple case.
Here we are dealing with undisguised capitalist production and
no scruples of any sort need restrain us. Here we are confronted
by rural proletarians in masses and our task is clear. As soon as
our Party is in possession of political power it has simply to
expropriate the big landed proprietors just like the manufacturers
in industry. Whether this expropriation is to be compensated for
or not will to a great extent depend not upon us but the circum-
stances under which we obtain power, and particularly upon the
attitude adopted by these gentry, the big landowners, themselves.
We by no means consider compensation as impermissible in any
event; Marx told me (and how many times!) that in his opinion
we would get off cheapest if we could buy out the whole lot of
them. But this does not concern us here. The big estates thus
restored to the community are to be turned over by us to the rural
workers who are already cultivating them and are to be org4nised
into co-operatives. They are to be assigned to them for their use
and benefit under the control of the community. Nothing can as

yet be stated as to the terms of their tenure. At any rate the trans-
formation of the capitalist enterprise into a social enterprise is
here fully prepared for and can be carried into execution over-
night, precisely as in Mr. Krupp's or Mr. von Stumm's factory.
And the example of these agricultural co-operatives would con-
vince also the last of the still resistant small-holding peasants, and
surely also many big peasants, of the advantages of co-operative,
large-scale production.

Written between November 15
and22, L894

Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
Selected Works, Yol. 3, Moscow,
L973, pp. 469-74
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From KARL MARX'S LETIER TO JOSEPH WEY.
DEMEYER* IN NEW WORK

London, March 5, 1852

As to myself, no credit is due to me for discovering either the
existence of classes in modern society or the struggle between
them. Long before me bourgeois historians had described the
historical development of this class struggle and bourgeois eCon-
omists the economic anatomy of the classes. What I did that was
new was to demonstrate: 1) that the existence of classes is merely
linked to particular historical phases in the development of
production, 2) that class struggle necessarily leads to the d.icta'
torship of the proletariat, 3) that this dictatorship itself only
constitutes the transition to the abolition of all classes and to a
classless society. Ignorant louts like Heinzen, who deny not
merely the class struggle but even the existence of classes, only
prove that, despite all their blood-curdling yelps and the humani-
tarian airs they give themselves, they regard the social conditions
trnder which the bourgeoisie rules as the final product, the nott
plus ultraoo of history, and that they are only the servants of the
bourgeoisie. And the less these louts realise the magnitude and
the transitory necessity of the bourgeois regime the more
disgusting is their servitude.

Karl Marx
and Fredetick Engels,
S elec ted C oftesp ondcnce,
Moscow, 1975, p. 64

o Weydemeyer, Joseph (1818-1866)-a leader of the German and Ameri.
can working-class movements, a friend of Marx and Engels.-Ed.

o + Highest point attainable (Lat.).-Ed.



FTOm FREDERICK ENGELS, LETTER
TO KARL I(AUTSKY* IN VIENINA"T

London, February l,lEEl
122, Begent's Park Boad, N. W.

2. Even if the Kdtheder Socialists obstinately call on us prole-
tarian socialists to solve for them the riddle of how we can avoid
an alleged impending overpopulation and the danger threatening
therefrom of the collapse of our modern social order, that by no
means gives me any ground for doing those people this pleasure.
I consider it a pure waste of time to solve for these people all their
scruples dnd doubts, for which they have to thank their own
muddled super-wisdom, or, for example, to refute all the frightful
nonsense that Schiiffle alone has written up in his many thick
books. It would already produce a fair-sized volume if one
wanted to correct all the false citations from Capital that these
gentlemen give in quotation marks. They should first learn to read
and copy out before demanding that their questions be answered.

Moreover, I do not consider the question to be urgent at a
moment when the just beginning American mass production and
truly large-scale agriculturb threatens really to smother us under
the weight of thefpodstuffs produced; on the eve of an upheaval
which, among other consequences, must also have that of first
populating the Earth-what you say about this on pp. 169 and
170 skims too lightly over this point-and which certainly
requires of necessity a strong increase of population also in
Europe....

+ Kautslcy, Karl (L854-193EFa leader and theoretician of German
Social-Democracy and the Second International. Ideologist of bentrism; since
the beginning of the First World War, a renegade of Marxism.-Jd.*r 

@ Translation into English, Progress Publishers, 1974,

F. ENGELS To K. KAUTSKY. FEBRUARY 1, 1881 6I

The abstract possibility that the human population is becoming
so great that barriers must be raised to its increase, is indeed
present. But if communist society should once see itself in the
necessity to regulate the production of human beings as it has
already regulated the produgtion of things, then it will be precisely
that communist society, and [it] alone, which will do so without
difficulty. To achieve in a planned manner in such a society a
result which has already now spontaneously and without any plan
developed in France and in Lower Austria, seems to me by no
means so difficult. Jn any case it is those people's business,
Whether, when and how, and what means they will use for that
purpose. I do not feel that I have the mission to advise and
counsel them on that matter. These people will certainly be as
shrewd as we a[e.

For the rest, I wrote already in 1844 (Deutsch'Franzrisische
lahrbricher, p. 109): "Even if Malthus* were unconditionally
right, then this (socialist) transformation should be undertaken
immediately, because only it, only the education of the masses
which it will give, makes possible that moral limitation of the
procreative urge which Malthus himself presents as the most
effective and easiest antidote against overpopulation."

Marx/Engels, Werke,
Bd. 35, Berlin, 1967,
s. 150-51

o Malthw, Thomas Robert (1766-183)-'English economist, the author of
an unscientific population theory.-Ed.



FTom TREDERICK ENGELS, LEITER
TO PHILIPP VAN PATTEN-

IN NEW YORK

London, April 18, 1883

Marx and I, ever since 1845, have held the view that one of the
final results of the future proletarian revolution will be the gradual
dissolution and ultimate disappearance of that political organisa-
tion called the state; an organisation the main object of which has
ever been to secure, by armed force, the economical subjection of
the working majority to the w€ixlthy minority. With the disappear-
ance of a wealthy minority the necessity for an armed repressive
state-force disappears also. At the same time we have always held
that in'order to arrive at this and the other, far more important
ends of the social revolution of the future, the proletarian class
will first have to possess itself of the organised political force of
the gtate and with this aid stamp out the resistanca of the capitalist
class and re-organise society. This is stated already in the
Communist Manifesto of 1847, end of Chapter lL

Karl Marx
and Frederick Engels,
Selected Correspondence,
Moscow, 7975, pp. 340-47

* Patten, Philipp van-an American socialist leader.-Ecl.

FTOm FREDERICK ENGELS, LETTER
TO OTIO VON BOENIGK- IN BRESLAU

'"xi!'J.:';i:1rBo'"*

...I can reply only briefly and in general terms to your
enquiries, for as concerns the first question I should otherwise
have to write a treatise.
, Ad. I. To my mind, the so-called "socialist society" is not
anything immutable. Like all other social formations, it should be
conceived in a state of constant flux and change. Its crucial differ-
ence from the present order consists naturally in production
organised on the basis of common ownership by the nation of all
means of production. To begin this reorganisation tomorrow, but
performing it gradually, seenis to me quite feasible. That our
workers are capable of it is bome out by their many producer and
consumer co-operatives which, whenever they are not deliberately
ruined by the police, are equally well and far nlore honestly run
than the bourgeois stock companies. I cannot see how you can
speak of the ignorance of the masses in Germany after the
brilliant evidence of political maturity shown by the workers in
their victorious struggle against the Anti-Socialist Law.* * The pat-
ronising and errant lecturing of our so-called intellectuals seems
to me a far greater impediment. We are still in need of techni-

" Boenigk, Otto von-German public figure,-Ed.
"o The Anti-Socialist Exceptional Law was introduced in Germany by the

Bismarck government in 1878. The law prohibited the Social-Democratic
party, all the mass workers'organisations and the workers'press. The best rep-
resentatives of the German Social-Democrats, headed by August Bebel and
Wilhelm Liebknecht, started large-scale illegal work, and the party's influence
among the workers not only did not drop but rose considerably. During the
1890 Reichstag elections Social-Democrats got about 1.5 million votes. That
very year the government was forced to revoke the Anti-Socialist Law .-Ed.
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cians, agronomists, engineers, chemists, architects, etc., it is true,
but if the worst comes to the worst we can always buy them just
as well as the capitalists buy them, and if a severe example is
made of a few of the traitors among them-for traitors there are
sure to be-they will find it to their own advantage to deal fairly
with us. But apart from these specialists, among whom I also
include schoolteachers, we can get along perfectly well without
the other "intellectuals". The present influx of literati and
students into the party, for example, may be quite darhaging if
these gentlemen are not properly kept in check.

The Junker latifundia east of the Elbe could be easily leased
under the due technical management to the present day-libourers
and the other retinue, who would work the estates jointly. If any
disturbances occur, the Junkers, who have brutalised people by
flouting all the existing school legislation, will alone be to blame.

The biggest obstacle are the small peasants and the importunate
super-cleVer intellectuals who always think they know everything
so much the better, the less they understand it.

Once we have a sufficient number of followers among the
masses, the big industries and the large-scale latifundia farming
can be quickly socialised, provided we hold the political power.
The rest will follow shortly, sooner or later. And we shall have it
all our own way in large-scale production.

You speak of an absence of uniform insight. This exists--but
on the part of the intellectuals who stem from the aristocracy afld
the bourgeoisie and who do not suspect how much they still have
to learn from the workers....

Karl Marx
and Frederick Engels,
Selected lYorl<s, Yol. 3,
Moscow, t973, pp. 485-
86
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From KARL MARX

SOCIALISM

...It is evident that Marx deduces the inevitability of the trans-
formation of capitalist society into socialist society wholly and
exclusively from the economic law of the development of contem-
porary society. The socialisation of labour, which is advancing
ever more rapidly in thousands of forms and has manifested itself
very strikingly, during the half-century since the death of Marx, in,
the growth of large-scale procluction, capitalist cartels, syndicates
and trusts, as well as in the gigantic increase in the dimensions
and power of finance capital, provides the principal material
foundation for the inevitable advent of socialism. The intellectual
and moral motive force and the physical executor of this transfor-
mation is the proletariat, which has been trained by capitalism
itself. The proletariat's struggle against the bourgeoisie, which
finds expression in a variety of forms ever richer in content, inev-
itably becomes a political struggle directed towards the conquest
of political power by thd proletariat ("the dictatorship of the
proletariat"). 'l'he socialisation of production cannot but lead to
the means of production becoming the property of society, to the
"expropriation of the expropriators". A tremendous rise in labour
productivity, a shorter working day, and the replacement of the
remnants, the ruins, of small-scale, primitive and disunited pro-
duction by collective and improved labour-such are the direct
consequences of this transformation. Capitalism breaks for all
tirne the ties between agriculture and industry, but at the same
time, through its highest development, it prepares new elements of
those ties, a union between industry and agriculture based on the
conscious application of science and the concentration of collec-
tive labour, and on a redistribution of the human population (thus
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putting an end both to rural backwardness, isolation and barbar-
ism, a-nd to the unnatural concentration of vast masses of people
in big cities). A new form of family, new conditions in the status

of women and in the upbringing of the younger generation are

prepared by the highest forms of present-day capitalism: the
iabour of women and children and the break-up of the patriarchal
family by capitalism inevitably assume the most terrible,
clisasirous, and repulsive forms in moc'lern society. Nevertheless,
"modern industry, by assigning-as it does, an important part in
the socially organised process of production, outside the domestic
sphere, to women, to young persons, and to children of both
sexes, creates a new economic foundation for a higher form of the

family and of the relations between the sexes. It is, of course, just
as abiurd to hold the Teutonic-Christian form of the family to be

absolute and final as it would be to apply that character to the
ancient l{oman, the ancient Greek, or the Eastern forms which,
moreover, taken together form a series in historic development.
Moreover, it is obvious that the fact of the collective working
group being composed of individuals of both sexes and all ages,

irusf necessarily, under suitable conditions, become a source of
humane development; although in its spontaneously developed,
brutal, capitalistic form, where the labourer exists for the process

of produc-tion, and not the process of production for the labourer,
that tact is a pestiferous source of corruption and slavery"
(Capital, Vol. I, end of Chap. 13). The factory system contains
l'the germ of the education ot'the future, an education that will, in
the cise of every child over a given age, combine productive
labour with instruction and gymnastics, not only as one of the
methods of adding to the efTiciency of social production, but as

the only method of producing fully developed human beings"
(Ibid.) Marx's socialism places the problems of nationality
and of the state on the same historical footing, not only in
the sense of explaining the past but also in the sense of a

bold forecast of the tuture and of bold practical action for its

achievement. Nations are an inevitable product, an inevitable
form, in the bourgeois epoch of social development. The working
class could not grow itrong, become mature and take shape

without "constituling itself within the nation", without being

"national" ("though not in the bourgeois sense of the word")'
The development of capitalism, however, breaks down national
barries moie and moie, does away with national seclusion,
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and substitutes class antagonisms for national antagonisms.
It is. th.erefore.,.perfectly true of the cleveloped capitalist countries
that "the workingmen have no country,, ana tnaf ..united action,,
by thc workers, of the civiliscrl couniries at least, .,is one of the
first conditions for the emancipation of the proletariat,, (Com-
munist Manifesto). The state, which is organised coercion, inev_
itably came into being at a clefinite stagJin the clevelopment of
society, when the latter had split into irreconcilable claises, and
could not exist without an "authority" ostensibly standing above
society, and to a certain degree separate from soiiety. Ariiing out
of class contradictions, the state becomes ,.... the staie of the 

-most

powerful, economically dominant class, which, through the
medium of the state, becomes also the politically,clominan'i class,
and thus acquires new means of holcling down ancl exploiting the
oppressed class. Thus, the state of antiquity was abbve a[ the
state of the slave-owners for the purpose of holding down the
slaves, as the feudal state was the organ of the nobility for holding
down the peasant serfs and bondsmen, and the modern repl
resentative state is an in_strument of exploitation of wage Iabour by
capital" (Engels, lhe OriSin of the Family, private property anh
the State, a work in which thc writer expounds his own views and
Marx's). Even the democratic republic, the freest and most
progressive form of the bourgeois state, does not eliminate this
fact in any way, but merely modifies its form (the tinks between
the government and the stock exchange, the corruption-direct
and in6li1eg1-of officialdom and the press, etc.). By leading to
the abolition of classes, sbcialism will thereby lead to ihe aboli'tion
of the state as well. "The first act," Engels wiites in Anti-Dr,ihring,
"by virtue of which the state really constitutes itself the rep-
resentative of society as a" whole-the taking possession of the
means of production in the name of society-is, at the same time,
its last indepenclent act as a state. The staie interference in sociai
relations becomes superfluous in one sphere after another, and
then ceases of itself. The government of persons is replaced by the
administration of things and by the direction of the processes of
production. The state is not 'abolished,, it withers away.,, ,,The
society that will organise production on the basis of a'free and
equal association of the producers will put the whole machinery
of state where it will then belong: into the Museum of Antiquitie;,
S1 th^e gide oJ the spi4ning wheel and the bronze axe,, (Engels,
The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State).'
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Finally as regards the attitude of Marx's socialism towards the

,-ull p"L.urtr!, which will continue to exist in the period of the

expro;riation of the expropriators, we must refer to a declaration
,niO.LV Engels, which expresses Marx's views: ""' when we are

in fo.r,J.riori of state po*er we shall not even think of forcibly
expropriating the small peasants (regardless of whether with or

;;i;;;i com"pensation), is we shali have to do in the case of the

Uiu fu"Ao*ners. Our tisk relative to the small peasant consists, in

if,E iirrt place, in effecting a transition of his private enterprise and

Drivate possession to co-Sperative ones, not forcibly but by dint of

Lxampte and the proffer oi social assistance for this purpose' And
in"" 6f course we shall have ample means of showing to the small

Deasant prospective advantageslhat must be obvious to him even

[oday" (Eng'els, The Peasant Question in France and Germany,

;.-ii, puUti"sneO by Alexeyevi; there are errors in the Russian
'translation. Original in Die Neue Zeit).

Written in July-Novembet L9L4 V. I. Lenin,
Collected Worl<s,
!ol.2l, pp.7l-74

Flom THE DISCUSSION ON SELF-DETERMINATION
SI.]MMED UP

1. SOCIALISM AND THE SELF.DETEBMINATION OF NATIONS

We have affirmed that it would be a betrayal of socialism to
refuse to implement the self-determination of nations under
socialism. We are told in reply that "the right of self-determina-
tion is not applicable to a socialist society". The difference is a
radical one, Where does it stem from?

"We know," runs our opponents' reasoning, "that socialism
will abolish every kind of national oppression since it abolishes
the class interests that lead to it...." What has this argument about
the economic prerequisites for the abolition of national oppres-
sion, which are very well known and undisputed, to do with a
discussion of one of the forms of political oppression, namely,
the forcible retention of one nation within the state frontiers of
another? This is nothing but an attempt to evade political ques.'
tions! And subsequent arguments further convince us that our
judgement is right: 'iWe have no reason to believe that in a
socialist society, the nation will exist as an economic and polit-
ical unit. It will in all probability assume the character of a cultur-
al and linguistic unit only, because the territorial division of a
socialist cultural zone, if practised at all, can be made only
according to the needs of production and, furthermore, the
question of such a division will naturally not be decided by in-
dividual nations alone and in possession of full sovereignty [as
is required by "the right to self-determination"], but will be deter-
mined jointly by all the citizens concerned...."

Our Polish comrades like this last argument, on joint. determi-
nation instead oi self-determination, so much that they repeat it
three times in their theses! Frequency of repetition, howevei, does
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not turn this Octobrist* and reactionary argument into a Social-
Democratic argument. Al[ reactionaries and bourgeois grant to
nations forcibly retained within the frontiers of a given state the
right to "determine jointly" their fate in a common parliament'
Wilhetm II** also gives the Belgians the right to "determine
jointly" the fate of the German Empire in a common German
parliament.

Our opponents try to evade precisely the point at issue, the only
one that is up for discussion-the right to secede. This would be

funny if it were not so tragic!
Our very first thesis said that the liberation of oppressed

nations imities a dual transformation in the political sphere: (1)
the full equality of nations. This is not disputed and applies only
to what takes place within the state; (2) freedom of political sepa-
ration. This refers to the demarcation of state frontiers. This only
is disputed. But it is precisely this that our opponents remain
silent about. They do not want to think either about state frontiers
or even about the state a$ such. This is a sort of "imperialist
Economism" like the old Economism of 1894-1902,oon which
argued in this way: capitalism is victorious, therefore political
questions are a waste of time. Imperialism is victorious, therefore
political questions ale a waste of time! Such an apolitical theory
is extremely harmful to Marxism.

In his Critique of the Gotha Programme, Marx wrote: "Be-
tween capitalist and communist society lies the period of the

" Octobrists ("The Union of October 17"1a counter-revolutionary
party of industrial bourgeoisie and big landowners founded after the tsar's
manifesto of Octpber 17, 1 905, was published. The tsar, frightened by the revo-
lution, promised to give "civic freedoms" and a constitution to the people: The
Octobrists lended an unconditional support to the home and foreign policy of
the tsarist government. The leaders of the party were A. Guchkov, a big indust-
rialist, andM. Rodzyanko who possessed enormous landed estates.---Ed.

o" Wilhelm II (1859-1941)--4erman Emperor and King of Prussia
(1888-1918).-Ed.

ton Economism-anopportunist trend in Russian Social-Democracy at the
end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries. The Economists con-
sidered the liberal bourgeoisie to be the main force to wage political struggle
against tsarism, while wot'kers were to confine themselves to economic
stiuggle-for improvement of working conditions, increase. in wages,-etc' The
Econ-omists denied the Party's leading role and the significance of revolu-
tionary theory in the working-class movement and considered it was to develop
exclusively in a spontaneous way. In his book What Is To Be Done? Lenin
subjected Economism to a sweeping criticism.-Ed.
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revolutionary transformation of the one into the other' There

.io.iponO. to this also a political transition p.lriod in,which the

,tat" iun be nothing but 
-the 

revolutionary dictatorship of the

oroletariat." Up to 
-now this truth has been indisputable for

Iocialists and it includes the recognition of the fact that the state

*iiL"ri.t until victorious socialism develops into full communism.
ingets' dictum about the withering away- of the state is well

t nJ*n. We deliberately stressed, in the first thesis, that

J".oiru"y is a form of siate that will also wither away when the

state with6rs away. And until our oPponents replace Marxism by

some sort of "n6n-state" viewpoinf their arguments will con-

stitute one big mistake.
Instead of"speaking about the state (which means, about the

a"-uituiio, it" its yintiers!), they speak of a "socialist cultural
iiiJ;, i.i., they deiiberatelychoose an expression that is indefi-

nite in the'sense that all state questions are obliterated! Thus we

set a ridiculous tautology: if there is no state there can, of course,

il;'d;;tt"" of to"ii"t.' In that case the whole democratic-
p.rit*"i pi"gramme is unnecessary. Nor will there be any repub-

iic, wherthe state "withers away".
The German chauvinist Lensch,* in the articles we mentioned

in Thesis 5 (footnote), quoted an interesting passage.tiom E:tgels'

urti.r" "Thi Po and-ttie Rhine". Amongst other things, Engels

iuu, in this article that in the course of historical development,

wtilctr swattowed up a number of small and non-viable nations,

irr" ;;frontiit of griat and viable European nations" were being

in"r"uii"gfy deter-mined by the *language. and sympathies" of the

oooulatiin Engels calls these frontlers "natural". Such was the

[;J" il the peiod of progressive capitalism in E'urope, roughly
t o- f S+S t; 1871. To^day] these democratically dete,nined fron-
tiers are more and more often being broken down by reactionary,

impefafist capitalism. There is every siSn that imperialism will
leave its successor, socialism, a heritage bf /ess democratic fron-

ti*r, 
" 

number of innexations in Europe and in other parts of the

*orf,O- Is it to be supposed that victori6us socialism, restoring and

imfiementing full d'emocracy all along the line, will refrain from
democraticaly demarcating state trontiers and ignore the "sym-
pathies" of the populationi These questions need only be stated

n Lensch, Paul (1873-1926)--4erman Social-Democrat, opportunist, a

supporter of the imperialist war.-Ed.
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to make it quite clear that our Polish colleagues are sliding down
from Marxism towards imperialist Economism

The old Economists, who made a caricature of Marxism, told
the workers that "only the economic" was of importance to
Marxists. The new Economists seem to think eithir that the
democratic state of victorious socialism will exist without frontiers
(like a "complex of sensations" without matter) or that frontiers
will be delineated "only" in accordance with the needs of produc-
tion. In actual fact its frontiers will be delineated democratically,
i.e., in accordance with the will and "sympathies" of the populi-
tion. Capitalism rides roughshod over these sympathies,-adding
more obstacles to the rapprochement of nations. Socialism, by
organising prodrrction without class oppression, by ensuring thb
well-being of a// members of the state, gives.full play to the ,tym-
pathies" of .the population, thereby promoting and greatly ac-
celerating the drawing.together and fusion of the nations.

_ To gi_ve the reader a rest from the heavy and clumsy
Economism let us quote the reasoning of a socialist writer who is
outside our dispute. That writer is Otto Bauer, who also has his
own "pet little point"-"cultural and national autonomy,,,*-but
who argues quite correctly on a large number of most important
questions. For example, in Chapter 29 of his book The National
Question and Social-Democracy, he was doubly right in noting
the use of national ideology to cover up impeialisi policies. In
Chapter 30, "Socialism and the Principle of Nationality,,, he
says:

"The socialist community will never be able to include whole nations
within its make-up by the use of force. Imagine the masses of the people,
enjoying all the blessings of national culture, taking a full and active part in
legislation and government, and,.finally, supplied ryi1fu 61s1s-yould it be

* Cultural and national autonomy-an opportunist programme on the
national question put forward in 1890s by Austrian Socill-Democrats Otto
Bauer and Karl Renner. Its essential point was that people of the same national-
ity, in whatever part of a given country they live, foim in autonomous national
union into whose competence the state passes schools (separate schools for
children of different nationalities) and other educational and cultural insti-
tutions. If carried out, this programme *ould have strengthened the influence
of the clerical and reactionary nationalistic ideology within each national
group and-hampered the organisation of the working class by increasing
national differences among workers. In a number of articles Lenin subjected
the slogan of cultural and national autonomy to severe criticism.-Ed. -
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possible to subordinate such a nation to the ruie of- an alien social organism

bv force? All state powei rests on the force of arms' The present-day

m:m:'yitill""'",:m:Ail'l;f :l;.:"*;iJi},ifJ*i"'1"'l'Jqlf '":'l
-"t""nurv armies of thd past. The army of the democratic communlty.or-a

ffi;iff'J";d;;;;;ilirE but it'" p'oft'.armed, since it consists of highlv

;il;;t p-"i*ir., *ottlnf *ittout [ompulsion.in socialised workshops and

i"tir" friL part'in all ipheres of pofitical life. In such conditions any

possiSility of alien rule disappears"'

This is true. It is impossible to abolish national (or any other

poriiicaii 
"pf 

ression un der capitalism, since this r e quir e s 
-tf 

e .abgl-
iii;; "i 

6turi"t, i.e., the introdjuction of socialism' But while being

;;;d ;;;nomics, socialism cannot be reduced to economics

"r""".efoundation-socialistproduction-isessentialforthe;L;ittfi oi national opp."srion, but this foundation must d/so

;il ; democratically'organised state, a democratic army' etc'
gr i.unttot*ins capitalis; into socialism the proletariat creates

;i"-;;*ib;ii 6t uuoti.titg national oppression; the possibility

;;";;;; ;i;4' ; 
o nly"-" 5nly " !-with ihe establi shment of tull

;;;;";;"y i;'ull ,ph"r.t, including the.delineation of state fron-

tiirs in a|cordanie with the "sympathies" of the population'

i""fuJi"g 
"omplete 

freedom to seiede' And this, in tum, will serve

u.- u uu."i" foi developing the practical elimination of even the

,finirt".inutional friction"and the least national mistrust, for an

#;1j;;,;J o-tu*ing together and tusion of nations that will be

;;i,l;i"d when tf,e .{ta:r- withers away' This is the Marxist

;h;;;y, G theory from which our Polish-colleagues have mistak-

enly deParted.

Written in July 1916 V. I. Lenin,
Collected Works,
Yol.22, pp. 321-25
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,"rr"oil,i#ffJ. oFrHE
WITHBRING AWAY OT THE STATE

Marx explains this question most thoroughly in his Critique ofthe Gotha lro.gramme^(lett", to A.*L",iilu, 5, I g75, which was
_not published until lg91 when it *as-frinted in 'Nr"; i;;;.Vol. [X, 1, and which has appearea in'-nurliur"f.'" ,p"J'iiedition). The polemic.al part '"i ;hir-.;;arkable *o.[, 

-il,i.,itl
contains a criticism of I asssllmnlsm, t aiso to speak, overshad_owed its positive part, namely, tt 

"'unaiyri, ofih;;;;;;;
3ilil:"r?#: 

development ot 
",i,ir*uni 

r* lra,h; ;ih;;;;;;;
1. PRESENTATION OFTHE QUESTION BYMARX

- -F.o1n _a^superficial comparison of Marx,s letter to Bracke of
Yqy.S, 1875, with Engels" lerter to B;b;i;. of March 2R. 1R7swhich we examined ab-ove, it might;pp;;, ,f,rt'ir,i"* i; ;"J.;
T:.1"_ :1 a *champion of the ,t-rt",'itun-eng"ir,-una ;il;';;
1t:.::::^": :l gRrnion between the two wrirers o,, ttr" qu"rtion oirne srate was very considerable.

, Engels suggesled to Bebei that all chatter about the state bedropped altogether, that the word 'isiate i-be etiminated from theprogramme altosether and the word ,,community,, ,;ilil; i;;it. Engets even d-ectareo tt ut it 
" 
C;*;;;;';as no longer a statein the proper sense of the word. uM;;;;;"n spoke of the ,,tu_

ture state in communist society',, i.e., he would ,"l#io ,".ogril"the need for the state even ,nd"..o*.;rirrn.
But such a view would be fundame"iuity *rorg. A closer

* 
B r ac ke, W i I h e I m ( 

l^812 
_1 !.80)_{erman Sociat-D emocr at._E d.** Bebel, August (1840-19irt 'a rJ.a'Ji?"dlr.an Social-D€mocracyand the Second Internaiional._Ed.
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cxamination shows that Marx's and Engels' views on the state
and its withering away were completely identical, and that Marx's
cxpression quoted above refers to the state in the process of with-
ering away.

Clearly there can be no question of specifying the moment of
the future "withering away", the more so since it will obviously
bc a lengthy process. The apparent difference between Marx and
E,ngels is due to the fact that they dealt with different subjects
and pursued different aims. Engels set out to show Bebel graph-
ically, sharply and in broad outline the utter absurdity of the
current prejudices concerning the state (shared to no small
degree by Lassalle). Marx only touched upon rftls question in
passing, being interested in another subject, namely, the develop-
ment of communist society.

The whole theory of Marx is the application of the theory of
development-in its most consistent, complete, considered and
pithy form-to modern capitalism. Naturally, Marx was faced
with the problem of applying this theory both to the forthcoming
collapse .of capitalism and to the future developmenl of future
communlsm.

On the basis of whatfacts, then, can the question of the future
development of future communism be dealt with?

On the basis of the fact that it has its origin in capitalism, that
it develops historically from capitalism, that it is the result of the
action of a social force to which capitalism gave birth. There is no
trace of an attempt on Marx's part to make up a utopia, to
indulge in idle guess-work about what cannot be known. Marx
treated the question of communism in the same way as a natu-
ralist would treat the question of the development of, say, a new
biological variety, once he knew that it had originated in such and
such a way and was changing in such and such a definite direc-
tion.

To begin with, Marx brushed aside the confusion the Gotha
Programme brought into the question of the relationship between
state and society. He wrote:

"'Present-day society' is capitalist society, which exists
in all civilised countries, being more or less free from
medieval admixture, more or less modified by the particular
historical development of each country, more or less devel-
oped. On the other hand, the'present-day state' changes
with a country's frontier. It is different in the Prusso-Gerrnan
Empire from what it is in Switzerland, and different'in
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England from what it is in the United States. 'The present-
day state' is, therefore, a faction.

"Nevertheless, the different states of the different civilised
countries, in spite of their motley diversity of form, all have
this in common, that they are based on modern bourgeois
society, only one more or less capitalistically developed.
They have, therefore, also certain essential characteristics in
common. In this sense it is possible to speak of the 'present-
day state', in contrast with the future, ln which its present
root, bourgeois society, will have died off.

"The question then arises: what transformation will the
state undergo in communist society? In other words, what
social functions will remain in existence there tliat are
analogous to present state functions? This question can only
be answered scientifipally, and one does not get a flea-hop
nearer to the problem by a thousandfold combination of the
word people with the word state."

After thus ridiculing all talk about a "people's state", Marx
formulated the question and gave warning, as it were, that those
seeking a scientific answer to it should use only firmly-established
scientific data.

The first fact that has been established most accurately by the
whole theory of development, by science as a whole-a fact that
was ignored by the utopians, and is ignored by the present-day
opportunists, who are afraid of the socialist revolution-is that,
historically, there must undoubtedly be a special stage, or a
special phase, of transition from capitalism to communism.

2. THE TRANSITION FROM CAPITALISM TO COMMUNISM

Marx continued:

"Between capitalist and communist society lies the period
of the revolutionary transformation of the one into the other.
Corresponding to this is also a political transition period in
which the state can be nothing btJt the revolutionary dictator-
ship of the proletariat."

Marx bases this conclusion on an analysis of the role played by
the proletariat in modern capitalist society, on the data
conceming the development of this society, and on the irrecon-
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cilability of the antagonistic interests of the proletariat and the

bourgeoisie. /- -frEuio".ty 
the question was put as follows: to achieve its eman-

cipation, the proietariat musf overthrow the bourgeoisie, win
political'powei and establish its revolutionary dictatorship'

Now the question is put somewhat differently: the. transition
from capitalist society-which is developing towards coTTu:
nism-to communist society is impossible without a *political

transition period", and the state in this period can only be the

revolutionary dictatorship of the proletaiat. 
-

What, then, is the relation of this dictatorship to democracy?

We have seen that the Communist Maniftsro simply places

side by side the two concepts: "to 1ais9 the proletariat to the

position of the ruling class" and "to win the battle of democracy"'
bn the basis of all that has been said above, it is possible to

determine more precisely how democracy changes in the

transition from capitalism to communism.
In capitalist society, providing it develops under the most

favouralile conditioni, we havE a more or leis complete

democracy in the democratic republic. But this democracy is
always heinmed in by the narrow limits set bJ capitalist exploita-
tion,'and consequently always remains, in effect, a democracy for
the minority, only for the propertied classes,- only tor the rich'
Freedom in'capitilist society always remains about the same as it
was in the ancient Greek republics: freedom for the slave-owners.

Owing to the conditions o1 capitalist- exploitation, the modem

wage flaves are so crushed by want and poverty that "they cannot
be 

"bothered with democrzc!", "cannoi be bothered -with polit-
ics"; in the ordinary, peaceful course of events, the majority of.the

population is debai.red from participation in public and political
life.

The correctness of this statement is perhaps most clearly
confirmed by Germany, 6ecause constitutional -legality steadily
endured theie for a remarkably long time-nearly half a century
(1871-191,4)-and during this period the Social-Democrats were

ibl" to achieve far morJ than-in other countries in the way of
"utilising legality", and organised a larger- proportion of the

workersfnto-a pdtiticat partfthan anywhere else in the world'
What is thiJ largest-proportion 6f politically conscious and

active wage slaves-that-hai so far been recorded in capitalist
society? dne million members of the Social-Democratic Par-
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tJ-out of fifteen million wage-workers! Three million organised
in trade unions----out of fifteen million!

Democracy for an insignificant minority, democracy for the
rich-that is the democracy of capitalist society. If we look more
closely into the machinery of capitalist democracy, we see

everywhere, in the "petty"-supp6sgdly petty--details of the suf-
frage (residential qualification, exclusion of women, etc.), in the
technique of the representative institutions, in the actual obstacles
to the right of assembly (public buildings are not for 'opaupers"!),
in the purely capitalist organisation of the daily press, etc.,
etc.-we see. restriction after restriction upon democracy. These
restrictions, exceptions, exclusions, obstacles for the poor seem
slight, especially in the eyes of one who has never known want
himself and has never been in close contact with the oppressed
classes in their mass life (and nine out of ten, if not ninety-nind
out of a hundred, bourgeois publicists and politiciarls come under
this category); but in their sum total these restrictions exclude and
squeeze out the poor from politics, from active participation in
democracy.

Marx grasped this essence of capitalist democracy splendidly
when, in analysing the experience of the Commune, he said that
the oppressed are allowed once every few years to decide which
particular representative of the oppressing class shall represent
and repress them in parliament!

But from this capitalist democracy-that is inevitably narrow
and stealthily pushes aside the poor, and is therefore hypocritical
and false through and through-forward development does not
proceed simply, directly and smoothly, towards "greater and
greater democracy", as the liberal professors and petty-bourgeois
opportunists would have us believe. No, forward development,
i.e., development towards communism, proceeds through the
dictatorship of the proletariat, and cannot do otherwise, for the
resistance of the capitalist exploiters cannot be broken by
anyone else or in any other way.

And the dictatorship of the proletariat, i.e., the organisation of
the vanguard of the oppressed as the ruling class for the purpose
of suppressing the oppressors, cannot result merely in an expan-
sion of democracy. Simultaneously with an immense expansion of
democracy, which for the first time becomes democracy for the
poor, democracy for the people, and not democracy for the
money-bags, the dictatorship of the proletariat imposes a series of
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restrictions on the freedom of the oppressors, the exploiters, the
capitalists. We must suppress them in order to free humanity from
wbge slavery, their resistance must be crushed by foice; it is clear
that there is no freedom and no democracy where there is
suppression and where there is violence.

Engels expressed this splendidly in his letter to Bebel when he
said, as the reader will remember, that "the proletariat needs the
state, not in the interests of freedom but in order to hold down its
adversaries, and as soon as it becomes possible to speak of
freedom the state as such ceases to exist".

Democracy for the vast majority of the people, and suppression
by force, i.e., exclusion from democracy, of the exploifers and
oppressors of the people-this is the change democracy
undergoes during the transition from capitalism to communism. 

'

Only in communist society, when the resistance of the capital-
ists has been completely clushed, when the capitalists have dlsap-
peared, when there are no classes (i.e.; when there is no distinc-
tion between the members of society as regards their relation to
the social means of production), only then "the state ... ceases to
exist", and "it becomes possible to speak of freedom". Only then
will a truly complete democracy become possible and be realised,
a democracy without any exceptions whatever. And only then will
democracy begin to wither away, owjrng to the simplefact that,
freed from capitalist slavery, from the untold horrors, savagery,
absurdities and infamies of capitalist exploitation, people will
gradually become accustomed to observing the elementary rules
of social intercourse that have been known for centuries and
repeated for thousands of years in all copy-book maxims. They
will become accustomed to observing them without force, withodt
coercion, without subordination,without the special apparatus for
coercion called the state.
. The expression "the state withers away" is very well chosen, for
it indicates both the gradual and the spontaneous nature of the
process. Only habit can, and undoubtedly will, have such an
effect; for we see around us on millions of occasions how readily
people become accustomed to observing the necessary rules of
social intercourse when there is no exploitation, when there is
nothing that arouses indignation, evokes protest and revolt, and
creates the need for suppression.

And so in capitalist society we have a democracy that is
curtailed, wretched, false, a democracy only for the rich, for the
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minority. The dictatorship of the proletariat, the period of tran^si-

tion to communism, will for the first time create democracy for
the people, for. the majority, along with the. necessary- suppres-sien

of ttie eiptoiters, of the miirority. Communism alonq is capable of
providini really complete. democracy, and the more complete.it
is, the tJon"t ii wiil Lecome unnecessary and wither away of its
own accord.

In other words, under capitalism we have the state in the proper-

sense of the word, that is, a special machine for the suppression of
one class by another, and, what is more,. of the majorig bV tl,"
minority. Naturally, to be successful, such.an undertaking aq lhe
systematic suppression of the exploited majority by the exploiting
riinority calls for the utmr*t ferocity and savagery-in.the matter
of suppiessing, it calls for seas of blood, through which-mankind
is actuilly wading its way in slavery, serfdom a1d yage labour.

Furtheimore, during the transition from capitalism to commu--
nism suppression is sril/ necessary, but it is now the suppression of
the expioiting minority by the eiploited majority. A special.appa.-
ratus,^a speiiul machine for suppression, the "state", is still
necessary,-but this is now a transitional state. It is no lonqer- a

state in ihe proper sense of the word; for the-suppression of the

minority of 
'exiloiters by the majority of the wage slavts. of

yesterday is comparatively so easy, simple and natural a task that
it *ilt etituil far fess bloodshed than the suppression of the.risings
of slaves, serfs or wage-labourers, and it will cost mankind far
less. And it is compatible with the extension of democracy to 

^such
an overwhelming hajority of the population that the need for a
special machine-of"suppression will begin to disappear. Naturally,
tire exploiters are unable to suppress the people without a highly
complix machine for performing this task, but the.people- can
suppress the exploiters even with a very simple "machine", almost
wiiiout a "maihine", without a special apparatus, by t^\9.st'ytple.

organisation of the armed people (such as the Soviets of Workers'

. an? Soldiers'beputies, we woutd remark, running ahead).' 
Lastlv. onlv communism makes the state absolutely unnecessa-

ry, for itr"r" i. n^body to be suppresssd-"nelody" in.the sense

of'a chss, of a systematic struggle against a definite section of the
population. We are not utopians, and do not in the least deny the

ioisibility and inevitabiliryof excesses on thelart of -individual'persons, or the need to itop such excesses. In the first place,

ho*"ret, no special machin6, no special apparatus of suppres-
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sion, is needed for this; this will be done by the armed people
themselves, as simply and as readily as any crowd of cMliied
people, even in modem society, interferes to iut a stop to a scuffle
or to prevent a woman from being assaulted. And, secondly, we
know that the fundamental social cause of excesses, which consist
in the violation of the rules of social intercourse, is the exploita-
tion of the people, their want and their poverty. Wittr ttr" r&noval
of this chief cause, excesses will inevitably begin to ,,wither
away"._We do not know how quickly and in whatiuccession, but
we do know they-will wither away. With their withering away the
state will also wither away.

- Without building utopias, Marx defined more fully what can be
defined now regarding this future, namely, the diffeience between
the lower and higher phases (levels, stages) of communist society.

3. TIIE rIRST PHASE OF COMMUNIST SOCIETY

In. the Critique of the Gotha programme, Marx goes into detail
to disprove Lassalle's idea that under socialism the worker will
receive the "undiminished" or "full product of his labour,,. Marx
shows that from the whole of the sbcial labour of society there
must be deducted a reserve fund, a fund for the expaniion of
production, a fund for the replacement of the ,,wear and tear,, of
machinery, -and so on. Then, from the means of consumption
must be deducted a fund for administrative expenses, for sctiools,
hospitals, old people's homes, and so on.

Instead of Lassalle's hazy, obscure, general phrase (,,the full
product of his labour to the worker"), Marx makes a sober esti-
q?t: of 

-exactly 
how socialist society will have to manage its

affairs.-M-arx proceeds to make a concrete analysis of the c"ondi-
tions of life of a society in which'there will be no capitalism. and
says:

"What we have to deal with here [in analysing the
programme of the_ workers,. party] is a communiit soiiety,
not as it has developed on its own foundations, but, on tlie
contrary, just as it emerges from capitalist society; which is
thus in every respect, economically, morally 

- 
and intel-

lectually, still stamped with the birthmarks of the old society
from whose womb it comes.,'

It is this communist soclety, which has just emerged into the
light of day out of the womb of capitalism and which is in every
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al, Marx shows the course of development of communist society,
which is compelled to abolish at first only the "injustice" of the
means of production seized by individuals, and which is unable at
once to eliminate the other injustice, which consists in the distri-
bution of consumer goods "according to the amount of labour
performed" (and not according to needs).

The vulgar economists, including the bourgeois professors and
"our" Tugan, constantly reproach the socialists with forgetting
the inequality of people and with "dreaming" of eliminating this
inequality. Such a reproach, as we see, only proves the extreme
ignorance of the bourgeois ideologists.

Marx not only most scrupulously takes account of the inevi-
table inequality of men, but he also takes into account the fact
that the mere conversion of the means of production into the
common property of the whole of society (commonly called "so-
cialism") does not rernove the defects of distribution and the
inequality of "bourgeois law", which continues to prevail so long
as products are divided "according to the amount of labour
performed". Continuing, Marx says:

"But these defects are inevitable in the first phase of
communist society as it is when it has just emerged, after
prolonged birth pangs, from capitalist society. Law can never
be higher than the economic structure of society and its
cultural development conditioned thereby."

And so, in the first phase of communist society (usually called
socialism) "bourgeois law" is nor abolished in its entirety, but
only in part, only in proportion to the economic revolution so far
attained, i.e., only in respect of the means of production.
"Bourgeois law" recognises them as the private property of indi-
viduals. Socialism converts them into common property. To that
extent-and to that extent alon+-"bourgeois law" disappears.

However, it persists as far as its other part is concemed; it
persists in the capacity of regulator (determining factor) in the
distribution of products and the allotment of labour among the
members of society. The socialist principle, "He who does not
work shall not eat", is already realised; the other socialist prin-
ciple, "An equal amount of products for an equal amount of
labour",.is also already realised. But this is not yet communism,
and it does not yet abolish "bourgeois law", which gives unequal
individuals, in return for unequal (really unequal) amounts of
labour, equal amounts of products.

respect stamped with the birthmarks of the old society, that Marx
terms the "fi^rst", or lower, phase of communist society'- 

ih" ,n"ut s of production are no longer the private property of
individuals. The- means of production belong to the whole .of
society. Every member of society, perfoLning a certain PTt 9t 1l'"
socialiy-neceisary work, receives a certificate from society. to the

effect that he hai done a certain amount of work. And with this

"irtiti"ut 
he receives from the public store of consumer goo-ds 1

"on".po"ai"g 
quantity of products. After-adeduction is made of

tfri aniount oitiUou.ivtricfi goes to the public fund, every worker,
ifrlr"tor", receives from soc-iety as much as he has given to it'

"Equality" apparently reigns supreme..
Bui;h"i Lasialle, h:aving in vi-ew such a social order (usually

called socialism, but termed-by Marx the first phase of.commu-
nism). savs that this is "equitible distribution", that this is "the

"a;;i'rlgirt 
of all to an dqual pro'l-t'ct of labour", Lassalle is

mistaken- and Marx exposes the mistake.-- iH"n"", the equal right," says Marx, in this case still certainly

"orior,,,. 
io ,,bourgeoii law', lc"rman, das biirgerliche.Recht]

*f,i{ lif" afi lawiimplies iniquatiry' All law is an application

of an'equal measuie ti dffireni people who in fact are not alike'

ui" nol.qr"l to one unoilr"r. Tliat is why the "equal.right" is a

uiofutio" df equality and an injustice. In fact, everyone, havingper-

foi-"a u, -rr"h social laboui as another, receives an eq-lral share

;iid social product (after the above-mentioned deductions).- 
nut people ir" not alike: one is strong,.another is weak; one is

-;;;e;;;ther is not; one has more Children, another has less'

and so on. And the conclusion Marx draws is:

"...With an equal performance of labour, and hence.an

equal share in the social consumption tund, one wltt ln ract

riteive more than another, one will be richer than another'

and so on. To avoid all these defects, the right instead of
being equal would have to be unequal."

Thefirstphaseofcommunism,therefore,cannotyetprovide
iustice and equality: differences, and unjust differences, in wealth
'*iffitiff persist, Uut ttre exploitation.oi.man b1r.m1n will have

become irnpossiUte because it will be impossible to seize the

means of production-the factories, machines, land, etc'-and
*ut" tii"* private proPerty. In sma-shing Lassalle's petty-

bourgeois, vague phrases ibout "equality" and "justice" in'gener-
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This is a "defect", says Marx, but it is unavoidable in the first
phase of communism; for if we are not to indulge in utopianism,
we must not think that having overthrown capitalism pe6ple wili
at once learn to work- for society without- any rules bf law.
Besides, the abolition of capitalism does not immediately"rrrot"
the economic prerequisites for such a change.

Now, there are no other rules than thoie of ,,bourgeois law,,.
To this extent, therefore, there still remains the need Tor a state,
which, while safeguarding the common ownership of the means of
production, would safeguard equality in labour ind in the distri-
bution of products.

The state withers away insofar as there are no longer any capi-
talists, any classes, and, consequently, no class canbe suppressid.

But the state has not yet completely withered away, sinte there
still remains the safeguarding of "bouigeois law',, which sanctifies
actual inequality.. For the state to wither away completely,
complete communism is necessary.

4. THE HIGHER PHASE OF COMMUNIST SOCIETY

Marx continues:

"Ir-r. a higher phase of communist society, after the
enslaving subordination of the individual to the division of
labour, and with it also the antithesis between mental and
physical labour, has vanished, after labour has become not
only a livelihood but life's prime want, after the productive
forces have increased with the all-round development of the
individual, and all the springs of co-operative-wealth flow
more abundantly-<nly then can the narrow horizon of
. bourgeois law be left behind in its entirety and society
inscribe on its banners: From each according to his abiiity, tb
each according to his needs!',

Only now c.an we fully appreciate the correctness of Engels,
remarks-mercilessly ridiculing the absurdity of combining the
words "freedom" and "state". So long as the state exists th6re is
no freedom. When there is freedom, there will be no state.

The economic basis for the complete withedng away of the
state is such a high stage of development of communism at which
the antithesis between mental and physical labour disaljpears, at
which there consequently disappears one of the principil sources
of modem social inequality-a source, moreover, which cannot
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on any account be removed immediately by the mere conversion
of the means of production into public property, by the mere
expropriation of the capitalists.

This expropriation will make it possible for the productive
forces to develop to a tremendous extent. And when we see how
incredibly capitalism is already retarding this development, when
we see how much progress could be achieved on the basis of the
level of technique already.attained, we are entitled to say with the
fullest confidence that the expropriation of the capitalists will
inevitably result in an enornous development of the productive
forces of human society. But how rapidly this development will
proceed, how soon it will reach the point of breaking away from
the division of labour, of doing away with the antithesis between
mental and physical labour, of transforming labour into "life's
prime want"-we do not and cannot know.

That is why we are entitled to speak only of the inevitable with-
ering away of the state, emphasising the protracted nature of this
process and its dependence upon the rapidity of development of
the higher phase of. communism, and leaving the question of the
time required for, or the concrete forms of, the withering away
quite open, because there is no mateial for answering these ques-
tions.

The state will be able to wither away completely when society
adopts the rule: "From each according to his ability, to each
according to his needs", i.e., when people have become so accus-
tomed to observing the fundamental rules 6f social intercourse
and when their labour has become so productive that they will
voluntarily work accgrding to their ability. "The narrow horizon
of bourgeois law", which compels one to calculate with the heart-
lessness of a Shylock* whether one has not worked half an hour
more than somebody else, whether one is not getting less pay than
somebody else-this narrow horizon will then be left behind.
There will then be no need for society, in distributing the
products, to regulate the quantity to be received by each; each
will take freely "according to his needs".

From the bourgeois pointbf view, it is easy to declare that such
a social order is "sheer utopia" and to sneer at the socialists for

* Shylock-a character in Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice, a cruel and
merciless usurer who inexorably demanded to cut a pound of flesh of his debtor
who had failed to pay the debt.-Ed.
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promising everyone the right to receive from society, without any
control over the labour of the individual citizen, any quantity of
truffles, cars, pianos, etc. Even to this day, most bourgeois "sa-
vants" confine themselves to sneering in this way, thereby
betraying both their ignorance and their selfish defence of capital-
ism.

Ignorance-for it has never entered the head of any socialist to
"promise" that the higher phase of the development of
communism will arrive; as for the great socialists' forecast that it
will arrive, it presupposes not the present productivity of labour
and not the present ordinary run of people, who, like the seminary
students in Pomyalovsky's stories,* are capable of damaging the
stocks of public wealth "just for fun", and of demanding the
impossible.

Until the "higher" phase of communism arrives, the socialists
demand the strictest control by society and by the state over the
measufe of labour and the measure of consumption; but this
control must start with the expropriation of the capitalists, with
the establishment of workers' control over the capitalists, and
must be exercised not bi, a state of bureaucrats, but by a state of
armed workers.

The selfish defence of capitalism by the bourgeois ideologists
(and their hangers-on, like the Tserefelis, Chemovs and Co.**)
consists in that they substitute argring and talk about the distant
future for the vital and burning question of present-dcy politics,
namely, the expropriatiori of the capitalists, the conversion of a//
citizens into workers and other employees of one huge "syndi-
ssfs"-fhs whole state--and the complete subordination of the
entire work of this syndicate to a genuinely democratic state, the
state of the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies.

In fact, when a learned professor, followed by the philistine,
followed in tum by the Tseretelis and Chernovs, talks of wild
utopias, of the demagogic promises of the Bolsheviks, of the

r Theological seminaries in Russia were noted for their most severe con-
ditions and extremely crude customs. The Russian writer N. G. Pomyalovsky
described life in such schools inhis Seminary Sketches.-Ed.

"o Tsereteli, Irakly Georgiyevich (7882-1959Fa Menshevik leader, who
it 1917 supported the policy ofthe bourgeois Provisional Government.

Chernov. Victor Mikhailovich (1876-19521-a leader of the Socialist-
Revolutionary Party who in 1917 supi:orted the policy of the bourgeois Provi-
sional G overrim ent'.-E d.
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impossibility of "introducing" socialism, it is the higher stage; or
phase, of communism he has in mind, which no one has ever
promised or even thought to "introduce", because, generally
speaking, it cannot be "introduced".

And this brings us to the question of the scientific distinction
between socialism and communism which Engels touched on in
his above-quoted argument about the incorrectness of the name
"Social-Democrat". Politically, the distinction between the first,
or lower, and the higher phase of communism, will in time,
probably, be tremendous. But it would be ridiculous to recognise
this distinction now, under capitalism, and only individuirl
anarchists, perhaps, could invest it with primary importance (if
there still are people among the anarchists who have learned
nothing trom the "Plekhanov"* conversion of the Kropotkins, of
Grave, Cornelissen** and other "stars" of anarchism into social-
chauvinists, or into "anarcho-trenchists", as Ghe,*** one of the
few anarchists who have still preserved a sense of honour and a
conscience, has put it).

But the scientific distinction between socialism. and commu-
nism is clear. What is usually called socialism was termed by Marx
the "first", or lower, phase of communist society. Insofar as the
means of production become common property, t}te word "com-
munism" is also applicable here, providing we do not forget that
this is nol complete communism. The great significance of Marx's
explanations is that here, too, he consistently applies materialist
dialectics, the theory of development, and regards communism as
something which develops out a/ capitalism. Instead of scholast-
ically invested, "concocted" definitions and fruitless disputes over
words (What is socialism? What is communism?), Marx gives ar1
analysis of what might be called the stages of the economic
maturity of communism.

In its first phase, or first stage, communism cannot as yet be.

fully mature economically and entirely free from traditions or
vestiges of capitalism. Hence the interesting phenomenon that

* Plekhanov, Georgi Valentinovich (1,856-l918Ffounder of the Rus-
sian Social-Democratic movement; during the First World War, a social-chau-
vinist.-Ed.

'f" Prominent anarchist leaders, advocated participation in the imperialist
war.-Ed.*** Ghe, A. Y. (died in l919FRussian anarchist, opponent of the im-
perialist war.-Ed.
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communism in its first phase retains "the narrow horizon of
bourgeois law". Of course, bourgeois law in regard to the distri-
bution of consumer goods inevitably presupposes the existence of
the bourgeois state, for law is nothing without an apparatus
capable of enforcing the observance of the rules of law.

it follows ihat under communism there remains for a time not
only bourgeois law, but even the bourgeois state; without the bour-
geoisie!

This may sound like a paradox or simply a dialectical conun-
drum,'of which Marxism is often accused by people who have not
taken the slightest trouble to study its extraordinarily profound
content.

But in fact, remnants of the old, surviving in the new, confront
us in life at every step, both in nature and in society. And.Marx
did not arbitrarily insert a scrap of "bourgeois" law into commu-
nism, but indicated what is economically and politically inevita-
ble in a society emerging out of the womb of capitalism. .

Democracy is of enormous importance to the working class in
its struggle against the capitalists for its emancipation. But
democracy is by no means a boundary not to be overstepped; it is
only one of the stages on the road trom teudalism to capitalism,
and from capitalism to communism.

Democracy means equality. The great significance of the prole-
tariat's struggle for equality and of equality as a slogan will be
clear if we correcfly interpret it as meaning the abolition of
classes. But democracy means only formal equality. And as soon
as equality is achieved for all members of society in relation to
ownership of the means of production, that is, equality of labour
and wages, humanity will inevitably be confronted with the ques-
tion of advancing farther, from formal equality to actual equality,
i.e., to the operation of the rule "from each according to his abil-
ity, to each according to his needs". By what stages, by means of
what practical measures humanity will proceed to this supreme
aim we do not and cannot know. But it is important to realise
how infinitely mendacious is the ordinary bourgeois conception of
socialism as something lifeless, iigid, fixed once and for all,
whereas in reality oruly socialism will be the beginning of a rapid,
genuine, truly mass forward movement, embracing first the
majority and then the whole of the population, in all spheres of
public and private life.^ Democracy is a 'form of the state, one of its varieties.
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Consequently, like eveiy state, it represents, on the one hand, the
organised, systematic use of force against persons; but, on the
other hand, it signifies the formal recognition of equality of citi-
zens, the equal right of all to determine the structure of, and to
administer, the state. Ttris, in turn, results in the fact that, at a
certain stage in the development of demotracy, it first welds to-
gethef the class that wages a revolutionary struggle against ca-
pitalism-the proletariat, and enables it to crush, smash to
atoms, wipe off the face of the earth the bourgeois, even the
republican-bourgeois, state machine, the standing army, the
police and the bureaucracy and to substitute for them a more
democratic state machine, but a state machine nevertheless,
in the shape of armed workers who proceed to form a militia
involving the entire population.

Here "quantity tums into quality": such a degree of democracy
iinplies overstepping the boundaries of bourgeois society and
beginning its socialist reorganisation. If really all take part in the
administration of the state, capitalism cannot retain its hold. The
development of capitalism, in turn, creates the preconditions that
enable really "all" to take part in the administration of the state.
Some of these preconditions are: universal literacy, which has
already been achieved in a number of the most advanced capi-
talist countries, then the "training and disciplining" of millions of
workers by the huge, complex, socialised apparatus of the postal
service, railways, big factories, large-scale commerce, banking,
etc., etc.

Given these economic preconditions, it is quite possible, after
the overthrow of the capitalists and the bureaucrats, to proceed
immediately, overnight, to replace them in the control over
production and distribution, in the work of keeping account of
labour and products, by the armed workers, by the whole of the
armed population. (The question of control and accounting
should not be confused with the question of the scientifically
trained staff of engineers, agronomists and so on. These
gentlemen are working today in.obedience to the wishes of the
capitalists, and will work even better tomorrow in obedience to
the wishes of the armed workers.)

Accounting and control-that is mainly what is needed for the
"smooth working", for the proper functioning, of the ftrst phase
of communist society. All citizens are transformed into hired
employees of the state, which consists of the armed workers. ,4//
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citizens become employees and workers of a single country-wide
state "syndicate". All that is required is that they should work
equally, do their proper share of work, and get equal pay. The
accounting and control necessary for this have been simpffied by
capitalism to the utmost and reduced to the extraordinarily simple
operations-which any literate person can perforrn---of supervis-
ing and recording, knowledge of the four rules of arithmetic, and
issuing appropriate receipts.*

When the majority of the people begin independently and
everywhere to keep such accounts and exercise such control over
the capitalists (now converted into employees) and over the intel-
lectual gentry who preserve their capitalist habits, this control will
really become universal, gen'eral and popular; and there will be
no getting away from it, there will be "nowhere to go".

The whole of society will have become a single office and a
single factory, with equality of labour and pay.

But this "factory" discipline, which the proletariat, after defeat-
ing the capitalists, after overthrowing the exploiters, will extend to
the whole of society, is by no means our ideal, or our ultimate
goal. It is only a necessary,rtep for thoroughly cleansing society of
all the infamies and abominations of capitalist exploitation and
for further progress.

From the moment all members of society, or at least the vast
majority, have learned to administer the state themselves, have
taken this work into their own hands, have organised control over
the insignificant capitalist minority, over the gentry who wish to
preserve their capitalist habits and over the workers who have
been thoroughly corrupted by capitalism-from this moment the
need for government of any kind begins to disappear altogether.
The more complete the democracy, the nearer the moment when
it becomes unnecessary. The more democratic the "state" which
consists of the armed workers, and which is "no longer a state in
the proper sense of the word", the more rapidly every form of
state begins to wither away.

For when all have learned to administer and actually do
independently administer social production, independenfly keep

+ When the more important functions of the state are reduced to such
accounting and control by the workers themselves, it will cease to be a "political
state" and "public functions will lose their political character and become mere
administrative functions" (cf. above, Chapter IV, 2, Engels' controversy with
the anarchists).lNote by Lenin.)
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accounts and exercise control over the parasites, the sons of the
wealthy, the swindlers and other "guardians of capitalist tradi-
tions", the escape from this popular accounting and control wlll
inevitably become so incrediblt difficult, suci a rqre exception,
and wif probably be accompanied by such swift and severe
punishmeit (for ihe armed workers.are practical men and not
3entimental intellectuals, and they will scarcely allow anyone to
trifle with them), that lhe necessiry of observing the simple,-funda-
mental rules of-the community will very soon become ahabit.

Then the door will be thrown wide open for the transition from
the first phase of communist society to its higher phase, and with
it to the complete withering away of the state.

Written in August-September 1917 V. I. Irnin,
Collected llorks,
Vol.25, 461-79



From MARXISM ON THE STATE

Thus, the dictatorship of the proletariat is a
"political transition period"; it is clear that the
state of this peiod is.also a transition from state
to non-state, i.e., "no longer a state in the proper
sense of the word". Consequently, Marx and
Engels were not at all contradicting each other on
this point.

Further Marx speaks of the "future state of ll
communist' society;'!! Thirs, even in a "c o m- ll
m u n i s t society" there will be statehood!! Is ll
there no contradiction here?

I the state is needed

I bythe bourgeoisie

[- * ,,"te is needed

I 
bV the proletariat

No:

I- in capitalist society the state
in the proper sense

II- transition (dictatorship of
the proletariat): the state of
a transitional type (not
state in the proper sense of
the word)

III- communist society: the
withering away of ihe state

the state is
necessary, it
withers away

not

MARXISM ON THE STATE

Full consistency and clarity!!
OtherwisE:

[- demsslacy only for
the rich and'a thin
layer of the prole-
tariat.[The poor are
not in a position to
think of itll

II- democracy for the
poor, for e/lo of the
lopulation, forcible
suppression of the
resistance of the rich

III- full democracy,
which becomes a
habit and is there-
fore withering away,
yielding place to
the principle: "from
each according to
his ability, to each
according to his
needs"

First published in 1930

in lzninMiscellany )ilY

I- democracy only as an ex-
ception, never complete...

II- democracy almost complete,
limited only by the suPPres-
sion of. the resistance of the
bourgeoisie

III- genuinely full democracY,
becoming a habit and
therefore withering
away... Full democracY
equals no democracy. This
is not a paradox but a truth!

V. I. Lenin,
Mamism on theState
Mos@w, 1976,pp.29-30



HOW TO ORGAIIISE COMPETMION?

Bourgeois authprs have been using up reams of paper praising
competition, private enterprise, and all the other magnificent vir-
tues and blessings of the capitalists and the capitalist system.
Socialists have been accused of refusing to understand the impor-
tance of these virtues, and of ignoring "human nature". As a
matter of fact, however, capitalism long ago replaced small, inde-
pendent commodity production, under which competition could
develop enterprise, energy and bold initiative to any considerable
extent, by large- and very large-scale factory production, joint-
stock companies, syndicates and other monopolies. Under sucft
capitalism, competition means the incredibly brutal suppression
of the enterprise, energy and bold initiative of the mass of the
population, of its overwhelming majority, of ninety-nine out of
every hundred toilers; it also means that competition is replaced
by financial fraud, nepotism, servility on the upper rungs of the
social ladder.

Far from extinguishing competition, socialism, on the contrary,
for the first time creates the opportunity for employing it on a

'really wide and on a really mass scale, for actually drawinS the
majority of working people into a field of labour in which they
can display their abilities, develop the capacities, and reveal those
talents, so abundant among the people whom capitalism crushed,
suppressed and strangled in thousands and millions.

Now that a socialist government is in power our task is to orga-
nise competition.

The hangers-on and spongers on the bourgeoisie described
socialism as a uniform, routine, monotonous and drab barrack
system. The lackeys of the money-bags, the lickspittles of the
exploiters, the bourgeois intellectual gentlemen used socialism as
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a bogey to "frighten" the people, who, under capitalism, were
doomed to the penal servitude and the barrack-like discipline of
arduous, monotonous toil, to a life of dire poverty and semi-star-
vation. The first step towards the emancipation of the people from
this penal servitude is the confiscation of the landed estates, the
introduction of workers' control and the nationalisation of the
banks. The next steps will be the nationalisation of the factories,
the compulsory organisation of the whole population in consum-
ers' societies, which are at the same time societies for the sale of
products, and the state monopoly of the trade in grain and other
necessities.

Only now is the opportunity created for the truly mass display
of enterprise, competition and bold initiative. Every factory fro.m
which the capitaliit has been ejected, or in which he has at ledst
been curbed by genuine workers' control, every village from
which the landowning exploiter has been smoked out and his land
confiscated has only now become a field in which the working
man can reveal his talents, unbend his back a little, rise to his full
height, and feel that he is a human being. For the first time after
centuries of working for others, of forced labour for the exploiter,
it has become possible to work for oneself and moreover to
employ all the achievements of modern technology and culture in
one's work.

Of course, this greatest change in human history from working
under compulsion to working for oneself cannot take place
without friction, difficulties, conflicts and violence against the
inveterate parasites and their hangers-on. No worker has any illu-
sions on that score. The workers and poor peasants, hardened by
dire want and by many long years of slave labour for the exploi-
ters, by their countless insults and acts of violence, realise that it
will take time to break the resistance of those exploiters. The
workers and peasants are not in the least infected with the senti-
mental illusions of the intellectual gentlemen, of the Novaya
Zhizn"'crowd and other slush, who "shouted" themselves hoarse
o'denouncing" the capitalists and "gesticulated" against them,

" Novaya Zhizn lNew Life)-a newspaper published in 1917-18 by a

Social-Democratic group, the so-called "Internationalists", which united Left
Mensheviks and intellectuals of semi-Menshevik orientation. Up to October
1917 it was inconsistently oppositional-now to the Provisional Government,
now to the Bolsheviks. After the October Revolution the paper adopted a

hostile attitude to the Soviet power.-Ed.
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gnly to burst into tears and to @have like whipped puppies when
it came to deeds, to-putting threats into action, to cirrying out in
practice the work of removing the capitalists.

- The great chansre from,working under compulsion to working
for oneself, to labour planned and organised on a gigantic,
national (and to a certain extent international, world) qcale, also
re-quires--in addition to "military" measures for the suppression
of the exploiters' resistance-tremend ous organisational-, organis-
ing effort.on the part of the proletariat and the poor peasanti. The
organisational task is interwoven to form a single whole with tfre
task of ruthlessly suppressing by military methods yesterday's
slave-owners (capitalists) and their packs of lackeys-ihe
bourgeois intellectual gentlemen. Yesterday's slave-owners and
their "intellectual" stooges say and think, "We have always been
organisers and chiefs. We have commanded, and we want to
,continue doing so. We shall refuse to obey the 'common people',
the workers and peasants. We shall not submit to them. We itratt
cgnlert kns\a/ledge into a weapon for the defence of the privileges
of the money-bags and of the rule of capital over the people.,, -

That is what the bourgeoisie and the bourgeois inteflectuals say,
think, and do. I.'rom the point of view of seff-interesf their behav-
i-our is comprehensible. The hangers-on and spongers on the
feudal landowners, the priests, the scribes, the- bureaucrats as
Gogol* depicted them, and the "intellectuals', who hated
Belinsky,** also found it "hard" to part with serfdom. But the
cause of the exploiters and of their "intellectual" menials is hope-
less. The workers and peasants are beginning to break down their
lssistanss-unfortunately, not yet fiimly, -resolutely and ruth-
lessly enough----and break it down they will.

"They" think that the "common people", the.,common', work-
ers and poor peasants, will be unable to cope with the great,
truly heroic, in the world-historic sense of the word, organisa-
tional tasks which the socialist revolution has imposed upon the
working. people. The inteliectuals who are accustomed to'serving
the capitalists and the capitalist state say in order to consol6
themselves: 'oYou cannot do without ua." But their insolent

o Gogol, Nikolai Vasilyevich (1809-1852)-Russian novelist.-Ed.
- " " Belinsky, Vissarion Grigoryevich (181 1-l848FRussian revolurionary
democrat,_literary critic and publicist; irreconcilable-enemy of serfdom which '

existed in Russia up to 1861.-Ed.
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assumption has no truth in it; educated men ate already makigg
their appearance on the side of the people, on the side of the
working-people, and are helping to break the resistance of the
servants of capital. There are a great many talented organisers
among the peasants and the working class, and they are only just
beginning to become aware of themselves, to awaken, to stretch
oui towaids great, vital, creative work, to tackle with their own
forces the task of building socialist society.

One of the most importqnt tasks today, if not the most impor-
tant, is to develop this independent initiative of the workers, and
of all the working and exploited people generally, develop it as

widely as possible in creative organisational w91k. At all costs.we
must 

-break 
the old, absurd, savage, despicable and disgusting

prejudice that only the so-called "upper classes",-only the rich,
ind those who hive gone through the school of the rich, are

capable of administering the state and directing the organisational
development of socialist society.

This-is a prejudice fostered by rotten.routine, by petrified views,
slavish hafrts, and stilt more by the sordid selfishness of the
capitalists, in whose interest it is to administer while plundering
and to plunder while administering. The workers will not forget
for a moment that they need the power of knowledge. The extra-
ordinary striving after knowledge which the workers reveal, par-
ticularly now, shows that mistaken ideas about this do not and
cannot exist among the proletariat. But every rank-and-fi.1e work-
er and peasant who can read and write, who can judge people

and has practical experience, is capable of. organisational wotk.
Among the "common people", of whom thp bourgeois intellec-
tuals speak with such haughtiness and contempt,, there ?le m?ny
such men and women. This sort of talent among the working class

and the peasants is a rich and still untapped source.
The workers and peasants are still "timid", they have not yet

become accustomed to the idea that they are now the ruling class;
they are not yet resolute enough. The revolution could rrot at one
stroke instil ihese qualities into millions and millions of people

who all their'lives had been compelled by want and hunger to
work under the threat of the stick. But the Revolution of October
L917 is strong, viable and invincible because it awakns these
qualities, breaks down the old impediments, removes the wom-
out shacitles, and leads the working people on to the road ofrthe
independent creation of a new life.
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Accounting and control-this is the main economic task of
every Soviet of Workers', Soldiers' and peasants, Deputies, of
every consumers' society, of every union or committee' of
supplies, of every factory committee or organ of workers' control
in general.

, .we must fight against the old habit of regarding the measure of
labour and the means of production, from t-tre poilnt of view of the
slave whose sole aim is to righten the burd6n of rabour or io' 
obtain at least some little- bitfim the bourgeoisie.The uauur""o,
class-conscious workers have already startid this fight, u"o trr"y
are offering determined resistance tothe newcomers*who flockei
to the factory world in particularly large numbers during the war
and who now would like to treat ihe p-eopte,s factory, tli" fu.to.y
that has come into the possession of ttre people, in'the ofO way,
with the sole aim of "snatching the biggeit pbssrute piece of iiie
pie .and clearing out". All ihe clais--conicious, iron"ri-una
llr*E"g peasants and working people will take their place in this
fight by the side of the advanced workers.

-,.Ag"or:1rt1"g_.anq control, f carried on by the Soviets of
Workers', Soldiers' and peasants, Deputies us ihe supreme staie
power, or on the instructions, on the authority, of r&is power_
widespread, _general, universal accounting and control; the ac_
c-ounting and control of the amount of h6our performed and of
th.e distribution of products-is the essence of iocialist transfor-
-plio,t, -once the politicat rule of the proletariat has been es_
tablished and secured.

The accounting and control essential for the transition to
socialism can be exercised only by the people. Only the voluntaiy
and conscientious co-operation of ttre mass of ttre *ort eis a"i
peasants in 

,accounting and controlling the rich, the rogues, thi
rurcrs and the rowdies, a co-operation marked by revolutionary
enthusiasm, can conqtrer thes-e survivals of acclrsed .rpiturrt
society., t| qp .dregg of humanity, these hopelessly decayed and
atrop-hied limbs, this contagion, this plague, this ulier thatsocialism has inherited from cipitalism.
. {olkeqs and peasanrs, woiking and exploited people! Theland, the banks and the factories h-ave now L""o-"'tt" p.op"ity
bf the entire people! you yourselves must set to work to takeaccount of and control the production and distribution oiproducts-this, and this arone is the road to the vi-ioiy Jr""iui-
ism, the only guarantee of its Victory, the guarantej of victory
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over all exploitation, over all poverty and want! For there is
enough bread, iron, timber, wool, cotton and flax in Russia to
satisfy the needs of everyone, if only labour and its products are
properly distributed, if only a bwiness-like, practical control over
this distribution by the entire people is established, provided only
we can defeat the enemies of the people: the rich and their
hangers-on, and the rogues, the idlers and the rowdies, not only in
politics, but also tn everyday economic life,

No mercy for these enemies of the people, the enemies of
socialism, the enemies of the working people! War to the death
against the rich and their hangers-on, the bourgeois intellectuals;
war on the rogues, the idlers and the rowdies! All of them are of
the same brood-the spawn of capitalism, the offspring of aristo-
cratic and bourgeois society; the society in which a handful of
men robbed and insulted the people; the society in which poverty
and want forced thousands and thousands on to the path of
rowdyism, comrption and roguery, and caused them to lose all
human semblance; the society which inevitably cultivated in the
working man the desire to escape exploitation even by means of
deception, to wriggle out of it, to escape, if oniy for a moment,
from loathsome labour, to procure at least a crust of bread by
any possible means, at any cost, so as not to starve, so as to
subdue the pangs of hunger suffered by himself and by his
near ones.

The rich and the rogues are two sides of the same coin, they are
the two principal categories of parasites which capitalism fos-
tered; they are the principal enemies of socialism. These enemies
must be placed under the special surveillance of the entire people;
they must be ruthlessly punished for the slightest violation of the
Iaws and regulations of socialist society. Any display of weakness,
hesitation or sentimentality in this respect would be an immense'
crime against socialism.

In order to render these parasites harmless to socialist society
we must organise the accounting and control of the amount of
work done and of production and distribution by the entire
people, by millions and millions of workers and peasants, partici-
pating voluntarily, energetically and with revolutionary
enthusiasm. And in order to organise this accounting and control,
which is fully within the ability of every honest, intelligent and
efficient worker and peasant, we must rouse their organising
talent, the talent that is to be found in their midst; we must rouse
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among them-and organise on a national scale-competltion'in
the sphere of organisational achievement; the workers and peas-
ants must be brought to see clearly the difference between the
necessary advice of an educated.man and the necessary control
by the "common" worker and peasant of the slovenliness that is
so usual among the "educated".

This slovenliness, this carelessness, untidiness, unpunctuality,
nervous haste, the inclination to substitute discussion for action,
talk for work, the inclination to undertake everything under the
sun without finishing anything, are characteristics of the "edu-
cated"; and this is not due to the fact that they are bad by nature,
still less is it due to their evil will; it is due to all their habits of life,
the conditions of their work, to fatigue, to the abnormal separa-
tion of mental from manual labour, and so on, and so forth.

Among the mistakes, shortcomings and defects of our revolu-
tion a by no means unimportant place is occupied by the
mistakes, etc., which are due to these deplorable-but at present
inevitable-<haracteristics of the intellectuals in our midst, and to
the lack of sufficient supervision by the workers over the organisa-
tional work of the intellectuals.

The workers and peasants are still "timid"; they must get rid of
this timidity, and they certainly will get rid of it. We cannot
dispense with the advice, the instruction of educated people, of
intellectuals and specialists. Every sensible worker and peasant
understands this perfectly well, and the intellectuals in our midst
cannot complain of a lack of attention and comradely respect on
the part of the workers and peasants. Advice and instruction,
however, is one thing, and the organisation of. practical
accounting and control is another. Very often the intellectuals
give excellent advice and instruction, but they prove to be ridicu-
lously, absurdly, shamefully "unhandy" and incapable of. carry-
ing out this advice and instruction, of exercising practical control
over the translation of words into deeds.

In this very respect it is utterly impossible to dispense with the
help and the leading role of the practical organisers from among
the "people", from among the factory workers and working
peasants. "It is not the gods who make pots"-this is the truth
that the workers and peasants should get well drilled into their
minds. They must understand that the whole thing now is prac-
tical work; that the historical moment has arrived when theory is
being transformed into practice, vitalised by practice, corrected
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by practice, tested by practice; when the words of Marx, "Every
step of real movement is more important than a dozen
programmes", become particularly true----every step in really
i,rr6ing in practice, restricting, fully registering the rich and the

rogues and keeping them under control is worth more than a
dozen excellent arguments about socialism. For "theory, my
friend, is grey, but green is the etemal tree of life".*

Competition must be arranged between practical organisers
from among the workers and peasants. Every attempt to establish
stereotyped forms and to impose uniformity from above, as intel-
lectuals are so inclined to do, must be combated. Stereotyped
forms and uniformity imposed from above have nothing in
common with democratic and socialist centralism. The unity of
essentials, of fundamentals, of the substance, is not disturbed but
ensured by variety in details, in specific local features, in methods
of approach,rnmethods df exercising control, inways of extermi-
nating and rendering harmless the parasites (the rich and the
rogues, slovenly and hysterical intellectuals, etc., etc.).

the Paris Commune gave a great example of how to combine
initiative, independence, freedom of action and vigour from
below with voluntary centralism free from stereotyped forms.**
Our Soviets*** are following the same road. But they are still
"timid"; they have not yet got into their stride, have not yet
"bitten into" their new, great, creative task of building the
socialist system. The Soviets must set to work more boldly and
display greater initiative. All "commulgs"-f2sfsries, villages,
consumers' societies, and committees of supplies-must compete
with each other as practical organisers of accounting and control

* Quotation from Faus t, the work of the great German writer Goethe; the
words quoted are said by rvrephistopheles.-Ed. 

-.oo^The Paris Comrnune of 1871 was the first attempt in the history of
mankind to establish the dictatorship of the proletariat. It existed since March
18 to May 28, L871. The Paris Commune separated the church from the state
and schobl from church, it substituted general arming of the people for a

standins army, introduced electivity ofjudges and other officials by the people,
establis6ing it the same time that an official's salary was not to exceed .a
worker's wages, It also took a series of measures to improve the econo-mic
condition oflhe workers and the city poor. On May 2l,l87l the troops of the
Thiers counter-revolutionary government invaded Paris and cruelly suppressed
the workers.-about 30,000 people were killed, 50.000 arrested, many werc
sentenced to hard labour.-Ed.*"* The Soviets of lVorkers', Soldiers' and Peasants' Deputies, which at'ter

the October Socialist Revolution of 1917 became organs of state power'-Ed'
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of labour and distribution of products. The programme of this
accounting and control is simple, clear and intelligible to
all----everyone to have bread; everyone to have sound footwear
and good clothing; everyone to have warm dwellings;everyone to
work conscientiously; not a single rogue (including those who
shirk their work) to be allowed to be at liberty, but kept in prison,
or serve his sentence of compulsory labour of the hardest kind;
not a single rich man who violates the laws and regulationl. qf
socialismlo be allowed to escape the fate of the rogue, which
should, in justice, be the fate of the rich man. "He who does not
work, neither shall he eat"-thi s is the practical commandment of
sociaiism. This is how things should be organised practically.
These are the practical successes our "communes" and our
worker and peasant organisers should be proud of. And. this
applies particularly to the organisers among the intellectuals Qtar'
t[cilar$, because ihey are too much, far too much in the habit of
being proud of their general instructions and resolutions). 

.

Tliousands of practical forms and methods of accounting and
controlling the riih, the rogues and the idlers must be devised and
put to a piactical test by the communes themselves, by small units
in town and country. Variety is a guarantee of effectiveness here,
a pledge of success in achieving the single common aitt-to clean
th-e la;d of Russia of all vermin, of fleas--the rogues, of
bugs-the rich, and so on and so forth. In one pla99 _ha-lf a score

of iich, a dozen rogues, half a dozen workers who shirk their work
(in the manner of iowdies, the manner in which many composi-
iors in Petrograd, particularly in the Party printing-shops, shirk
their work) wilt be put in prison. In another place they will be put
to cleaning latrines. In a third place they will be provided with
"yellow tickets" after they have served, their time, so that
everyone shall keep an eye on them, as harmful pe_r_sons,.until

they reform. In a fourth place, one out of every ten idlers will be
shoi on the spot. In a fifth place mixed methods may be adopted,
and by probational release, for example, the rich, the bourgeois
intelle-ctuals, the rogues and rowdies who are corrigible will be
given an opportunity to reform quickly. The more variety the-re

wiU be, the better and richer will be our general experience, the
more certain and rapid will be the success of socialism, and the
easier will it be foi practice to devise-for only practice can
devise--the best methods and means of struggle.

In what commune, in what district of a large town, in what
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I'actory and in what village are there no starving people, no unem-
ployed, no idle nch, no despicable lackeys of the bourgeoisie,
saboteurs who call themselves intellectuals? Where has most been
done to raise the productivity of labour, to build good new houses
tbr the poor, to put the poor in the houses of the rich, to regularly
provide a bottle of milk for every child of every poor family? It is
on these points that .competlllon should develop between the
communes, communities, producer-consumers' societies and
associations, and Soviets of Workers', Soldiers' and Peasants'
Deputies. This is the work in which talented organisers should
come to the fore in practice and be promoted to work in state
administration. There is a great deal of talent among the people.'
It is merely suppressed. It must be given an oppoftunity to display
itself. It and it alone, with the support of the people, can save
Russia and save the cause of socialism.

Written on December
24-27,19L7

V. L Lenin,
Collected Works,
Yol. 26, pp. 404-15



SPEECH AT THE FIRST CONGRESS
OF ECONOMIC COUNCILS

MAY 26,1918

Comrades, permit me first of all to greet the Congress of
Economic Councils in the name of the Council of People's
Commissars . (Applause.)

Comrades, the Supreme Economic Council now has a difficult,
but a most rewarding task. There is not the slightest doubt that the
further the gains of the October Revolution go, the more
profound the uphqaval it started becomes, the more firmly the
socialist revolution's gains become established and the socialist
system becomes consolidated, the greater and higher will become
the role of the Economic Councils, which alone of all the state
institutions are to endure. And their position will become all the
more durable the closer we approach the establishment of the
socialist system and the less need there will be for a purely admin-
istrative apparatus, for an apparatus which is solely engaged in
administration. After the resistance of the exploiters has been
finally broken, after the working people have leamed to organise
socialist production, this apparatus of administration in the prop-
er, strict, narrow sense of the word, this apparatus of the old
state, is doomed to die; while the apparatus of the type of the
Supreme Economic Council is destined to grow, to develop and
become strong, performing all the main activities of organised
society.

That is why, comrades, when I look at the experience of our
Supreme Economic Council and of the local councils, with the
activities of which it is closely and inseparably connected, I think
that, in spite of much that is unfinished, incomplete and unorga-
nised, we have not even the slightest grounds for pessimistic
conclusions. For the task which the Supreme Economic Council
sets itself, and the task which all the regional and local councils
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set themselves, is so enormous, so all-embracing, that there is
absolutely nothing that gives rise to alarm in-what we all observe'
Very otl6n---of 6ourse, from our point of view, 

-perhaps. 
too

often-the proverb "measure thrice and cut once" has not been

applied. Unfortunately, things are not s9 limpJg in regard to the

oiganisation of the 
-economy on socialist lines as they are

expressed in that Proverb.
Witt tt " 

transition of all power-this time not only political
and not even mainly political, but economic power, that is, power

that affects the deefest foundations of everyday human exis-

tence--to a new class, and, moreover, to a class which for the first
time in the history of humanity is the leader of the overwhelming
majority of the p6pulation, of ihe whole mass of the working and

exptoitda peopl6-our tasks become more complicated.
it go"r without saying that in view of the supreme importance

and "the supreme ititdcutty of the organisational tasks that
confront us,^when we musi organise the deepest foundations of
the existence of hundreds of millions of people on entirely new

lines, it is impossible to arrange matters as simply as in .the
proverb "meafrtre thrice and cut once". We, indeed, are not in a
position to measure a thing innumerable times and then cut out
'and fix what has been finafly measured and fitted. We must build
our economic edifice as wo go along, trying out various institu-
tions, watching their work, testing them by the collective common-

"rp".i"r"" 
of ihe working people-, and, above all, by the results of

thiir work. We must do itris as we go along, and, moreover, in a
situation of desperate struggle and frenzied resistance-by.the
exploiters, whose fretzy grows the ne-arer we come to the time
*h", ,r" can pull out the last bad teeth of capitalist exploitation'
It is understaridable that if even within a brief period we have to

alter the types, the regulations and the bodies of administration in
various bidnches of tle national economy several times, there are

not the slightest grounds for pessimism in these conditions,
although, of cou.se, this gives considerable grounds for malicious

outbu;ts on the part of the bourgeoisie and the exploiters, whose

best feelings are hurt. Of course, ihose who take too close and too
direct a pirt in this work, say, the Chief Water Board, do not
always Aira it pleasant to alterthe regulations, the norms and the

laws'of admiriistration three times; the pleasure obtained from
work of this kind cannot be great. But if we abstract ourselves

sofnewhat from the direct unpleasantness of extremely frequent
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alteration of decrees, and if we look a little deeper and further
into the enormous world-historic task that the Ruisian proletariat
has to carry out with the aid of its own still inadequat- forces, it
will become immediately understandable that even far more
numerous alterations and testing in practice of various systems of
administration and various forms of discipline are inevitable; that
in such a gigantic task, we could never claim, and no sensible
socialist who has ever written on the prospects of the future ever
even thought, that we could immediately establish and compose
the forms of organisation of the new society according to some
predetermined instruction and at one stroke.

- All that we knew, all that the best experts on capitalist society,
the greatest minds who foresaw its development, exactly indicated
to us'was that transformation was historically inevitable and must
proceed along a certain main line, that private ownership of the
means of production was doomed by history, that it would burst,
that the exploiters would inevitably be expropriated. This was
established with scientific precision, and we knew this when we
grasped the banner of socialism, when we declared ourselves
socialists, when we founded socialist parties, when we trans-
formed society. We knew this when we took power for the
purpose of proceeding with socialist reorganisation; but we could
not know the forms of transformation, or the rate of development
oJ the concrete reorganisation. Collective experience, the expe-
rience of millions can alone give us decisive guidance in this
respe_ct, precisely because, for our task, for the task of building
socialism, the experience of the hundreds and hundreds of thou-
sands of those upper sections which have made history up to now
in feudal society and in capitalist society is insufficfunt. We
cannot proceed in this way precisely because we rely on joint
experience, on the experience of millions of working people.

We know, therefore, that organisation, which is the main and
fundamental task of the Soviets, will inevitably entail a vast
number of experiments, a vast number of steps, a vast number of
alterations, a vast number of difficulties, particularly in regard to
the question of how to fit every person into his propef place,
because we have no experience of this; here we have to devise
every step ourselves, and the more serious the mistakes we make
on this path, the more the certainty will grow that with every
increase in the membership of the trade unions, with every addi-
tional thousand, with every additional hundred thousand that
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come over from the camp of working people, of exploited, who
have hitherto lived according to tradition and habit, into the
camp of the builders of Soviet organisations, the number of
people who should prove suitable and organise the work on
proper lines is increasing.

Take one of the secondary tasks that the Economic Coun-
cil-the Supreme Economic Council---comes up against with
particular frequency, the task of utilising bourgeois experts. We
all know, at least those who take their stand on the basis of
science and socialisrn, that this task can be fulfilled only
when-that this task can be fulfilled only to the extent that
international capitalism has developed the material and technical
prerequisites of labour, organised on an enormous scale and
based on science, and hence on the training of an enormous
number of scientifically educated specialists. We know that with-
out this socialism is irnpossible. If we reread the works of those
socialists who have observed the development of capitalism dur-
ing the last half-century, and who have again and again come to
the conclusion that socialism is inevitable, we shall find'that all of
them without exception have pointed out that socialism alone will
liberate science from rts bourgeois fetters, from its enslavement to
capital, from its slavery to the interests of dirty capitalist greed.
Socialism alone will make possible the wide expansion of social
production and distribution on scientific lines and their actual
subordination to the aim of easing the lives of the working people
and of improving their welfare as much as possible. Socialism
alone can achieve this. And we know that it must achieve this,
and in the understanding of this truth lies the whole complexity
and the whole strength of Marxism.

We must achieve this while relying on elements which are
opposed to it, because the bigger capital becomes the more the
bourgeoisie suppresses the workers. Now that power is in the
hands of the proletariat and the poor peasants and the govem-
ment is setting itself tasks with the support of the people, we have
to achieve these socialist changes with the help of bourgeois
experts who have been trained in bourgeois society, who know no
other conditions, who cannot conceive of any other social system.
Hence, even in cases when these experts are absolutely sincere
and loyal to their work they are filled with thousands of bourgeois
prejudices, they are connected by thousands of ties, imperceptible
to themselves, with bourgeois society, which is dying and
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decaying and is therefore putting up furious resistance'

W6 cinnot conceal theie diffiiulties of endeavour and achieve-

ment from ourselves. of all the socialists who have written about

ihir, I cannot recall the work of a single socialist or the opinion of
u iingf" prominent socialist on future socialist society, which

fointfia t6 ttris concrete, practical difficllty.that would confront
ihe working class when it iook power, when it set itself the task of
turning thisum total of the very rich, historlrcally inevitable.and
necessiry for us store of culture and knowledge- and technique

accumulited by capitalism from an instrument of capitalism into
an instrument-of iocialism. It is easy to do this in a general

formula, in abstract reasoning, but in the struggle against c-apital-

ism, which does not die'at once but puts up increasingly furious
resiitance the closer'death approaches, this task is one that calls
for tremendous effort. If experiments take place in this field, if we

make repeated corrections-of partial mistakes, this is inevitable
because we cannot, in this or that sphere of the national economy,
immediately tum specialists from servants of cap-italism into ser-

vants of th6 workirig people, into their advisers. If we cannot do

this at once it shoutd nilt give rise to the slightest pessimism,

because the task which we set ourselves is a task of world-historic
difficulty and significance. We do not shut our-eyes to the fact
that in a singlelountry, even if it were a much less backward
country than"Russia, even if we were living in better conditions
than tliose prevailing after four years of unprecedented, painful,
severe andilinous war, we could not carry out the socialist revo-
lution compii:}ety, sotety by our own efforts. He who turns away

from the socialist revolution now taking place in Russia and
points to the obvious disproportion of forces is like the conserva-
iive "man in a muffler"i who cannot see further than his nose,

who forgets that not a single historical change of any importance
takes pl-ace without there -being several instances of a dispropor-
tion oi forces. Forces grow in the process of the struggle, as the
revolution grows. When a country has taken the path of profound
change, it is to the cr'edit of that country and the party of 

-the
working class which achieved victory in that c-ountry, that they
should iake up in a practical manner the tasks that were formerly

o The man in a mffier-the main character of A. P' Chekhov's story of
the same name-a narrow-minded philistine who is afraid of anything new, of
any initiative.-Ed.
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raised abstractly, theoretically. This experience will never be for-
gotten. The experience which the workers now united in trade
unions and local organisations are acquiring in the practical work
of organising the whole of production on a national scale cannot
be taken away, no matter how 'difficult the vicissitudes the
Russian revolution and the international socialist revolution may
pass through. It has gone down in history as socialism's gain, and
on it the future world revolution will erect its socialist edifice.

Permit me to mention another problem, perhaps the most diffi-
cult problem, for which the Supreme Economic Council has to
find a practical solution. This is the problem of labour discipline.
Strictly speaking, in mentioning this problem, we ought to tdmit
and emphasise with satisfaction that it was precisely the trade
unions, their largest organisations, namely, the Central Com=
mittee of the Metalworkers' IJnion and the All-Russia Trade
U$9n Council, the supreme trade union organisations uniting
millions of working people, that were the fiist to set to wor[
independently to solve this problem and this problem is of wor.ld-
historic importance. In order to understand-it we must abstract
ourselves l?om those partial, minor failures, from the incredible
difficulties which, if taken separately, seem to be insrirmountable.
We must rise to a higher level and survey the historical change
o! systems of social economy. Only from this angle will it be pos-
sible to appreciate the immensity of the task whicn we have under-
taken. Only then will it be possible to appreciate the enormous
significance of the fact that on this occasion, the most advanced
representatives of society, the working and exploited people
are, on their own initiative, taking on themselves the task which
hitherto, in feudal Russia, up to 186L,* was solved by a handful
of landed proprietors, who regarded it as their own affair. At
that time it was their affair to bring about state integration and
discipline.

We know how the feudal landowners created this discipline. It
was.oppre-ssion, humiliation and the incredible torments of penal
servitude for the majority of the people. Recall the whole of this
transition from serfdom to the bourgeois economy. From all that
you have witnessed-although the majority of you could not
have witnessed it-and from all that you have learned from the
older generations, you know how easy, historically, seemed the

o On February 19, l86l serfdom was eliminated in Russia.-Ed.
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transition to the new bourgeois economy after 1861, the transition

ifi th" old feudal disciflline of the stick, from the discipline of

the most senseless, arrogint and brutal humiliation and personal

violence, to bourgeois discipline, to the discipline of starvation, to

so-called free hiie, which in fact was the discipline of capitalist

slavery. This was because mankind passed frgm one exploite^r to
anoth6r; because one minority of pluhderers and exploiters of the

feopte's labour gave way to another pinorilY, who were also

irloid.t".t and ixploiteri of the people's labour; bepa.use the

ieudal landowners gave way to the capitalists, one minonty gave

*uy to another miiority, *trite ttre toiling and exploited classes

reriained oppressed. And even this change from one exploiter's
discipline to' another exploiter's discipline took. years, if not

d""uh"., of effort; it extended over a transition- period of years, if
not decades. During this period the old.feudal landowner.s quite

;i";;it b"lievea tn"at eveiything was going.to rack and ruin, that
iil*u, ii"porsible to ma.rag" thJ couniry *ithout serfdom; while

the new, iapitalist boss encountered practical difficulties at every

siep and guu" .rp his enterprise as a bad job-. -The material

.rid".r"", 6ne of 
'the 

substaniial proofs of the difficulty of^this

transition was that Russia at that time imported machinery from
uUioua, in order to have the best machinery to use, and it turned

out that no one was available to handle this machinery, and there

were no managers. And all over Russia one could see excellent

machinery lyirig around unused, so difficult was the transition

from the oli f"-uaA discipline to the new, bourgeois, capitalist

discipline.
And so, comrades, if you look at the matter from this angle,

vou will not allow Yourielves to be misled by those people, by

ihose classes, by those bourgeoisie and.their hangers-on whose

sole task is to sow panic, to s=ow despondency,, to cause complete

despondency conc&ning the whole of our work, to make it appear

io fi, Lop"f6ss, who point to every single case of indiscipline and

clrrupti6n, and for ihat .eason [iv-e up the revolution as a. bad

i"U, ds if ihere has ever been in the world, in history, a single

ieuit, sreat revolution in which there was no corruption, no loss

ofail"Iptin., no painful experimental steps, when the people were

"i""G i n6w discipline. We must not forget that this is the first
time th"at this prelirninary stage in history has been reached, when

a new discipline, laboui disiipline, the discipline -of comradely
iontact, Soviet discipline, is biing created in fact by millions of
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working and exploited people. We do not claim, nor do we
expect, quick successes in this field. We know that this task will
take an entire historical epoch. We have begun this historical
epoch, an epoch in which we are breaking up the discipline of
capitalist society in a country which is still bourgeois, and we are
proud that all politically conscious workers, absolutely all the
toiling peasants are everywhere helping this destruction; an epoch
in which the people voluntarily, on their own initiative, are
becoming aware that they must-not on instructions from above,
but on the instructions of their own living experience--<hange
this discipline based on the exploitation and slavery of the
working people into the new discipline of united labour, the disci-
pline of the united, organised workers and working peasants of
the whole of Russia, of country with a population of tens and
hundreds of millions. This is a task of enormous difficulty, but it
is also a thankful one, because only when we solve it in practice
shall we have driven the last nail into the coffin of capitalist
society which we are burying. (Applawe.)

V. L Lenin,
Collected lYorl<s, Y ol. 27 , pp. 408-15
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As I have had occasion to point out more than once, among

other occasions in the speech I delivered at a session of the Petro-

gi"O S""*t on March i2, th" dictatorship of the proletariat is.not

ilt th; use of force against the-exploiters, and not even mainly

th.'ur. of force. The eionomic foundation of this use of revolu-

ii;.;, iot"", ttt" guarantee of its effectiveness and success is the

iu.t?ui-trr"'prole"tariat represents and. creates a.higher EP9 9f^r".i"i-;;g""iJation 
of Iabour compared with capitalism. This.is

*t"i-lr -i,"portant, this is the source of the str€ngth.and the

*urunt"" that the final triumph of communism is inevitable.
"-i[Lra"l organisation of iocial labour rested on the discipline

"f 
lh;bi;dt;onlwhile the working people., robbed and tyrannised

;;; h;;d6t otiandowners, *erJ.rtteriy. ignorant and down*od-
a;r. th" capitalist organisation .of soiial labour rested on the

;iilplfi; LfI hung"t, ind, notwithstanding all the progress of
bourgeois culture ind bourgeois democracy, the vast mass of the

*"iti"n Deople in the mosi advanced, civilised and democratic

r.outtiEt""rnained an ignorant and downtrodden mass oI *u.g::
iiur"r ot oppressed peasints, robbed and tyrannised by a handful

of caoitaliiti. The communist organisation of social labour, the

ti.ri ti.p towards which is socialism, rests, and will do so more

una *oi" as time goes on, on the free and conscious.discipline of
th;;;;ki"c peoplJthemselves who have thrown off the yoke both

of the landowners and capitalists.- it l, .r"r, discipline does not drop from the skies, nor is it born-

t'o*plo,'wishes;itgrowsoutofthematerialconditionsof
irig"-i*t" capitaliit prjduction, and out of them alone' Without
it 

""- 
it is imptssible. R.rd the repository, or the vehicle,'of these

*ul".iuL 
"orrditionr 

is a definitc historical class, created, orga'
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nised, united, trained, educated and hardened by large-scale capi-
talism. This class is the proletariat.

If we translate the Latin, scientific, historico-philosophical term
"dictatorship of the proletariat" into simpler language, it means
just the following:

Only a definite class, namely, the urban workers and the
factory, industrial workers in general, is able to lead the whole
mass of the working and exploited people in the struggle to throw
off the yoke of capital, in actually carrying it out, in the struggle
to maintain and consolidate the victory, in the work of creating
the new, socialist social slxtem and in the entire struggle for the
complete abolition of classes. (Let us observe in parenthesis that
the only scientific distinction between socialism and communism
is that the first term implies the first stage of the new society
arising out of capitalism, while the second implies the next and
higher stage.)

The mistake the "Berne" yellow International* makes is that its
leaders accept the class struggle and the leading role of the prole-
tariat only in word and are afraid to think it out to its logical
conclusion. They are afraid of that inevitable conclusion which
particularly terrifies the bourgeoisie, and which is absolutely
unacceptable to them. They are afraid to admit that the dictator-
ship of the proletariat is also a period of class struggle, which is
inevitable as long as classes have not been abolished, and which
changes in form, being particularly fierce and particularly pecu-
liar in the period immediately following the overthrow of capital.
The proletariat does not cease the class struggle after it has
captured political power, but continues it until classes are
abolished---of course, under different circumstances, in different
form and by different means.

And what does the "abolition of classes" mean? All those who
call themselves socialists recognise this as the ultimate goal of
socialism, but by no means all give thought to its significance.
Classes are large groups of people differing from each other by
the place they occupy in a historically determined system of social
production, by their relation (in most cases fixed and formulated

" The Berne, or yellow, International, was what Lenin called the Second
International which ceased to exist in 1914, when the world imperialist war
broke out, and was restored at the Berne conference of social-chauvinist and
centrist parties in February 1919.-Ed.



in law) to the means of production, by their role in the social

;;g*6ii; of lubout, und, consequenily., by the {if"':l9i: :l
thJ share of social wealth of which they dispose and the mode oI

acouirins it. Classes are groups of people one of which can appro-

;;H;;ii.'i"u.ri "r 
an;ttrei owiig fo ttre different places thev

bccupy in a definite system of social economy'., 
.

Cliirly, in order to abolish classes completely,-it is not.enough

to ori.tfrio* the exploiters, the landowners and capitalists' not

;;";gh 6 uUotl.t their righis of 
^ownership; 

it is necessary also to

"U.iiif, 
all pivate o*n".ihip of the meins of production' it is

,"""tt"ty to abolish the distinction between town and country' as

;;ii-;t'th" distinction between manual workers and brain

;;;k"^. ihis requir"s a very long period of time' In order to

achieve this an enormous stip forwird must be taken in devel-

"irrrg 
irrJpioJuctive forces; if is necessary to overcome the resis-

ii"t8 ffr",i"ently passive, which is. particularly tt"9.boT T9-l:l-
ticulariy difficult to overcome) of the numerous survlvals or small-

."ui" rioao"tionl it is necessary to overcome the enormous force of

;;it';;;;o."*utir* which are connected with these survivals.--Tt 

" 
u..u-ption that all "working Pe!PIe:' are equally. capable

of aoing tfris work would be an empty phrase, or the illusion of an

antedillvian, pre-Marxist socialist; for this ability does not come

;-iii."lf, but giows historically, and grows qnly yt of th.e material

conditions oilarge-scale capitalist production. This ability, at the

U"ni*irn of the"road from capitaiism to socialism, is possessed

Uu'ttr" o."of" taiat alone .It is capable of fulfilling the gigantic task

that confronts it, first, because it is the strongest 
. 
and most

aavancea class in civilised societies; secondly, because in the most

a;;i;t"d countries it constitutes the.majority of the population'

ura iniraty, because in backward capitalist countries, Iike Russia,

ih" ;i;rit;, of the population consists of semi-proletarians, i'e',
i] p."rit" riho regulirly live in aproletarian way part of the year'

w r6gularly ea;n a fart of their means of subsistence as wage-

workers in capitalist enterprises.-ft 
or" who try to sotvd the problems involved in the transition

from capitalism to socialism on the basis of genera-l talk about

iiu"tiv,-'"q""rity, democracy in general, equality of labour de-

;;;;y,;i". 1ii rautstcy, Martov* and other heroes of the Berne
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*Martov,L.(Tsederbaum.YutiO;ipovicl,)(1873-l923FRussianSocial-
Democrat, Menshevik.-Ed.
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yellow International do), thereby only reveal their petty-bour-
geois, philistine nature and ideologically slavishly follow in the
wake of the bourgeoisie. The correct solution of this problem can
be found only in a concrete study of the specific relations between
the specific class which has conquered political power, namely,
the proletariat, and the whole non-proletarian, and also semi-
proletarian, mass of the working population-relations which do
not take shape in fantastically harmonious, ..ideal,, conditions,
but in the real conditions of the frantic resistance of the bour-
geoisie which assumes many and diverse forms.

The vast majority of the population-and all the more so of the
working population----of any capitalist country, including Russia,
have thousands of times experienced, themselves and-through
their kith and kin, the oppression of capital, the plunder and every
sort of tyranny it perpetrates. The imperialist war, i.e., th-e
slaughter of ten million people in order to decide whether British
or German capital was to have supremacy in plundering the
whole world, has greatly intensified these ordeals, has increased
and deepened them, and has made the people realise their mean-
in-g. Hence the inevitable sympathy displayed by the vast majority,
of the population, particularly the working people, for the prole-
tariat, because it is with heroic courage and revolutionaryruth-
lessness throwing off the yoke of capitaf overthrowing the exploit-
ers, suppressing their resistance, and shedding its blood to pave
the road for the creation of the new society, in which there will be
no room for exploiters.

Great and inevitable as may be their petty-bourgeois vacilla-
tions and their tendency to go back to bourgeois "order',, under
the "wing" of the bourgeoisie, the non-proletarian and semi-pro-
letarian mass of the working population cannot but recognise the
moral and polifical authority of the proletariat, who are not only
overthrowing the exploiters and suppressing their resistance, but
are building a new and higher social bond, a social discipline, the
discipline of class-conscious and united working people, who
know no yoke and no authority except the authority of their own
unity, of their own, more class-conscious, bold, solid, revolu-
tionary and steadfast vanguard.

ln order to achieve victory, in order to build and consolidate
socialism, the proletariat must fulfil a two-fold or dual task: first,
it must, by its supreme heroism in the revolutionary struggle
against capital, win over the entire mass of the woiking i-nd
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exploited people; it-must win them over'.organise them and lead

them in the struggle il ;Hil;;;"it*'uoitgtoisie,and Yll:tlv,
;;il;;; tt 

"l, 
,".i.iurce. Secondly,.it must lead the whole mass ot

it6'*otf.ing and expl'oited p"9pt9, as well as all the petty-

bourgeois groups, on to the r6ad^of new economic development'

towards the creation of u n"* social bond' a new labour disci

;j#;; n"* tigu"itution of labour, which will combin-e -tl"^li:'
iord in sciencJand capitalist technology with the mass assocra-

il;-;i clais_conscious workers creating large-scale socialist

industrv."'iii" i."ond task is more dlfficult than the first, for it cannot

,o..iur, u" fulfilled uv tinlr. acts of heroic fervour; it requires the
tfi;ii;'ffi;il;;";i p"'ii't"nt and most difficult mass heroism

ii-iiiii, "riryaoy 
*oir.. s"t this task is more essential than the

ii;{, b"t;;;;li.it"iuti unurvti., the.deepest source of strength

for victories over trre Uouigditit and the.sole guarantee d ft:
arruUifi,V and permanence"of these victories can only be a new

;;;ihGi'#ote of ,o"ilr production, the substitution of large-

r"J" .BJi"riJ produciion fdr capitalist and petty-bourgeois pro-

duction.-1. f" tt 
" 

last analysis, productivity of labour is the most imgor-

tu"i, ttr" prir"ipuf tiird tor t!re. vicfory.of the new social system'

6;pidiit;i "r"ut"d 
a fioductivity of libour unknown under serf-

Joir. Capitulism can'be utterly'vanquished' and rrill be utterly

;;;;"i.h;J bv socialism creati;g a new and much higher produc-

i'i,ii] #'iiu;i,r.-i'[i; I u u"'v?itti"ult matter and must take a

iil,t";ii'i n i-ai"i storied, and that is the main thing' If in

starving Moscow, tn-ttt" summsr of 1919' the starving workers

who had gone through- to* t-rying years of imperialist *'u't ?"9
;ild;; d;;-u"o u h"arf of stiti more trying civit war could slart

this sreat work, how *iff i[ingt develop lat6r when we triumph in

the c"ivil war and win Peace?

Communism i. tt"'tiltt"r productivity of labour-compared

with that existing rrra"i .Tpituiitrn-ot voluntary' class-consciou-s

;;;^;;La' *otf.tt employing advanced techniques' communtst

subbotniks are extraordin#ity-vatuaUle as the actual beginning of

;;;;';;i;;; uno il,it is a iery rare thing'.because *: 1f lli
iiage *t et ;'only the first steps in the traxsition trom capltalrsm

to communlsm are o"'irg tuft6n" (as our Party Programme quite

rightly says).
t;;.ilism begins when the rank-and-ftle workers display an
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enthusiastic concern that is undaunted by arduous toil to increase
the productivity of labour, husband every pood of grain, coal,
iron and other products, which do not accrue to the workers
personally or to their "close" kith and kin, but to their ,,distant,,
kith and kin, i.e., to society as a whole, to tens and hundreds of.
millions of people united first in one socialist state, and then in a
union of Soviet republics.

ln Capital, Karl Marx ridicules the pompous and grandiloquent
bourgeois-democratic great charter of liberty and-the rights of
man,.ridicules all this phrase-mongering about liberty, equality
and.fratemity in general, which dazzles the petty bouigeois and
philistines of all countries, including the present d-espicable heroes
of the despicable Berne International. Marx contrasis these pomp-
ous declarations of rights to the plain, modest, practical, simple
Tanner in which the question is presented by the protetariat-ihe
legislative enactment of a shorter working day is a typical
example of such treatment. The aptness and profundity of Maix's
observation become the clearer and more obvious to us the more
the content of the proletarian revolution unfolds. The .,formulas,,
of genuine communism differ from the pompous, intricate, and
solemn phraseology of the Kautskys, the Mensheviks* and the
Socialist-Revolutionarieso s and their beloved ,,brethren', of Berne
in that they reduce everything to the conditions of labour. Less
chatter about "labour democracy", about ',liberty, equality and
fratemity", about "government by the people,', and all-such-stuff;

" Menshevism-an opportunist trend in Russian Social-Democracy, one
of the trends of international opportunism. It was formed at the Second nSOlp
Congress (1903) by the- opponents of Leninist Iskra. When the central party
organs were elected at the Congress the Leninists got the majority of votes and
were.called Bolsheviks (from Russian bolshinstvo), and the opportunists wereleft in_ the . minority and got the name of i{ensheviks' (f.o- Russian
menshinstvo).

In 1917-Mensheviks participated in the bourgeois provisional .Govern-
ment, and after the. victory of the Great October Socralist Revolution, waged
a struggle against the soviet power together with other counter-revolutioniry
parties.-Ed.

* " S ocialis t- Rsyeluliznayiss-a Russian petty-bourgeois party founded in
1901-02 through the merger of various Narodnik- groupi and circies. After the
February 1917 bourgeois-democratic revolution the Socialist-Revolutionaries,
together with the Mensheviks, participated in the bourgeois provisionai
C;overnment and supported. its imperialist policy. After the triumph of the
socialist revolution in Russia,-they took part in the armed struggle of the
l{ussian counter-revolutionary forces againit the Soviet people.-E7I
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the class-conscious workers and peasants of our day see through

in"." fornp"us phrases of the bourgeois intellectual and discem

;i;"-tri;k"+ as eisily as a person of ordinary common sense and

"ip"ii"""., 
when giancing at the irreproachably-"polished" tea-

i"i"i unO immacu]ate up-p.a.un"" of the "fain fellow, dontcher

k";;';, immediately and- unerringly puts him down as "in all

orobabilitv. a scoundrel".' F"*"t pompous phrases, more plain, ev-9rylay work, concem

for the p<ioO of grain and the pood of coa[! More concern about
providirie this p-ood of grain'and pood of coal needed PV tn9
'h;;gt fiorters and ragg-ed and baiefoot peasants not by. haggl'

ins.'n6t in a capitalist 
*rianner, 

but by the conscious, voluntary,

63,inal"J, heroic labour of plain woiking_men like the unskilled

labourers.and railwaymen of ihe Moscow-Kazan line'
we must all admit that vestiges of the bourgeois-intellectual

phrase-mongering approach to-questions of the revolution are in

irrid"n"" at 
-every step, everywhere, even in our own ranks' Our

preis, for 
"*a*pi", 

does littli: to fight.these rotten survivals of the

;;it*, bourgeois-democratic pasi; it does little to foster the

simple, modest, ordinary but. viable shoots of genuine commu-
nism.

Take the position of women. In this field, not a single demo-

".u1i- 
putty in the world, not even in the-most advanced bourgeois

i"f"Ur]", fias done in decades so much as a hundredth part of
what we.did in our very first year in power. we really razed to the

gio""a the infamous laws placing wo.men in aposition of inequal-

itn restricting divorce and surrounding it-with disgusting fgP?-
tiiiis, aenyfuig recognition to children born out of wedlock,

"ntoi"ing 
i s#rch dr their fathers, etc., laws numerous survivals

of which] to the shame of the bourgeoisie and of capitalism, areto
be found in all civilised countries. we have a thousand times the

right to be proud of what we have done in this field. But the more

ifrioignly'*e have cleared the grou-nd of the lumber of the old,

Ulrig""oir"fgws and institutions, the clearer it is to us that we have

o.rlv "clearel the sround to build on but are not yet building'
Iiotwithstanditg all the laws emancipating woman,. she con-

tinues to be a dolnestic slave, because petty housework crushes'

;i;;g6,;t"iiine, ura degrades-her, chains her to the kitchen and

;;;ffi;;;ty, and she wast6s her labour on barbarously unprodu.c-

ii;";p;it; nerve-racking, stultifving and cr.shing {ufeey' r1e
ieA imahcipation of w-o'mefl, real communism, will begin only
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where and when an all-out struggle begins (led by the proletariat
wielding the state power) against this petty housekeeping, or
rather when its wholesale transformation into a large-scale social-
ist economy begins.

Do we in practice pay sufficient attention to this question,
which in theory every Communist considers indisputable? Of
course not. Do we take proper care of the shoots of communism
which already exist in this sphere? Again the answer is no. Public
catering establishments, nurseries, kindergartens--here we have
examples of these shoots, here we have the simple, everyday
means, involving nothing pompous, grandiloquent or ceremonial,
which can real$ emancipate women, really lessen and abolish
their inequality with men as regards their role in social production
and public life. These means are not new, they (like all the mbte-
rial prerequisites for socialism) were created by large-scale capi-
talism. But under capitalism they remained, first, a rarity, and
secondly-which is particularly important---c ither profit-making
enterprises, with all the worst features of speculation, profiteering,
cheating and fraud, or "acrobatics of bourgeois charity", which
the best workers rightly hated and despised.

There is no doubt that the number of these institutions in our
country has increased enormously and that they are beginning to
change in character. There is no doubt that we have far more
organising talent among the working and peasant women than we
are aware of, that we have far more people than we know of who
can organise practical work, with the co-operatiou of large
numbers of workers and of still larger numbers of consumers,
without that abundance ot talk, fuss, squabbling and chatter
about plans, systems, etc., with which our big.headed "intellec-
tuals" or half-baked "Communists" are ('affected". But we do
not nurse these shoots of the new as we should.

Look at the bourgeoisie. How very well they know how to
advertise what they need! See how millions of copies of their
newspapers extol what the capitalist regard as "model" enter-
prises, and how "model" bourgeois institutions are made an
object of national pride! Our press does not take the trouble, or
hardly ever, to describe the best..catering establishments or
nurseries, in order, by daily insistence, to get some of them turned
into models of their kind. It does not give them enough publicity,
does not describe in detail the saving in human labour, the conve-
niences for the consumer, the economy of products, the emanci-
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pation of women from domestic slavery, the improv-ement in
ianitary conditions, that can be achieved with exemplary cgln-
munist'work and extended to the whole of society, to all working
people.

Eiemplary production, exemplary communist subbotrtiks,
exemplary care and conscientiousness in procuring and-distribut-
ing every pood of grain, exemplary catering establishments,
eiemplary ileanlinesi in such-and-such a workers' house, in
such-and-such a block, should all receive ten times more attention
and care from our press, as well as from every workers' and

peasants' organisation, than they receive now. All these are shogts
of communism, and it is our common and primary duty to
nurse them. Difficult as our food and production situation is, in
the year and a half of Bolshevik rule there has been undoubted
progress all along the line: grain procurements have increased
irom gO million poods (from August l,l9l7 to August 1, 1918)
to 100 million poods (from August 1, 1918 to May 1, l9l9);
vegetable gardening has expanded, the margin of unsown land
nai aiminiitred, railway transport has begun to improve despite
the enormous fuel difficulties, and so on. Against this general
background, and with the support of the proletarian state power,
the shoots of communism will not wither; they will grow and
blossom into complete communism.

Published in July 1919
as a separate pamPhlet

V. I. Lenin,
Collected Works,
Yol.29, pp. 4L9-23,
427-3t

FTOM ECoNOMICS AND POLITICS IN THE ERA OFTHE
DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT

Socialism means the abolition of classes.
In order to abolish classes it is necessary, first, to overthrow the

landowners and capitalists. This part of our task has been
accomplished, but it is only a part, and moreovet,not the most
difficult part. In order to abolish classes it is necessary, secondly,
to abolish the difference between factory worker and peasant, to
make workers of all of them. This cannot be done all at once. This
task is incomparably more difficult and will of necessity take a
long time. It is not a problem that can be solved by overthrowing
a class. It can be solved only by the organisational reconstruction
of the whole social economy, by a transition from individual,
disunited, petty commodity production to large-scale social pro-
duction. This transition must of necessity be extremely protracted.
It may only be delayed and complicated by hasty and incautious
administrative and legislative measures. It can be accelerated only
by affording such assistance to the ireasant as will enable him to
effect an immense improvement in his whole farming technique,
to reform it radically.

In order to solve the second and most difficult part of the prob-
lem, the proletariat, after having defeated the bourgeoisie, must
unswervingly conduct its policy towards the peasantry along the
frollowing fundamental lines. The proletariat must separate,
clemarcate the working peasant from the peasant owner, the
peasant worker from the peasant huckster, the peasant who
labours from the peasant who profiteers.

In this demarcation lies the whole essence of socialism.
And it is not surprising that the socialists who are socialists in

word but petty-bourgeois democrats in deed (the Martovs, the
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Chernovs, the Kautskys and others) do not . understand this
essence of socialism.

The demarcation we here refer to is an extreniely difficult one,
because in real life all the features of the "peasant", however
diverse they may be, however contradictory they may be, are
fused into one whole. Nevertheless, demarcation is possible; and
not only is it possible, it inevitably follows from the conditions of
peasant farming and peasant life. The working peasant has for
ages been oppressed by the landowners, the capitalists, the
hucksters and profiteers and by their state, including even the
most democratic b'ourgeois republics. Throughout the ages the
working peasant has trained himself to hate and loathe these
oppressors and exploiters, and this "training", engendered
by the conditions of life, compels the peasant to seek an
alliance with the worker against the capitalist and against the
profiteer and huckster. Yet at the same time, economic conditions,
the conditions of commodity production, inevitablyturn the
peasant (not always, but in the vast majority of cases) into a

huckster and profiteer
The statistics quoted above reveal a striking difference between

the working peasant and the peasant profiteer. That peasant who
during 1918-19 delivered to the hungry workers of the cities
40,000,000 poods of grain at fixed state prices, who delivered this
grain to the state agencies despite all the shortcomings of the
latter, shortcomings fully realised by the workers' government,
but which were unavoidable in the first period of the transition to
socialism-that peasant is a working peasant, the comrade and
equal of the socialist worker, his most faithful ally, his blood
brother in the fight against the yoke of capital. Whereas that
peasant who clandestinely sold 40,000,000 poods of grain at ten
times the state price, taking advantage of the need and hunger of
the city worker, deceiving the state, and everywhere increasing
and creating deceit, robbery and fraud-that peasant is a profi-
teer, an ally of the capitalist, a class enemy of the worker, an
exploiter. For whoever possesses surplus grain gathered from land
belonging to the whole state with the help of implements in which
in one way or another is embodied the labour not only of the
peasant but also of the worker and so on-whoever possesses a
surplus of grain and profiteers in that grain is an exploiter of the
hungry worker.

You are violators of freedom, equality, and democracy-they
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shout at u, on uil sides, pointing to the inequality of the worker
and the peasant under our Constitution, to the dissolution of the
Constituent Assembly, to the forcible confiscation of surplus
grain, and so forth. We reply-never in the world has there been
a state which has done so much to remove the actual inequality,
the actual lack of freedom from ,which the working peasant has
been suffering for centuries. But we shall never recognise equality
with the peasant profiteer, just as we do not recognise "equality"
between the exploiter and the er?loited, between the sated and
the hungry, nor the "freedom" for the former to rob the latter.
And those educated people who refuse to recognise this difference
we shall treat as whiteguards, even though they may call them-
selves democrats, socialists, internationalists, Kautskys, Cher-
novs, or Martovs.

Petrogradskaya Pravda No. 255,
November 7,1919

V. I. Lenin,
Collected Works,
Vol. 30, pp. ll2-14
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If we were to ask ourselves in what way communism differs

rr"* r*i"rir-, *" ,hoJdhave to say that-sbcialism is the society

ii,;G;;;Aitectry ort oi capitalism,-it is the.first form of the new

societv. Communrsm is-a h'igher form of society,-andiq ?.nly

iHt# ;ffi ;;;i;ii; il b"ecome fi rmlv .establ 
ished' Socialism

ffiffi wor[ without i-f," 
"iJ 

of the capiialists. socialised labour

with strict accountrng,"il;i;il.u1'"*ition by the organised

vanguard, the advancJJ^'t""tion ot'the .working 
p-eople; 
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-trii,'i"rls 
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iliii"iri,i'i;"tt,";t;ffi 'na"' 
which peoplJtop the habit.of

iliffiililt.ii io"iui duties without any special apparatus tor

5;;;;;;,;rJ when unpaid *o-'k for the irublic good becomes a

;;;;;;1 ;h;nomenon. it stands to reason that the concept ot

"communlsm" ,, u ,u,^too-Oitiunt one for those who are taking

the first steps to*aidt- compt"t" victory- over capitalism'^ No

rnr,* f,"* iorr""t it *uy-t'J'" been to ch'nne the name of the

Party, no matter t o* g'tJit iht;";tfit tt'" 
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has brought us'

no matter how great ih;;;fiiiit'*tntt of 6ur cause and the

scale on which it ttu.'i""a"p"d-Co--"nist Parties now exist
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\
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system is being introduced immediately, that would be a great
distortion and would do practical harm since it would be nothing
more than empty boasting.

That is why the word "communist" must be treated with great
caution, and that-is why communist subbotniks that have begun
to enter into our life are of particular value, because it is only in
this extremely tiny phenomenon that something communist has
begun to make its appearance. The expropriation of the landown-
crs and capitalists enabled us lo organise only the most primitive
tbrms of socialism, and there is not yet anything communist in it.
If we take our present-day economy we see that the germs of
socialism in it are still very weak and that the old economic forms
dominate overwhelmingly; these are expressed either as the domi-
nation of petty proprietorship or as wild, uncontrolled profiteer-
ing. When our adversaries, the petty-bourgeois democrats, Men-
sheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries, assert in their objections to
us that we have smashed large-scale capitalism but thaf the worst
kind of profiteering, usury capitalism, pgrsists in its place, we tell
them that if they imagine that we can go straight from large-scale
capitalism to communism they are not revolutionaries but reform-
ists and utopians.

Large-scale capitalism has been seriously undermined every-
where, even in those countries where no steps towards socialism
have yet been taken. From this point of view, none of the criti-
cisms or the objections levelled against us by our opponents are
serious. Obviously the beginnings of a new, petty, profiteering
capitalism began to make their appearance after large-scale capi-
talism had been crushed. We are living through a savage battle
irgainst the survivals of large-scale capitalism which grasps at
cvcry kind of petty speculation where it is difficult to counteract it
itnd where it takes on the worst and most unorganised form of
trading.

The struggle has become much fiercer under war conditions
rrrrd has led to the most brutal forms of profiteering, especially in
places where capitalism was organised on a larger scale, and it
would be quite incorrect to imagine that the revolutionary transi-
tion could have any other form. That is how matters stand in
rospect of our present-day economy. If we were to ask ourselves
what the present economic system of Soviet Russia is, we should
have to say that it consists in laying the foundations of socialism
in large-scale industry, in reorganising the old capitalist economy
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with the capitalists putting up a stubborn. resistance in millions
and millioni of different wayi. Tne countries of Westem Europe

tfi i;;;; 
"."rged 

from the war as badly off as we are'-Austria,
ioi inrt"n"u--iiffer from us only in that the disintegration of

""pitufii* 
and speculation are moie pronounced there than in our

""'".ity "ra 
that there are no germ! o.f socialist organisatiorr. to

otf"ii6tiitunce to capitalism. Tf,ere is, however, not yet Snything
communist in our economic system. The "communist"-begins
*tren suUUotniks (i.e', unpaid iabour with no quota set.by any

;tlrilt or any ttut"j -ri.e their appearance; they ""itlitl1" 1T
labour 6t inAiuiauals-on an extensive scale for the public goocl.

ft ii ir not helping one's neighbour in. the way. that has always

been customary in the countryside; it.is.work done to meet the

needs of the country as a whole, and it is organised on a broad

;1" 
".d-i. 

unpaid. It would, therefore, be more correct if the

*oiA ;G-.rnitt" were applied not only to the name of the

i"it, Uri"i." to those econ6iric manifestaiions in our realitythat
are "actually communist in character. If there .is. anything

""--"riiit 
it ult in the prevailing system in Russia, it is only.the

subbotniks, and everything else iJnothing but the struggleagainst
caoitalism for the consoliclation of socialism out of which, after

tt Sluii ui"tory of socialism, there should, g{ow that communism

tt ut *" see at subbotniks, not with the aid of a book, but in living

reality.

V. I. Lenin,
Collected Worl<s,
Vol. 30, pp.284-87

FROM THE DESTRUCTION
OFTHE OLD SOCIAL SYSTEM

TO THE CREATION OF THE NIEW

Our newspaper is devoted to the problem of communist labour.
This is the paramount problem in the building of socialism.

First of all, we must make it quite clear to ourselves that this ques-
tion could be raised in a practical way only after the proletariat
had captured political power, only after the landowners and capi-
talists had been expropriated, only after the proletariat, having
captured state power, had achieved decisive victories over the
exploiters who put up a desperate resistance and organised
counter-revolutionary rebellions and civil war.

It seemed that the time had arrived early in 191'8-and it had
indeed arrived after the February (1918) military campaign of
German imperialism against Russia. But on that occasion the
period was so short-lived, a new and more powerful wave of
counter'reyolutionory rehellipns and invasiorts swept over us so
quickly. that the Soviet goyernment had no opportunity to devote
itself at all closely and persistently to problems of peaceful devel-
opment.

We have now passed through two years of unprecedented and
incredible difficulties, two years of famine, privation, and distress,
accompanied by the unprecedented victories of the Red Army
over the hordes of intemational capitalist reaction.

Today there are serious grounds for hoping (if the French capi-
talists do not incite Poland to make war on us) that we shall get
ir more durable and lasting peace.

During these two years we have acquired some experience in
organisation on the basis of socialism. That is why we can, and
should, get right down to the problem of communist labour, or
rather, rt would be more correct to say, not communist, but
socialist labour; for we are dealing not with the higher, but the
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lower. the primary stage of development of the new social system

that is growing out of canitalism'
Communist labour il;ht narrower and stricter sense of the

rc;i;-6;ur performed lratis for the benefit of society-' labour

;;J;;;J not is a o.nrit.-o"ty, not for the purpose. of obtaining

I risht to certain products, not according to prevlout'y 1Y-?^
li.ffiJ;rA bgally fixed quotas, b-ut voluntarv labour' irrespecttve

;l;;J;;; iil' rluouipl!r.!"i"9 without eioectation of reward'

without reward u. u 
"JnJition, 

labour perfoimed because it has

become a habit to work for the common good' and because of a-

conscious realisation (ti;;i,;t L";";e a tr"auit)'ot the necessity of

;;kfi;i;; til;il;eooJ-ruuo"r as the requirement of a

healthy organism.--ii 
"i"rt"ue 

clear to everybody that we, i.e., our society,^ our

.o.iui-.r.i"*, are still a ve-ry long way from the application of thk

form of labour on a broad, really mass- scale'^"B;;;h;;;t 
ru"t tttuiuiit-qGstion has been raised' and raised

both bv the whole oi G uai'unced -proletariat -(the 
Commulisl

#i;ffi.;;;a; unions) and by tie state authorities' is a step

in this direction.'^'i;ht""" 
uig ttrings we must start w.ith littlethinBs 

-^-.^r..+:^-
On tt . other-hand, after the "big things"' after the t"Yo'y]i:l

*f,i"i, ou"t frrew capiialist ownership. and placed the proletarlat m

,.*"i,-trr" otgunititi;; of economic life on the new basis can

bnly start from little things.- -iLuuotnits, 
tauoui-aiiiies, labour conscription-th":" "f, lll

practical realisation of socialist and communist labour ln vanous

forms.-Tht; practical realisation still suffers from numerous defects'

Only p6ople *ho ure iota[y .incapable 
of thinking' if we leave

urial ii,"'trrumpions Lr-.aliial;tm, can laugh scomtully (or rage)

at them.*"p"f""t., 
mistakes, blunders in such a new' difficult ?3$ Sput

.#;;;ffit ui" i"""itutG. tho." who are afraid of the difficulties

;i-iliai;t".o"iatis-, it oie who allow themselves to be scared by

;;"*,-th;;twho give way to despair or cowardly dismay' are no

socialists' 
tte a new labour disci-It will take many years, decades, to crea

ori.r". n.* rorrn, of sLciat iies between people, and new forms and

methods of drawiirg people into tabt"rr'
It is a most gratifying and noble work'
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It is our good fortune that, by overthrowing the bourgeoisie and
suppressing its resistance, we have been able to win the ground on
which this work ftas become possible.

And we will set about this work with all our might. Persever-
ance, persistence, willingness, determination and ability to test
things a hundred times, to correct them a hundred times, but to
achieve the goal come what may-these are qualities which the
proletariat acquired in the course of the ten, fifteen or twenty
years that preceded the October Revolution, and which it has
acquired in the two years that have passed since this revolution,
years of unprecedented privation, hunger, ruin and destitution.
-l-hese qualities of the proletariat are a guarantee that the proletar-
iat will conquer.

April S, 1920

K o mmunis tiches ky S ub b otnik,
April 11, 1920

V. I. Lenin,
Collected Works,
Vol. 30, pp. 516-18



FROM THE FIRST SUBBOTNIK
ON THE MOSCOW.KAZAN RAILWAY TO THE

ALL.RUSSIA
MAY DAY SIIBBOTNIK

The distance indicated in the above title has been covered in a

single year. This is an enormous distance. Although all our
srrbbotniks are still weak, and each subbotnik reveals a host of
defects in arrangement, organisation and discipline, the main
thing has been done. A hear,y and ponderous mass has been

shifted, and that is the essence of the matter.
We are not deceiving ourselves in the least about the little that

has yet been done andlbout the infinite amount of work that has

yet io be done; however, only malicious enemies of the working
people, only malicious suppoiters of the bourgeoisie, can treat.the
Mai i subbotnik with disdain; only the most contemptible
people, who have irrevocably sold themsqlves to the capitalists,
ian'condemn the utilisation ilf the great First of May festival for
a mass-scale attempt to introduce communist labour.'

This is the very iirst time since the overthrow of the tsars,- the

landowners and ihe capitalists that the ground is being cleared for
the actual building of sbcialism, for the development of new social
links, a new discipline of work in common and a new national
(and later an inteinational) system of economy of world-historic
importance. This is a matter of transforming the-very habitsof.the
people, habits which, for a long time to come, have been defiled-

ind debased by the accursed private ownership of the-means of
production, and also by the entire. atmosphere of bickering,
distrust, enmity, disunity and mutual intrigue that is inevitably
generated-an-d' constantly regenerated-by p-9t1y individual
6conomy, the economy of irrivaie owners in conditions of "free"
exchange among them. Foi hundreds of years, freedom of trade
and oiexchanfe has been to millions of people thg :uP{eme^
gospel of ecoionric 

' 
wisdom, the most deep-rooted habit of
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hundreds and hundreds of millions of people; This freedom is jusl
as utterly false, serving to mask capitalist deception, coercion ind
exploitation, as are the other "freedoms', proilaimed and imple-
mented by the bourgeoisie, such as the ..freedom to work"
(actually the freedom to starve), and so on.

In the main we have broken irrevocably with this ..freedom,,of
the property-owner to be a property-owrier, with this ..freedom"
of capital to exploit labour, and we shall finish the job: We are
combating its remnants ruthlessly, with all our might.-

Down with the old social links, the old economic relationships,
the old "freedom" of labour (subordinated to capital), the old
laws, the old habits!

Let us build a new society!
We were not daunted by defeats during the great revolutionary

war against tsarism, against the bourgeoisie, against the omnipo-
tent'imperialist world powers.

We shall not be daunted by the gigantic difficulties and by the
crrors that are inevitable at the outset of a most difficult tas(; the
transformation of all labour habits and customs requires decades.
We solemnly and firmly promise one another that we shall make
cvery sacrifice, that we shall hold out and win in this most
rurduous struggle-the struggle against the force of habit-that we
shall work indefatigably for yeais and decades. We shall work to
do away with the accursed maxim: ,oEvery man for himself and
the devil take the hindmost,,, the habit of looking upon work
lcre]y as a duty, and of considering rightful only thal wbrk which
is paid for at certain rates. We shall work to inculcate in people,s
rninds, turn into a habit, and bring into the day-by-day liie oi the
masses, the rule: "All for each and each for ali,,; ihe rule: ..From
c,ch- according to his ability, to each according to his needs,,; we
shall work fbr the gradual but steady introduJtion of communist
tliscipline and communist labour.

We have shifted a huge mountain, a huge mass of conservatism,
ignorance, stubborn adherence to the habits of ,,freedom oi.
trade" and of the "free,, buying and selling of human labour-
power like any other commodity. We have begun to undermine
:rnd destroy the most-deep_-rooted prejudices,-the firmest, age-
krng and ingrained habits. In a single year our subbotniks hive
r,ade an immense stride forwara. Tney are still infinitely weak,
hut that will not daunt us. We have seen our ,,infinitely weak,i
Soviet'state, before our very eyes, gaining strength and bLcoming
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a mishtv world force, as a result of our own.efforts' We shall work

f";' f;i.' ";;i 
;;;; p'utli'i"g subbotniks' developin g 

. 
the m'

#"ffi;; ;ii;*,;;;;;i"g--tt'";'' 1nd golyerting- them into a
"frbt,.'nU 

snaU actrieve the"victory of communist labour'

P e rv o mais l<Y Subb otnik,
May 2, 1920

V. L Lenin,
Collected llorla,
Vol. 31, PP.123-25

ON CO.OPERATION

I

It seems to me that not enough attention is being paid to the co-
operative movement in our country. Not everyone understands
that now, since the time of the October Revolution and quite
apart from Nefn 1on the,contrary, in this connection we must
say-because of NEP), our co-operative movement has become
one of great significance. There is a lot of fantasy in the dreams
of the old co-operators. Often they are ridiculously fantastic.
But why are they fantastic? Because people do not understand
the fundamental, the rock-bottom significance of the working-
class political struggle for the overthrow of the rule of the
exploiters. We have overthrown the rule of the exploiters,
and much that was fantastic, even romantic, even banal in the
dreams of the old co-operators is now becoming unvarnished
reality.

Indeed, since political power is in the hands of the working
class, since this political power owns all the means of production,
the only task, indeed, that remains for us is to organise the popu-
lation in co-operative societies. With most of the population orga:

o NEP-'iNerv Economic Policy", the economic policy of the proletarian
state in the period of transition from capitalism to socialism. .During NEP
commodity-money relations became the main form of relations between
socialist industry and small peasant farms. The peasants paid to the state a ta.x

in kind and couid freely dispose of the extra products, they could sell them anil
buy manufactured goods with the money.'The 

New Economic Policy allowed limited existence of capitalist elements
forra certain. period of time with the main elements of economics remaining
in the hands of the proletarian state. lts aim was the development ot
productivp forces, a rise of agriculture and accumulation of means necessary for
building socialist industry.-Ed.
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nised in co-operatives, the socialism which in the past was legiti-
mately treated with ddicule, scorn and contempt by those who
were rightly convinced that it was necessary to wage the class
struggle", the struggle for pbfitical power, etc., will acfiieve its aim
automatically. But not all comrades realise how vastly, how infi-
nitely important it is now to organise the population of Rus.sia in
co-operaiive societies. By adopting NEP we made a concession to
the peasant as a trader, to the principle of private trade;.it is
precisely for this reason (contrary to what some people think) that
the co-operative movement is of such immense importance. All we
agtually need under NEP is to organise the populatron of Russia
in co-operative societies on a sufficiently large scale, for we have
now found that degree of combination of private interest, of
private commercial interest, with state supervision and control of
this interest, that degree of its subordination to the common inter-
ests which was formerly the stumbling-block for very many
socialists. Indeed, the power of the state over all large-scale
means of production, political power in the hands of the proletar-
iat, the alliance of this proletariat with the many millions of small
and very small peasants, the assured proletarian leadership of the
peasantry, etc.-is this not all that is necessary to build a

complete socialist society out of co-operatives, out of co-opera-
tives alone, which we formerly ridiculed as huckstering and which'
from a certain aspect we have the right to treat as such now,
under NEP? Is this not all that is necessary to build a complete
socialist society? It is still not the building of socialist society, but
it is all that is necessary and sufficient for it.

It is this very circumstance that is underestimated by many of
our practical workers. They look down upon our co-operative
societiqs, failing to appreciate their exceptional importance, first,
from the standpoint of principle (the means of production are
owned by the state), and, second, from the standpoint of transi-
tion to the new system by means that are the simplest, easiest and
most acceptable to the peasant.

But this again is of fundamental importance. It is one thing to
draw up fantastic plans for building socialism through all sorts of
workers' associations, and quite another to learn to build
socialism in practice in such a way that every small peasant could
take part in it. That is the very stage we have now reached. And
there is no doubt that, having reached it, we are taking too little
advantage of it.
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We went too far when we introduced NEP, but not beqause we
attached too much importance to the principle of free enterprise
3nd ffxds-\a/e went too far because we lost sight of the co-opera-
tives, because we now underrate the co-operatives, because we
are already beginning to forget the vast importance of the co:
operatives from the above two points of view.

I now propose to discuss with the reader what can and must at
once be done practically on the basis of this "co-operative" prin-
ciple. By what means can we, and must we, start at once to
develop this "co-operative" principle so that its socialist meaning
may be clear to all?

Co-operation must be politically so organised that it will
not only generally and always enjoy certain privileges, but
that these privileges should be of a purely material nature
(a favourable bank-rate, etc). The co-operatives must be grant-
ed state loans that are greater, if only by a little, than the
loans we grant to private enterprises, even to heavy industry,
etc.

A social system emerges only if it has ttle financial backing of
a definite class. There is no need to mention the hundreds of
millions of rubles that the birth of "free" capitalism cost. At
present we have to realise that the co-operative system is the
social system we must now give more than ordinary assistance,
and we must actually give that assistance. But it must be assis-
tance in the real sense of the word, i. e., it will not be enough to
interpret it to mean assistance for any kind'of co-operative trade;
by assistance we must mean aid to co-operative trade in w.hich
really large masses of the population actually take part. lt is
certainly a correct form of assistance to give a bonus to peasants
who take part in co-operative trade; but the whole point is to
verify the nature of this participation, to verify the awareness
behind it, and to verify its quality. Strictly speaking, when a co-
operator goes to a village and opens a co-operative store,
the people take no part in this whatever; but at the same time
guided by their own interests they will hasten to try to take part
in it.

There is another aspect to this question. From the point'of view
of the "enlightened" (primarily, literate) European there is not
much left for us to do to induce absolutely everyone to take not a
passive, but an'active part in co-operaiive oferations. Stictly
speaking, there is'ionly" one thing we have left to do and that is
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to make our people so "enlightened" that they understand all the
advantages of everybody participating in the work of the co-
operatives, and organise this particiPation. "Only" that. There are

now no other devices needed to advance to"socialism. But to
achieve this "only", there must be a veritable revolution-the
entire people must go through a period of cultural development.
Therefore, our rule must be: as little philosophising and as few
acrobatics as possible. In this respect NEP is an advance, because
it is adjustable to the level of the most ordinary peasant and does

not demand anything higher of him. But it will take a whole histor-
ical epoch to get the entire population into the work of the co-
operatives through NEP. At best we can achieve this in one or
two decades. Nevertheless, it will be a distinct historical epoch,
and without this historical epoch, without universal literacy, with-
out a proper degree of efficiency, without training the population
sufficiently to acquire the habit of book-reading, and without the
material basis for this, without a certain sufficiency to safeguard
against, say, bad harvests, famine, etc.-without this we shall not
aihieve our object. The thing now is to learn to combine the wide
revolutionary range of action, the revolutionary enthusiasm which
we have disilayed, and displayed abundantty, and crowned with
complete success-to learn to combine this with (I am almost
inclined to say) the ability to be an efficient and capable trader,
which is quite enough to be a gobd co-operator. By ability to be
a trader 1 mean the ability to be a cultured trader. Let thoge
Russians, or peasants, who imagine that since they trade they are
good traders, get that well into their heads. This does not follow
at all. they do trade, but that is far from being cultured traders.
They now trade in an Asiatic manner, but to be a good trader one
musi trade in the European manner. They are a whole epoch
behind in that.

In conclusion: a number of economic, financial and banking
privileges must be granted to the co-operatives-'this is the way
our soiialist state must promote the new principle on which the
population must be organised. But this is only the general outline
of 

-ttre 
task; it does not define and depict in detail the entire

content of the practical task, i. e., we must find what form of
"bonus" to give for joining the co-operatives (and the terms on
which we shbuld givb it), ihe form of bonus by which we shall
assist the co-operatives sufficiently, the form of bonus that will
produce the civilised co-operator. And given social ownership of
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the means of production, given the class victory of the proletariat
over the bouigeoisie, thelystem of civilised co-operators is the

system of socialism.

January 4,1923

u

Whenever I wrote about the New Economic Policy I always

quotld ihe article on state capitalism which I wrote in 1918. This

hu, -ot" than once aroused doubts in the minds of certain young

Lo.oA"r. But their doubts were mainly on abstract politieal
points.' It seemed to them that the term "state capitalism" could not be

aoolied to a svstem under which the means of production were

oirin"a by the'working class, a working class that held political
power. Tirey did not notice, however,.that I used the term "state

iupituti..n", firstly, to connect historically our present positiotl

wiitr the position'adopted in my controversy-with the so-called

i"ft Co-*unists;$ alio, I argued at the time that state capitalism

;;;A Le superior to our existing econ-omy. It was important for

*"-to tto* the continuity betweln ordinary state capitalit-ry ?"{
i-rr" *rr*4, even very unusual, state capitalism to.which I
referred in introducing the reader to the New Economic Poltcy.

Secondly, the practical purpose was always important.to me'

And thi practical purpose of our New Economic Policy was

to lease out concessions. In' the prevailing circumstances,

concessions " in our country would unquestionably have been

a pure type of state capitalism. That is how I argued about state

capitalism.^But 
there is another aspect of the matter for which we may need

staie capitalism, or at leait a comparison with it. It is the question

of co-operatives.
tn the capitalist state, co-operatives are no doubt collective

capitalist inititutions. Nor is there any doubt that under our

" Ltft Communists-agroup of Rubsian communists who in 19180pp_osed

the greit peace treaty witfr'Germany and-the economic policy of the Party
*iit in it 

"'"o"ntry. 
T[reir position dii not find wide support among the Party

*"rU".., and byihe entt 6t t9t8 the group was dissolved'-Ed'
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present economic conditions, when we combine private capitalist
enterprises-but in no other way than on nationalised land and in
no other way than under the control of the working-class
5f3fg-\ilith enterprises of a consistently socialist type (he means
of production, the land on which the enterprises are situated, and
the enterprises as a whole belonging to the state), the question
arises about a third type of enterprise, the co-operatives, which
were not formerly regarded as an independent type differing
fundamentally from the others. Under private capitalism, co-
operative enterprises differ from capitalist enterprises as collective
enterprises differ from private enterprises. Under state capitalism,
co-operative enterprises differ from state capitalist enterpnses,
firstly, because they are private enterprises, and, secondly,
because they are collective enterprises. Under our present system,
co-operative enterprises differ from private capitalist enterprises
because they are collective enterprises, but do not differ from
socialist enterprises if the land on which they are situated and
the means of production belong to the state, i.e., the working
class.

This circumstance is not considered sufficiently when co-opera-
tives are discussed. It is forgotten that owing to the special feat-
ures of bur political system, 5ur co-operativeJacquire an altogeth-
er exceptional significance. If we exclude concessions, which,
incidentally, have not developed on any considerable scale, co-
operation under our conditions nearly always coincides fully with
socialism.

Let me explain what I mean. Why were the plans of the old co-
operators, from Robert Owen onwards, fantastic? Because they
dreamed of peacefully remodelling contemporary society into
socialism without taking account of such fundamental questions
as the class struggle, the capture of political power by the working
class, the overthrow of the rule of the exploiting class. That is why
we are right in regarding as.entirely fantastic this "co-operative"
socialism, and as romantic, and even banal, the dream of trans-
forming class enemies into class collaborators and class war
into class peace (so-called class truce) by merely organising
the population in co-operative societies.

Undoubtedly we .were right from the point of view of the
fundamental task of the present day, for socialism cannot be
established without a class struggle for political power in the
state.
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But see how things have changed now that politicql power is in
the hands of the working class, now that the political power of the
exploiters is overthrown and all the means of produclion (except
those which the workers' state voluntarily abandons on specified
terms and for a certain time to the exploiters in the form of
concessions) are owned by the working class.

Now we are entitled to say that for us the mere growth of co-
operation (with the "slight" exception mentioned above) is iden-
tical with the growth of socialism, and at the same time we have
to admit that there has been a radical modification in our whole
outlook on socialism. The radical modification is this; formerly
we placed, and had to place, the main emphasis on the political
struggle, on revolution, on winning political power, etc. Now the
emphasis is changing and shifting to peaceful, organisational,
"cultural" work. I should say that emphasis is shifting to educa-
tional work, were it not for our international relations, were it not
for the fact that we have to fight for our position on a world scale.
If we leave that aside, however, and confine ourselves to internal
economic relations, the emphasis in our work is certainly shifting
to education.

Two main tasks confront us, which constitute the epoch-to
reorganise our machinery of state, which is utterly useless, and
which we took over in its entirety from the preceding epoch;
during the past five years of struggle we did not, and could not,
drastically reorganise it. Our second task is educational work
among the peasants. And the economic object of this educational
work amorrg the peasants is to organise the latter in co-operative
societies. If the whole of the peasantry had been organised in co-
operatives, we would by now have been Standing *ith both feet
on the soil of socialism. But the organisation of the entire
peasantry in co-operative societies presupposes a standard of cul-
ture among the peasants (precisely among the peasants as the
overwhelming mass) that cannot, in fact, be achieved without a
cultural revolution.

Our opponents told us repeatedly that we were rash in under-
taking to implant socialism in an insufficiently cultured country.
But they were misled by our having started foom the opposite end
to that prescribed by theory (the theory of pedants of all kinds),
because in our country the political and social revolution
preceded the cultural r'evolution, that very cultural revolution
which nevertheless now confronts us.
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This cultural revolution would now suffice to make oq ggnTtty

a completelv socialist country; but it presents immense difficulties

;i; il;;it;ultural (for we are iliteiate) and materiar character

ffo. io be cultured we must achieve a certain development .of
|il"" ,."",".i"i;;;; of production, must have a certain material

base).

January 6, L923

PravdaNos.115 and 116'
May 26 and27,1923

V. I. Lpnin,
Collected Worl<s,
Vol. 33, PP.467-75

BETTERFEWE& BUT BMTTER

In the matter of improving our state apparatus, the Workers'
and Peasants' Inspectibn shoutd not, in my opinion, either strive
after quantity or hurry. We have so far been able to devote so
little thought and attention to the efficiency of our state apparatus
that it would now be quite legitimate if we took special care to
securc its thorough organisation, and concentrated in'the Work-
ers' and Peasants' Inspection a staff of workers really abreast of
the times, i.e., not inferior to the best West-European standards.
For a socialist republic this condition is, of course, too modest.
But our experience of the first five years has fairly crammed our
heads with mistrust and scepticism. These qualities assert them-
selves involuntarily when, for example, we hear people dilating at
too great length and too flippantly on "proletarian" culture. For a
start, we should be satisfied with real bourgeois culture; for a
start, we should be glad to dispense with the cruder tvpes of
pre-bourgeois culture, i.e., bureaucratic culture or serf culture,
etc. In matters of culture, haste and sweeping measures are most
harmful. Many of our young writers and'Communists should get
this well into their heads.

Thus, in the matter of our state apparatus we should now draw
the conclusion fromrour past experience that it would be better to
proceed more slowly. -

Our state apparatus is so deplorable, not to say wretched, that
we must first think r very carefully how to combat its defects,
bearing in mind that these defects are rooted in the past, which,
although it has been overthrown, has not yet been overcome, has
not yet reached the stage of a culture that has receded into the
distant past. I say culture deliberately, because in these matters
we can only regard as achieved what has become part and parcel
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of our culture, of our social life, our habits' We might say thatthe
,o"a i" our social system has not been properly studied'-under-

;;;-;rJ taken to heart; it has been hastily grasped at; it has not

been verified or tested, corroborated by expenence, and not made

durable" etc. of course, it could not- be otherwise in a revolu-

tioruiy'epo"h, when development proceeded at such breakneck

,p""J'tfrdt in a matter of five years we passed from tsarism to the

Soviet system.
It is time we did something about it. We must show sound scep-

ticism ioitoo rapid progtesl, for boastfulness, etc' We-must give

ii'r."eht to testing th6 stips forward we proclaim every hour, take

"r"rv--inut" 
ani th.tt ftou. euery secbnd that they are flimsy'

.upJtn"iaf and misundbrstood. The most harmful thing. here

wouldbehaste.Themostharmfulthingwouldbetorelyon
it"-u.t"tnp,ion that we know at least something' or that we

i;;;;t tonsiderable number of elements necessary for the
-Urifai"g'"f 

a really new state apparatus, one really worthy to be

called socialist, Soviet, etc.

No, we are ridiculously deficient of such an apparatut: ut{
even of the elements of itiand we must remember'that we should

not stint time on building it, and that it will take many' many
years.
'-Whrt 

"I"*ents 
have we for building this apparatu-s? Only.two'

First, the,workers who are absorbed in the struggle tor soctaltsm-

These elements are not sufficiently educated'T!*y would lil(e to

build a htter apparatus for us, but they do not know how' They

;;;; uuila ,iti". They have not yet developed the culture

i""uir"a for this; and it ii culture that is required. Nothing will be

;;ii;;;e t" tttis'uy doing things in a rush, bv assault, bv vi.l.or
visour. or in general, -by any of the best human quahtles'

ili"."frv, *" hive elements of'knowledge, education and train-

;;, ilii,"y "i" 
tiai"t tously inadequate-compared with all other

countries.
Here we must not forget that we are too prone-to compensate

(or imagine that we can compensate) our lack ot knowleoge Dy

zeal, haste, etc.
In order to renovate our state apparatus we must at all costs set

orrt, tiot, to learn, secondly, to-liirn, and thirdly, to-learn' and

tG" i"" to it thai learning shall not remain a dead letter' or a
i"Jt i"r"Uf" carch-phrase ("and we should admit in all frankness

that this happens very often with us), that learning shall really
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become part of our very being, that.it shall actually and fully
become a constituent element of our social life. In short, we must
not make the demands that are made by bourgeois Western
Europe, but demands that are fit and proper for a country which
has set out to develop into a socialist country.

The conclusions to be drawn from the above are the following:
we must make the Workers' and Peasants' Inspection a really
exemplary institution, an instrument to improve ou{ state appa-
ratus.

In order that it may attain the desired high level, we must
follow the rule: "Measure your cloth seven times before you cut."

For this purpose, we musf utilise the very best of what there is
in our social systern, and utilise it with the greaiest caution,
thoughtfulness and knowledge, to build up the new People's
Commissariat.

For this purpose, the best elements that we have in our social
systcm-such as, first, the advanced workers, and, second, the
really enlightened elements for whom we can vouch that they wlll
not take the word for the deed, and will not.utter a single word
that goes against. their conscience-should not shrink from
admitting any difficulty and should not shrink from any struggle
in order to achieve the object they have seriously set themselves.

We have been bustling for five years trying to improve our state
apparatus, but it has been mere bustle, which has proved useless
in these five years, or even futile, or even harmful. This bustle
created the impression that we were doing something, but in effect
it was only clogging up our institutions and our brains.

It is high time things were changed.
We must follow the rule: Better fewer, but better. We must

follow the rule: Better get good human material in two or
even three years than work in haste without hope of getting
any at all.

I know that it will be hard to keep to this rule and apply it
under our conditions. I know that the opposite rule will force its
way through a thousand loopholes. I know that enormous lesis-
tance will have to be put up, that devilish persistence will be
required, that in the first few years at least work in this field will
be hellishly hard. Nevertheless, I am convinced that only by such
effort shall we be able to achieve our aim; and that only by
achieving this aim shall we create a republic that is really worthy
of the name of Soviet, socialist, and so on, and so forth.
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Manv readers probably thought that the figures I..quoted

h"';;; oi-iliutttuiion in my firs-t article were too small' I am

;,ir"';f,"i;uny--.ui"urutions may be m.ade to prove- that they

"r.. 
s"i r-itini. tt"t *" -,tt p'it one thing above-all such and

lii".""rr""rations, i.e., our disire to obtain really exemplary

quality.
I think that the time has at last come when we must work in real

earnest to improve our state apparatus and in this there can

;;;^r-;;i 
"6e- 

aiyttring *.i. harrir?ul than haste. That is why I
would sound a strong warning against inflating !h.9 

figureg, ]' TI
;pr;i;r, we should,ln the contrary, be qgpecrallv spanng wrm

fisures in rhrs ,.,uu"i. i,!,-ut say'trankfy thai the People's

at#;r;ilt tfit 
" 

Workers' and i,easants' lnspection does not

il;;;il""1"y-the slightest authority' Evervbodv knows that no

other institutions are ;il;;;;;;it"din'" tfrose bt our workers'

and Peasantr' fr.p""tion,-at'a Tnat under present conditions noth-

;;;;; ;*p"ciea from this leoplg^s Commissariat' we must

. rrl"". ,rrrt tiliv ix"a in our mindi if we reallv want to create

within a few years "" 
i*tit"ti""itrat witt, first,be an-exemplary

i"riiirt[", *.".ondly, *1n- t'"ryuoay't absolute confi dence' and'
'*iilry;ftre 

to ati'urJ-t"nofu that we have reallv justified the

i.['.if'*"fr a frigtriy-ltacea institution as the Central Control

Commission. ln my'opinion, we must immediately an-d irre-

;;;bly;.j;ct att giner'al f'.gtry: for the size of office staffs' We

must select "*ptoy.". 
foi tf;e Workers'. and Peasants' Inspection

*iifr- p"ttl"rlai care and only on the basis of the strictest test'

I;e;.t, what is tt " 
*"-of eslablishing a People's 9:,ryit.::X'

wtrich carries on anyhow, which does not enioy the sllgntest conrl-

dence, and whose *;;d:U;;i;t scarcely any weightt I tttft<.ttt11

ilr-ri"i, 
"Uiect 

in launching the-work of reconstruction that we

now have in mind is to avoid aU this'

The workers *hom *" ail entsting as members of the Central

Control Commission--"tiU" irreproichable Communists, and I
think that a gteat i"ui ttut yet -to-be done to teach them the

-"irr"Jt ""a 
6u1""tt Lftt'"ir ivork' Furthermore' !her9 mu'st be a

I"lirlt" ""*U"r"ot 
t""tJries to assist in this work' who must be

il;;; iltG i"rt u"r-L ir,"y are appointed to their posts. Lastly,

the officials whom ,n 
"*""ptional 

cises we.shall accept directly as

.,,,rtor... of the workeri' and Peasants' Inspection must con-

form to the following requirements:* 
Fild, irtev ,ii".t uE i""'o,nrn"nded by several Communists'
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Second, they must pass a test for knowledge of our state appa-
ratus.

Third, they must pass a test in the fundamentals of the theory of
our state apparatus, in the fundamentals of management, office
routine, etc.

Fourth, they must work in such close harmony with the
members of the Central Control Commission and with their own
secretariat that we could vouch for the work of the whole appa-
ratus.

I know that these requirements are extraordinarily strict, and I
am very much afraid that the majority of the "practical" workers
in the Workers' and Peasants' Inspection will say that these
requirements are impracticable, or will scoff at them. But I ask
any of the present chiefs of the Workers' and Peasants' Inspec-
tion, or anyone associated with that body, whether they can
honestly tell me the practical purpose of a People's Commissariat
like the Workers' and Peasants' Inspection. I think this question
will help them recover their sense of proportion. Either it is not
worth while having another of the numerous reorganisations that
we have had of this hopeless affair, the Workers' and Peasants'
Inspection; or we must really set to work, by slow, difficult and
unusual methods, and by testing these methods over and over
again, to create something really exemplary, sornething that will
win the respect of all and sundry for its merits, and not only
because of its rank and title.

It we do not arm ourselves with patience, if we do not devote
several years to this task, we had better not tackle it at all.

In my opinion we ought to select a minimum number of the
higher labour research institutes, etc., which we have baked so
hastily, see whether they are organised properly, and allow them
to continue working, but only in a way that conforms to the high
standards of modern science and gives us all its benefits. If we do
that it will not be utopian to hope that within a few years we shall
have an institution that will be able to perform its functions, to
work.systematically and steadily on improving our state appa-
ratus, an institution backed by the trust of the working class, of
the Russian Communist Party, and the whole population.of our
Republic.

The spade-work for this could be begun at once. If the People's
Commissariat of the Workers' and Peasants' Inspection accepted
the present plan of reorganisation, it could now take preparatory
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steos and work methodically until the task is completed, without
t uJt", -a not hesitating to ilter what has already been done' , .

Anvhalf.heartedsolutionwouldbeextremelyharmtullntnts
-utt"i. A measure for the size of the staff of the Workers' and

i;*turti' Inspection based on any other consideration would' in

f*;6" UasJO on the old bureaucratic considerations, on old

i"ijiaL"r,'"n what has already been condemned, universally

ridiculed, etc.
In substance, the matter is as follows:
Either we prove now that we have really learned something

about state oiganisation (we ought to have-^learned somethtng tn

[r" v""itl, oiir" ptor" tirat we-are not sufficienily mature for it'
If thl latter is the iase, we had better not tackle the task'
^- 

f trrint that with the available human material it will not be

immodest to assume that we have learned enough to be able

,".i"-"ti""Uy to rebuild at least one People's Commissariat.

True, this one People's Commissariat will have to be the modet

for our entire,state apParatus.
We ought at once to announce a contest in the compilation of

t*o oi-?." textbooks on the organisation of labour in- general'

and on management in particulal. We cah take as a basis the

U""f. 
"it""AV 

fr,rUti.n"a by Yermansky, although i.t-shoyld be said

il;il;td"i thut he o"bviously sympathises with Menshevism

and is unfit to compile textbooks for the Soviet system' We

can utso take as a basis the recent book by Kerzhentsev, and

some of the other partial textbooks available may be useful

too.'"fre 
ought to send several qualified-and conscientious people-to

C*anV] oi-to gtituin, to collect.'literature and to study this

qr;;ii; i -"rti& Britain in case it is found impossible to send

people to the USA or Canada.
'-W;-;ght to appoint a commission to draw up th9 preliminary

oronru*il" of eiaminations for prospective employees of the

iv;;f;' and Peasants' Inspection; ditto for candidates to the

Central Control Commission.- ftt"t" and similar measures will nqt, of course' cause any 
-diffi-

"rlti". 
for the People's Commissar or the collegium ol tle

Workers' and Peasants' Inspection, or for the Presidium of the

Central Control Commission--S-i-mrrtturr"o"sty, a preparatory commission should be

upp.irl"J-to seiect canilidites foi membership of the Central
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control commission. I hope that we shall now be able to find
more than enough candidates for this post among the experienceJyrI:.:.in all departments, as well as among th"e studeits ;i;;;Jovret hrgher schoors. It wourd hardly be right to exclude on" oianother category-beforehand. probabiy predrence *iil h;; il ;;glven ro a mrxed composition for this institution, which should
i:Tbil: many qualities, and dissimilar merits. Consequenttv. tfr"iasK or crrawrng up the list of candidates will entail a consiotirautealnount of work. For exampre, it wourd be least a*ii"ui"]L. tt 

"staff of S" q"ypgople,s Commissariat to consist .f t"6[;f ;;type,.only of officials, say, or for it to exclude peoplebf the *"r_gandist type, or people whose principal quatitf i, I;;t"tiiitr;I;
aDurry to penetrate into circles that are not aitogeth"r cusiomaryfor officials in this field, etc.

I think I shall be at
pranwithth;,f ;;l'#;:ru;iro,1i",1"["jj,,il:ltxxt?,
their-Presidium, the members of the centraicontrol C.--ir.i*
,-h.tr.!d systpmatically examine all the puf"., and documents ofthe Political Bureau. Moreover, tt.y'.tluro divide ttlii-ii*"
correctly between various jobs in investigating the routine ln'ouiinstitutions, from the .very small and 

"privitely_owned 
officestg t!9 .highest state institutions. And lastly, 'ttreir 

functionsshould include the study of theory, i.e., 
-tile 

theory of orsani_sation of the work they intend to'Aevote it"rnrri"* ,"-;;practical work under the guidance either of order 
"onuo-",or of'teachers in the high;r inrirt"t"r 

-ior 
the organisation oflabour.

.I do not think, however, that they will be able to confine them-
selves to this sort of academic work. In addition, tney wilitrave it
prepare themselves for work which I would not hesitate to calltraining to catch, I will.not say rogues, but something ifu" tn"i,
and working out speciar ruses to icrern their movenierir, iii"ri
approach, etc.

If su.ch proposals were made in West_European government
institutions they would rouse frightful resentment, i feelng ;imoral indignation, etc.; but I truit that we have not UecomE sobureaucratic as to be capable of that. NEp has not yet succeeded
in gaining such respect as to cause any of us to be sno"rcO at it e
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idea that somebody may be caught' Our Soviet Republic is of

;;; ;;;i construction, and th-ere are such heaps of the old

lumber still lvins around that it would hardly occur to anyone to'dffi;;ka 
Jt if;" ia.u that we should detve into them by me?ns

ii ffiily ;"ur.-oilnu"stigations sometimes directed to rather,

remote sources or ln a ,o.rt'dabout way' And even if it did occur

;;--;;;"* to be shockid by this, we may be sure that such a

o"r*on would make himself a laughing-stock'*ffi';;"hd;'il;i ;i;w wdrxeri' and Peasants' Inspection

*ru-"UunOoi what ttre-Fiench call pruderie, which we may.call

riai"rio"t primness, or ridiculous swank, and which plays entirely

i;;ti; 1,fids of our Soviet and party bureaucracy. Let itbe said

in oarentheses that we have bureauirats in our Party offices as

weli as in Soviet offices.
Wt 

"n 
I said above thut *" must study and study.hard in insti-

t ;6; ih".t igh"t organisation of labour, etc', I did-noi by 1ny
i.i-"rr ii,iprvl-'-t?uayin['; in the schoolroom wav,, '?l 9i9^l ","111:
mvself to it 

" 
id"u of siuaying only in the schoolroom way' I nope

iiiilil;,[gr" b"nuin" i"u;tutionury w.ill suspect me.of refusing,

i;liril;;.;;tlo uid"t.turd "studies" io include resorting to some

r"*i+"*o'tous trick, cunning device, piece of trickery or some-

ifrinn of ttr"t sort. I know ttrit in the itaid and earnest states of

w;;?; iutop" such an idea would horrify qeoglg and that nota

sinsle decent bfficiat would even .entertain it' I hope' howev.er'

;h;?;h;;; ".t v.t become as bureaucratic as all that and that

ir-oo, *iaut the iiscussion of this idea will give rise to nothing

more than amusement.
Indeed, why not combine pleasure with utility? WnV no1L1-s,o1

to some humo.o,.rs or semi-humorous ffick to expose somethrng

iiai"-ri.r.,- something harmfu l, somethin g semi-ridiculous, semi-

harmful, etc.?
it ,""*, to me that our workers, and peasants' Inspection will

nui,ugreatdealifitundertakestoexaminetheseideas,andthat
fditrt?i;;ses in wfrich our Central Control Commission and its

"otf"ug""t 
in the Workers' and Peasants' Inspection "*i"i"[-i.

few of"their most brilliant victories will be enriched by not a tew

"-pftit. 
.i our future Workers' and Peasants' Inspection and

CJntral Control Commission members in places not quite

menti6nable in prim and staid textbooks'

**{.
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. Hoy can atParty institution be amalgamated lryith a Soviet
institution? Is there not something improper in this suggestion?

- I do not ask ttpse questions on my own behalf, but 6-n behalf of
those I hinted af above when I sai<i that we have bureaucrats in
our Party institutions as well as in the Soviet institutions.
_ But why, indeed, should we not amalgamate the two if this is in

the interests of our work? Do we not all see that such an amalga_
mation has been very beneficial in the case of the peopie,s
Commissariat of Foreign Affairs, where it was brought aUoii ai
the very beginning? Does not ttre political Bureau discuss from
the Party point of view many questions, both minor and impor-
tant, co-nceming the "moves" we should make in reply to the
"moves" 

. 
of foreign powers in order to forestall th"ir, suy,

9ungi1g, if we are not to use a less respectable term? Is not tt'iJ
flexible amalgamation of a Soviet institution with a rarty lnstii"-
tion a source of great strength in our politics? I think tlrat what
has proved its usefulness, what has been definitely adopted in our
foryiqn politics and has become so customary that ii no Ionger
calls forth any doubt in this field, will be at l6ast as appropriite
(in fact, I think it will be much more appropriate) fei iliili;
apparatus as a whole. The functions of the Workers, and
Peasants' Inspection-cover our state apparatus as a whole, and its
activitips should .ffect all and every- state institution without
exception: local, central, commercial, purely administrative,
educational, archive, theatrical, etc.-in ihort, all without any
exception.

Why then should not an institution, whose activities have such
yidg- .!9op", and.which moreover requires such extraordinary
flexibility-of form's, be permitted to adopt this peculiar ,;;G;:
mation of a Party contror institution with a Sbviet control rn-
stitution?

I see no obstacles to this. What is more, f think that such an
amalgamation is the only guaranree of success in our *ort. iiiiirii
that all doubts on this score arise in the dustiest corners of our
gov€mment offices, and that they deserve to be treated with
nothing but ridicule. 

* * *

Another doubt: is it expedient to combine educational activities
with official activities? I think that it is not only expedient, bui
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necessary. Generally speaking, in spite of our revolutinnary atti-
tude towards the West-European form of state, we have allowed
ourselves to become infected with a number of its most harmful
and ridiculous prejudices; to some extent we have been diliber-
ately infected with them by our dear bureaucrats. who counted
on being able again apd again to fish in the muddy waters of these
prejudices. And they did fish in these muddy waters to so great an
extent that only the blind among us failed to see how extensively
this fishing was practised.

In all spheres of social, economic and political relationships we
are "frightfully" revolutionary. But as regards precedence, the
observance of the forms and rites of office management, our
"revolutionariness" often gives way to the mustiest routine. On
more than one occasion, we have witnessed the very interesting
phenomenon of a great leap forward in social life being accompa-
nied by amazing timidity whenever the slightest changes are
proposed.

This is natural, for the boldest steps forward were taken in a

field which was long reserved for theoretical study, which was
promoted mainly, and even almost exclusively, in theory. The
Russian, when away from work, found solace from bleak bureau-
cratic realities in unusually bold theoretical constructions, and
that is why in our country these unusually bold theoretrcal con-
structions assumed an unusually lopsided character. Theoretical
audacity in general constructions went hand in hand with
amazing timidity as regards certain very minor reforms in office
routine. Some great universal agrarian revolution was worked out
with an audacity unexampled in any other country, and at the
same time the imagination tailed when it came to working out a
tenth-rate reform in office routine; the imagination, or patience,
was lacking to apply to this reform the general propositions
that produced such brilliant results when applied to general

otiHfrtJ 
why in our present life reckless audacity goos hand in

hand, to an astonishing degree, with timidity of thought even
when it comes to very minor changes.

I think that this has happened in all really great revolutions, for
really great revolutions grow out of the contradictions between
the old, between what is directed towards developing the old, and
the very abstract striving for the new, which must be so new as not
to contain the tiniest particle of the old.
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And the more abrupt the revolution, the longer will many of
these contradictions last.

- The general feature of our r..r;, fife is the foltowing: we have
destroyed capitalist industry and have done our best toiaze to the
ground the medieval institutions and landed proprietorship, and
thus created a small and very small peasantry, which is foliowine
the lead of the proletariat because it believes in the results of iti
revolutionary_w9rk. It is not easy for us, however, to keep going
until the socialist revolution is victorious in more deiel,ooed
countries merely with the aid of this confidence, beca'use
economic necessity,-especially under NEp, keeps the productivity
of labour of the small and very small peasants a1 an erremely low
level. Moreover, the international situation, too, threv0 Russia
back and, by and large, reduced the labour productivity of the
people to a level considerably below pre-war. The West-Euro-
pean capitalist powers, partly deliberately and partly uncon-
sciously, did everything they could to throw us back, to utilise the
elements of the Civil War in Russia in order to spread as
much ruin in the country as possible. It was precisely this way out
of the imperialist war that seemed to have many advantages. They
argued somewhat as follows: "If we fail to overthrow the revolu-
tionary system in Russia,, we shall, at all events, hinder its
progress towards socialism." And from their point of view they
could argue in no other way. In the end, their problem was half-
solved. They failed to overthrow the new system created by the
revolution, but they did prevent it from at once taking the step
forward that would have justified the forecasts of the socialisti,
that would have enabled the latter to develop the productive
forces with enornous speed, to develop all the po-tentialities
which, taken together, would have produced socialism; socialists
would thus have proved to all and sundry that socialism contains
within itself gigantic forces and that mankind had now entered
into a new stage of development of extraordinarily brilliant pros-
pects.

The system of international relationships which has now taken
shape.is one in which a European state, Germany, is enslaved by
the victor countries. Furthermore, owing to their victory, a
number of states, the oldest states in the West, are in a position to
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make some insignificant concessions to their oppressed
classes--concessions which, insigrtificant though thty are,
nevertheless retard the revolutionary movement in those countries
and create some semblance of "class truce".

At the same time, as a result of the last imperialist war, a
number of countries of the East, India, China, etc., have been
complgtely jolted out of the rut. Their development has definitely

. shifted to general European capitalist lines .The general European
ferment has begun to affect them, and it is now clear to the
whole world that they have been drawn into a process of de-
velopment that must lead to a crisis in the whole of world capi-
tatsm.

. Thus, at the present time we are confronted with the ques-
tion--*hall we be able to hold on with our small and very srnall
P_e-asary production, and in our present state of ruin, until the
West-Furopean capitalist countii-es consummate their develop-
ment towards socialism? But they are consummating it not as we
formerly expected. They are not consummating it"ttrrougtr ttri
gradual "maturing" of socialism, but through the exploitation of
some countries by others, through the exploitation of the first bf
the countries vanquished in the imperiahsf war combined with the
exploitation of the whole of'the East. On the otler hand, precisely
as a result of the first imperialist war, the East has been'definiteljr
drawn into the revolutionary movement, has been definitel!,
drawn into the general maeistrom of the wodd revolutionary
movement.

What tactics does this situation prescribe for our country?
Obviously the lbllowing. We muqt diiplay extreme caution so as
to preserve our workers' govemmgnt and to retain our small and
very small peasantry under its leadership and authority-We have
the advantage that the whole world is now passing to a movement
that must give rise to a world socialist revolution. But we are
labouring under the disadvantage that the imperialists have suc-
ceeded in splitting the world into two campi; and this split is
made more complicated by the fact that it ii extremely dihicult
for. Germany, which is really a land of advanced, cultuied, capi-
talist developr,nent, to rise to her feet. All the capitalist powerjof
what is called the West are pecking at her and preventing her
from rising. On the other hand, the entire East, wiih its hundreds
of millions of e^xploited working people, reduced to the last degree
of human suffering, has been forcea into a position wherj its
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physical and material strength cannot possibly be compared with
the physical, material and military strength of any of the much
smaller West-European states.

Can we save ourselves from the impending conflict with these
imperialist countries? May we hope that the intemal antagonisms
and conflicts between the thriving imperialist countries of the
West and the thriving imperialist countries of the East will give us
a second respite as they did the first time, when the campaign of
the West-European counter-revolution in support of the Russian
counter-revolution broke down owing to the antagonisms in the
camp of the counter-revolutionaries of the West and thb East, in
the camp of the Eastern and Westem exploiters, in the camp of
Japan and the USA?

I think the reply to this question should be that the issue
depends upon too many factors, and that the outcome of the
struggle as a whole can be forecast only because in the long run
capitalism itself is educating and training the vast majority of the
population of the globe for the struggle.

In the last analysis, the outcome of the struggle will bg deter-
mined by the fact that Russia, India, China, etc., account for the
overwhelming majority of the population of the globe. And
during the past few years it is this majority that has been drawn
into the struggle for emancipation with extraordinary rapidity, so
that in this respect there cannot be the slightest doubt what
the final outcome of the world struggle will be. In this
'sense, the complete victory of socialism is fully and absolutely
assured.

But what interests us is not the inevitability of this complete
victory of socialism, but the tactics which we, the Russian
Communist Party, we, the Russian Soviet Government, should
pursue to prevent$the West-European counter-revolutionary
states from crushing us. To ensure our existence until the next
military conflict between the counter-revolutionary imperialist
West and the revolutionary and nationalist East, between the
most civilised countries of the world and the Orientally backward
countries which, however, comprise the majority, this majority
must become civilised. We, too, lack enough civilisation to enable
us to pass straight on to socialism. although we do have the poli-
tical requisites for it. We should adopt the following tactics, or
pursue the following policy, to save ourselves.

We must strive to build up a state in which the workers retain
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the leadership of the peasants, in which they retain the
confidence of the peasants, and by exercising the greatest
economy remove every trace of extravagance from our social
relations.

We must reduce our state apparatus to the utmost degree of
economy. We must banish from it all traces of extravagance, of
which sdl much has been left over from tsarist Russia, from its
bureaucratic capitalist state machine.

Will not this be a reign of peasant limitations?
No. If we see to it that the working class retains its leadership

over the peasantry, we shall be able, by exercising the greatest
possible thrift in the economic life of our state, to use every saving
we make to develop our large-scale machine industry, to develop
electrification, the hydraulic extraction of peat, to complete the
Volkhov Power Project,* etc.

In this, and in this alone, lies our hope. Only when we have
done this shall we, speaking figuratively, be able to change horpes,
to change from the peasant, muzhik horse of poverty, from the
horse of an economy designed for a ruined peasant country, to the
horse which the proletariat is seeking and must seek-the horse of
large-scale machine industry, of electrification, of the Volkhov
Power Station, etc.'

That is how I link up in my mind the general plan of our work,
of our policy, of our iactics, of our stritegy, liith ttre functions
of the reorganised Workers' and Peasants' Inspection. This is
what, in my opinion, justifies the exceptional care, the
exceptional attention that we must devote to the Workers'
and Peasants' Inspection in raising it to an exceptionally high
level, in giving it a leadership with Central Committee rights,
etc., etc.

And this justification is that only by thoroughly purging our
government machine, by reducing to the utmost everything that is
not absolutely essential in it, shall we be certain of being able to
keep going; Moreover, we shall be able to keep going not on the
level of a small-peasant country, not on the level of universal limi-

* The Volkhov Power Project-the construction of the first big elecffic
power station in the Soviet Union on the River Volkhov. The construction
began in 1918 but was expanded to the full only by 1921, after the end of the
Civil War. ln 1926 the Volkhov hydroelectric power station was put into opera-
tion.-Ed.
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tation, but on a level steadily advancing to large-scale machine
industry.

These are the lofty tasks that I dream of for our Workers' and
Peasants'-Inspection. That is why I am planning for it the amalga-
mation of the most authoritative party body with an ,.ordina[r,,
People's Commissariat.

March 2,1.923

Pravda No. 49, March 4, 1923 V. I. Lenin,
Collected Worlcs,
Vol. 33, pp.487-502
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